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Recreation Center

and Mrs. Wilbert Van Appledom. Mr. Corran was employed ' as
The board has selected the firm chef at Waukazoo Inn fa* the past
Children in the handicappedof Stapert, Pratt, Bulthuis and 20 years.
Mayor Harry Harrington at
City Council will study pocsihfl- '
danes at WashingtonSchool were Sprau. Preliminarydrawings will Surviving are theVife’ the for- regular City Council meeting Wedbe submitted soon for ratification. mer Mary Rummler; two stepities of developing the newly acIn for a double Christmas sur" The treasurer reported 5538.18 in sons, Arthur Rummler of Grand nesday night appointeda fivequired 'city property in the vicinity
prise when they reported back to the current fund and $83,877.91 in
Haven and Leonard Rummler of mem b e r municipal recreation
of 16th 8L and Fairbanks Ave.
school Monday morning. They saw, the building fund. Board members
Holland; three stepdaughters, building advisory committee to innear Pilgrim Home Cemetery for
for the first time, a gift of the said more funds are needed to
vestigate
the
operation
of
like
Mrs. Charles F. Gloss of Chicago,
Holland Rotary Club, a new tele- enable them to proceed with con- Mrs. James Burt and Mrs. Fred facilities in other communities
park purposes as the result of a
vision set
fidence on the building project.
McSwain, both of Holland; 10 and to formulate and recommend
letter from the Junior Welfare
Rotarians, whose interest cengrandchildren;five great grand- rules for operating the new reLeague.
ters around aid to handicapped
children;one brother-in-law,
E. J. creation building which is expectThe letter, signed by the League
children, have aided the special
ed to be ready for Tuulip Time
Potvin of Cheboygan,Mich.
education classes in numerous Cruelty
president, Mrs. Lincoln Sennett,
Funeral services' will be. held next May.
ways throughout the 'past years,
was read at the regular meeting
Friday at 2 p.m. at the Nibbelink Appointees are Clarence Klaasen,
•and this year the children were
Notier funeral Chapel with the A.W. Hertel, Ward Hansen, City
of Council Wednesday night It
treated at a -party at Christmas
TWELFTH NIGHT CELEBRATION In
year and it is expectedDoualai will be the site
Rev. C. G. Reynen, pastor of Manager H. C McClintock and
Elects
Officers
endorsed, its iae as a picnic are*
time. At this party for the childSougotuck drew on estimated 300 persons who
Bethel Reformed Church officiat- City Clerk Clarence Grevengoed.
next year. Part of the crowd is shown gathered
with
the possibilitiesof wading
ren and teachers a veritable
ing. Burial will be in Pilgrim Hertel has served as chairman of
gathered to watch hundredsof Christmastrees
around the fire as the Rev. H. E- Mavcroft told
OTSEGO (Special)
Willard
shower of gifts were given both
pools
in
the summer and skating
the
building
committee
since
long
Home Cemetery.Friends may
go up in flames. The tree burning ceremony is
the group the celebration stemmed from an
to the school and to the indivi- Felt&iberger was elected president meet the family at the funeral before the bond isue was passed.
rinks in the winter. The League
the first of future annual affairsto be held in
old English custom to burn trees and tinsel
dual children.Each gift had been of the Allegan County Society for chapel Thursday from 2 to 4 and
The committee is asked to reexpresseddisappointment that its
either
Sougotuck
or
Douglas.
Original
plans
selected as a special aid to each the Prevention of Cruelty to Ani- 7 to 9 p.m.
decorations on Jon- 6, or the 12th night after
port back to Council as soon as
offer of a wading pool two years
mals
at
the
annual
meeting
MonChild.
had been to hold the ceremony in Douglas this
(Ptnna-Satphoto)
possible and in any event not
ago did not materialize.
But the televisionset was one day night at the home of Franklin
later than March 3. The comDouglas
in
Allegan.
City Manager C. McClintock
known only to the Rotarians and
mittee is asked to recommend fees
explained that the plan under conOther officers elected were
Miss Mary Hickman, principalof
for use and activities to be allowsiderationcalls for informal use of
Washington School and Miss Douglas, vice president;Helen
ed or prohibited.These rules will
First
the property with perhaps picnic
Hitchcock,
secretary;
Macie
Martha Bird and Mrs. Dena Schutbe considered by Council.
tables on the higher levels and
Gerry, treasurer.Humane officers
maat, teachers of the classes.
Mayor Harringtonalso asked
pools on the lower levels, making
are
Bernard
Holmes
of
Otsego
and
The service club had asked
Council and the new committee
use of springs in the area.
Install
what gift would benefit the Douglas of Allegan. Shelter attento consider a proper name for the
In other business, Council dedants
are
Rhoda
Alenduff,
Mable
by
Esther
Van
Wagoner
Tufty
youngstersin terms of teaching
cided to do Away with Vander
Burroughs and Dallis Shoesmith.
WASHINGTON (Special) — For new center. He said the term PERRYOPOLIS, Pa.,
SAUGATUCK
(Special)
aids, and Miss Hickman suggested
Sluis Ave. which borders the newly
The shelter handled 610 animals the first time Hope College will generally in use of Holland MuniHundreds of Christmastrees went
televisionboth for the physically
cipal Recreation Building is some- Things soon will be 60 times
acquiredproperty, thereby elimin 1953, 487 of which were dogs receive a DuPont grant for the
up in flames Wednesday night as
handicappedand special learners
brighter in this small south- Saugatuck and Douglas residents
inating the necessity for a* new
and 123 cats. Humane offirersin- advancement of teaching chemis- what long and unwieldy.
classes. And on Monday morning,
Council also devoted consider- western Pennsylvaniacommunity.
culvertfor the creek there. It was
vestigated 25 cases of cruelty in try in colleges.
celebrated Twelfth night
a 21-inch set for each group— was
ably more time to the municipal
decided to extend 13th St. east to
the county. It was pointed out that
The $2,500 involved in each grant
Under a $1,500,000 inheritance Shortly before 8 p.m. repreunveiled.
provide access to the one private
more homes for dogs and cats are has been offered to 40 private in- building.It concurred with Mayor left by the late Mrs. Mary Fuller sentativesof 100 differentorganiRadio and television are two
Harrington’s suggestion that
At
home in the area.
needed.
stitutions,primarily liberal arts
Frazier, a former resident, cinder- zations, torches in hand, lit the
great potentialsof eduucation.
With no objectionsoffered, CounHours at th? shelter on M-89 east colleges. The major factor in their office space in the new center be ella town, U.S.A.. will install 60 huge bonfire. An estimated 300
Children whose legs are not
cil vacated two alleys. One lay beof Otsego County Park are daily selectionwas their record in train- offered to the Chamber of Com- new stret lights.
Thirty-eight
donors
reported
to
persons gathered around the fire
strong or whose bodies need extra
tween 21st and 22nd Sts. running
from 7 to 9 a.m., 1 to 2 and 5 to ing chemistry majors. A total of merce at a rental - of $150 per
The town at present has only and m
Park** along the high- the donor clinic in Red Cross headrest, youngsters who require more
month,
the
Chamber
to
assist
in
6 p.m.
from Ottawa to ClevelandAves.
quarters
Monday
evening
for
the
100,000
dollars
has
been
awarded.
one light. It shines down nightly
time to learn, children whose
The other was a T-shaped alley
The society is a charitable,nonHope college is free to use the booking operations of the new in the community’s square on
The Rev. H.E. Maycrofttold the bi-weekly clinic which provides
capabilities are more limited than
building.
He
said
such
an
arrangebetween 28th and 29th Sts. and
profit organization and is depen- $2,500 grant in any way seen tq be
blood
for
the
Holland
Community
monument to George Washing- crowd the Twelfth night celebrathe average child will have an opbetween Central and River Aves.
dent entirely on donations and "most effectivein improvingthe ment would be in the best inBlood Bank.
ton
who
once
proposed
the
site
as
tion
originated
from
an
old
English
portunity to use these great comSeveral appointmentsalso were
memberships to provide funds.
teaching of chemistry and the terests of both the city and the the nation’s
Donors
were
Mrs.
Linnle
Sly,
custom of horning Christmas trees
munication marvels. The parade The next regular meeting will
Chamber.
made by Council. City Attorney
Richard
Nykamp,
Arthur
A.
En*
stimulationof interestin it.” This
on Jan. 6, the 12th night after
of events, ' music and art and be held Feb. 1, in the evening at
It was in 1948 when
gelsman, Robert E. Freer*, Mrs James E. Townsend and’ City Encould include purchase of special Followinga long discussion,
science may now enter their class- the Otsego library.
Frazier died and willed the money Christmas
Council
voted
to
exercise
part
of
Ford Weeks, Clarence Windemul- gineer Jacob Zuidema were reapequipmentof books, attendance at
rooms to aid learning and speed
to the town for civic improve- 'Hie custom has now been adoptscientific meetings, visiting lec- an option with building contractler, William De Vries, Allen Veld- pointed as two officer members to
recovery. With the expert guidments. One provision was that ed by the twin villagesof «auga- huls, Lambert Lubbers, Mrs. Leo ths Board of Review, their nsw
tureships, student aid, or other ors to proceed with installation
ance of the trained teacher the
of permanent bleachers at a cost that Perryopolis was to b« in tuck and Douglas, according to Inderbltzen, Dorothy Bush, John terms expiring in January, 1955;
uses.
broadcasts may become a vital
William Simmons, secretary of the Chrispell,.Charles Verburg, Ray John H. Van Dyke was reappointThe only other Michigan educa- of $14,681.75with the privilegeof corporated as a borough.
educationalexperience, linked
That was accomplished last Chamber of Commerie Christmas Bultema, Ed Wabeke, Jr., John ed u a citizen member. Ms term
tional institution receiving such a exercising the entire option if it
with regular school studies. '
grant for the first time is Kalama- chooses before the April deadline. spring and the town elected its committee.
John E, Boonstra, Wilma Bronk- expiring in January, 1957. Council
tabled until the next meeting anCouncil also Voted to advertise first set of municipal officials
zoo College.
An earlier story indicated the horst
other
citizen member appoint-,
for
bids
for
permanent
balcony
during
last
November’s
election.
The University of Michigan- reorigin stemmed from Biblical
Jacob De Vries, Gerald G. Den
times as it was the 12th night after Bleyker, Grace Vollink, Fred Me ment to fill the vacancy caused
ceives
a
differentaward for the seats involving almost 1,000 seats,
I
Philadelphia
Wednesday,
Holland High School seniors
by the death of John Galien. This
and their parents will have op- first time to be given to “an out- bids to be submitted by 7:30 pm. Burgess Russell J. Blair and mem- the Birth of Christ when the Three Kenny, Nells Bade, John Wlnkels, term expires in January, 1955.
Jan. 13.
standing
graduate
student
having
Wise
Men
made
their
return
trip
bers
of
the
Perryopolis
council
John
Vlnkemulder,
Dick
Van
Kamportunity to investigatethe offerStuart Boyd and Ward Hansen
Earlier, Council okayed adver- were granted approval on their home.
pen, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Daubenings of various colleges, univer- two years’ experience as half-time
were
reappointed members of the
tising
for
bids
for
1,000
folding
plans for a street lightingsystem.
Lynn MiCray was acting speck, Preston Nugelkirk, Nicholas Holland Planning Commission,
sities, business schools and nurses teaching assistant.” This fellowpj
chairs
and
carts
for
use
on
the
ship
of
$2,400
for
unmarried
feltraining centers Jan. 12, Tuesday
The next projects to be under- chairman of the event. Everhard Ellerbroek, Roger Kleis, Ford their new terms expiring In Janulows is designed to enable univer- main floor of the new building.
evening, at the high school.
taken, accordingto Blair, are a Thomas, Douglas acted as master Weeks, Junior Karaten, Fred ary, 1^7.
ZEELAND (Special)- Leon A. This program, the first of its sities to retain student instructors No deadline was given.
Davis, Raymond Schutt, Ivan De
sewage system and a sewerage of ceremonies.
Council also voted to continue a
Sears of Park Forest, HI., will kind In the local school, will sup- in teaching work for another In other business Council ap- .flfipnsfll itiflPt ........
Free, Clarence Buurma, Don salary of $8 a day for Board of
year.
proved a request from the hospiassutn? duties as City Superinten- plant the regular College and CaRypma, Ed Koops.
Review. Members, including dty
reer Day program held in former The idea behind these awards, tal Board to engage the James A.
dent of Zeeland Jan. 18.
Doctors on hand were Dr. H. officersconnected therewith. '
Sears, former city manager of years. The College and Career and others, amountingthis year to Hamilton Associaties of MinneaTenpas of Hamilton and Dr. C.
Soldier
City Clerk Grevengoedpresented
Albion and Oberlin, Ohio, was ap- Day program will be held in alter- $238,500is to advance the teaching polis, Minn., for building conVan Appledom of Holland. Nurses an oath of office from Jay H. Den
of
science.
sultation
service
in
connection
pointed by City Council at a regu- nate years in the future.
were Gertrude Steketee,Jennie Herder as associatemunicipal
The E. I. du Pont de Nemours with a hospital addition. The hospilar session Monday. The appoint- Guides will assist the seniors
Spoelstra, Mrs. F. Veltman am judge for the term expiring at the
Declared
and
their
parents
to
various
meet
and
Co.
of
Wilmington,
Delaware,
tal
Board
communication
called
ment was made in cooperation
Mrs. Richard Martin.
next general election. The oath
ing areas in the high school gym perhaps the top scientificmanu- attention to the special construcwith the Board of Public Works.
'Nurse’s aides were Mrs. C. C. was filed.
and
first
floor
classroorjis.
At
facturing
concern
in
the
world,
tion
fund
reserve
of
$3,000
estaSears served at Albion for two
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-Mr. Wood, Jeanette Poest and Mrs
Council okayed a request from
and one half years and at Oberlin these areas, college representa- has long financed aid-to-educationblished last April to cover such
-A
second and Mrs. Henry Lyons, route 1 Russell Burton. Gray ladies were the Board of Public Works to purtives will set up displays and will programs to advance science.
expenses In the first year or until House investigationwas underway
for seven. While at Oberlin he supGrand Haven, have been notified Mrs. James Crowle and Mrs chase series J government bonds
building lUnds are available for today into reports that junketing
ervised erection of a new munici- have, literaturetellingabout the
Genevieve Welton. In charge of in the value of $67,500 replacing
school which they represent. Respedfll MTUies. Hospital Direct- congressmen spent close to $300,- by the government that their son,
pal electric plant that reduced city
the canteen were Mrs. Irene series F bonds which matured Jan.
freshments
will be served by the
Corp.
Marshall
F.
Lyons,
who
has
or f^ed Bura explained work done 000 in "blank check" foreign curlight bills by 45 per cent.
Hamm, Mrs. Ted Berkey and Mrs. 1, 1954.
senior higlA school committee durto date by the firm on the space rency, in addition to travel funds been reported as missing in action
A competent engineer, Sears has
Kenneth Woldring. Historianswere ' Council okayed City Manager H.
ing the evening.
utilintion study. He said nearly provided oy this government,on
taught at Albion College and Michin Korea for three years, has been Mrs. Howard Doustra and Mrs C. McClintock’* report on the proTlie committee in charge of
all hocplUla use the services of overseas trips last summer and
igan College of Mining and Techdeclared dead by the U.S. Army. Alice Fortney.
gress of the constructionof the
special consultants because of fall.
nology at Houghton. He also arrangementsis headed by Phyllis Is
He was 17 years old when listed
municipal recreation building and
Brink. Marcia Borr, John Madithe complexities of hospital planserved with the REA administraThe legislators are not required as missing.
payment No. 8 involving$43,802.97.
son, and Phil Boersma are stution in Washington.
ing.
under law to mak< any accounting
To date, general constructionhas
dent members of the committee Remember that tax deadline!
On Nov. 11, 1950, the parents
During his tenure as city manThe meeting adjourned at 10:30 of how they spent this so-called
amounted to $227,522; electrical,*
and Miss Linnea Nelson, Miss It s Jan. 20 this year for county
received
their Inst letter from
ager at Oberlin, , Sears was in Gladys Wiskamp and Austin Bup.m. AH councilmenwere present "counterpart” money - local cur$12,029.37; mechanical. $56,164;
their son. He enlistedin the Army
taxes and specialassessments and with the exceptionof Couuncilcharge of all phases of city adminrency put up by foreign govern- April 2, 1950, and was sent overchanan are faculty representatotal, $295,715.37, less 10 per cent
istration and planning except legal
City Treasurer Alden J. Stoner man Robert Visscher who is vaca- ments to match dollar aid from seas to Korea in Septemberof that
tives.
retained.
and legislative.
tioning in Florida. City Clerk this country.
still has about 40 per cent of the
McClintock also reported proyear and served with Company B,
Sears, 57, is married and has an
Clarence Grevengoed gave the ingress on work of the alley between
Chairman
Karl M. Lecomte (R- Ninth Infantry Regiment.
levy
to
collect.
To
date
he
coleight-yearold son.
vocation.
Curtis Perkins, 27, of 175 Burke
Eighth and Ninth Sts. running
lowa) said his House Administra- He was first reported as woundlected $114,780.16 from a total asAve. Wednesday waived examina from River to Central Aves. but
tion Committee has asked the ed in action and a buddy wrote
tion when arraigned on a felonsessment of $204,155,661leaving
said there are many loose ends to
chairmen of five other House the parents that Marshall had been
ious assault charge before Park
$89, 375.50 yet to be paid.
be dealt with. Property owners are
groups for a report on counter- shot in the leg while his company
Unit
id
Township Justce C. C. Wood.
Oil Industry
seeking to deed the alley to the
part money spent by their globe- was on the march \in northern
After Jan. 20 a 3 per cent penBond was set at $250 pending
trotting members. He promised- to
alty will be added until March 1
Korea. He rolled off the side of appearance in Circuit Court Jan. city and to have it blacktopped.
make public whatever information the road when hit but the Chinese
FENNVILLE (Special)
The when all records will be turned
11. He is charged with assaulting
in
h gets.
over to the county treasurer in
'advanced so fast his buddies didn't Joseph J. Jackson, 41, of 95 Burke
fire truck was the fire in Fennville
Grand Haven.
Earlier, Rep. Clare E. Hoffman have a chance to get him out, Ave.
Traffic
.
The mobile x-ray unit of the Wednesday night.
Stoner also reminded local dog LANSING (UP)-Michigan’s oil (R-Mich), chairman of the House accordingto Pfc. William Living
Police said Jackson entered the
State Health Department will be
The village’s old fire truck, owners- that the dog license dead- industry ».icture has "brightened Committee on Government Opera- of Holly, Mich.
Perkins home Monday night and
parked outside the Warm Friend
housed in a garage on the east end line is March 1. So far he has sold considerably” during recent weeks tions, launcheda similar inquiry.
Lyons was bom in Grand Haven the two became involved in a fight.
Tavern for certain periods for
120 licenses for an estimated 650 State Conservation Department Hoffman was understood today to township Feb. 11, 1933, and atfive days in February, it was an- of the village, was a total loss
dogs inside the city. Dog licenses geologists said today.
have prepared a detailed new tended the local school. Besides Perkins used two milk bottles and
an electricflat iron in the fight.
nounced at a meeting of health the blaze, which occurred about cost $2 for females and $1 for
The geologistswere cheered by questionnairefor the State Depart- the parents, he is survived by the
Seven or eight persons are
Jackson is undergoingtreat
leaders in Allendale Community 8 p.m. An overheated stove is be- males and unsexed. The fee is a report that the Pure Oil Co. ment on what it knows about the
scheduled
to appear at the first
following
brothers
and
sisters,
ment in Holland Hospital for
Hall Wednesdaynight.
lieved to have set the garage and doubled after March 1. At that struck oil in an old well near spending of counterpart funds.
Karen, Pat, Gordon, . Rose Marie severe scalp lacerationsand
sJssion
?f.Tra?jc p)Urf
The mobile unit, which provides truck' ablaze.
time all records will be turned Reed City by drilling1,000 feet The department asks no ques- and Judy, all at home.
fractured nose. His condition was \onightf®t»»*>
7 P m*
More
As a result of the blaz' , much of over to Grand Haven. '
free servicein chest x-rays to dedeeper than where oil originally tions but does keep records of how
ff
MMunicipal
A. 1
Judge Cornelius vander
Meulen.
described
as
"good”
today.
tect tuberculosis,will follow this Fennville was left without teleDog owners outside Holland city was hit 13 years ago.
much counterpart each traveling
TrafficCourt is a new program in
schedule in downtown Holland: phone service,as the fire affected must obtain licenses from their
In 1941, the company struck oil lawmaker gets. It is reported totHolland in which most traffic
Feb. 22, 10 a.m. to 5 pm; Feb. the telephone company’s main cir- townshiptreasurer. John Maat is at 3,640 feet and at one time the
ling up the bill nw, for a report
offenders are ordered to appear
J.L Sterken Succumbs
23, noon to 8:30 pm; Feb. 24, cuit.
treasurer of Holland township and well produced1,900 barrels a day. to Hoffman and Lecomte if and
either 10 a.m. Tuesday or 7 p.m.
noon to 8:30 pm.; Feb. 25, noon Mrs. Max Foster,who lives with- Simon Sybesma is treasurer of
Recently the company began when they demand it.
Wednesday at Age 85
Thursday. Traffic Court is held in
to 8:30 pm; Feb. 26, 9 am to in a block of the fire department Park township.
making the well deeper and struck
council chambers on the third
5
on the west side of the village,
oil at 4,665 feet. The well now
John L. Sterken. 85, died of
floor of City Hall. *
Steven Mead of Grand Haven discovered the second fire at 9:30
heart attack Wednesday while
produces about 65 barrels a day.
Others appearing in court Wedpresided at the meeting and Dr. p.m. in the village pump house. Forma/ Initiation Held
"This find adds considerable
shoveling snow at his home, 9:
FORT DODGE, Iowa
nesday and today were Sherwin
O. van der Velde reported on the Damage to the cement block buildweight to the opinion that there
Newly elected Mayor Marvin B. East 16th St.
For Two New Members
Kamps, 20, Zeeland, speeding.$15;
need for a psychiatricsocial ing was confined to the oil burner.
is still much oil undiscovered deep
Vedvig and Managing Editor He was born in New Groningen Gordon Barendse,route 4, speedworker. Dr. Ralph Ten Have, It is believed mild weather caused J Formal initiation was conducted in the state,” officials said.
Joseph Givando of the Fort Dodge
of
head of the county health depart- the flue to dog.
The new find came less than a Get
Messenger were at odds over an
for Mrs.- Gladys Gordon and Mrs.
ment, told of the coming need for
Sterken The
Tfo* family
f^ilv came to Holr East
St- X8 70*
count*
01 Hunt
<****
Because of the telephone disor- Millie Sale at a meeting of Women week after oil was discovered in
announced city hall clampdown Merken.
fima 13th
nnrkincr
David
a dentist to replace the Couzens der, businessmenand village emANN ARBOR,
’-The on news.
land from Grandville in 1938 after
of the Moose Wednesday evening southwesternWashtenaw County.
fund dentist.
ployes took turns patrolingthe vilAUegan’ parking’
Payin*
Vedvig, sworn in Saturday for Mr. Sterken's retirement as a
Moose Lodge. Twenty-six mem- The Washtenaw County well is academic fate of a blonde Univer$1 each on parking charges were
Mead made several appoint- lage streets from 10 p.m. until 6 at
expected to produce 1,000 barrels sity of Michigan coed who left a two year teiro, said Monday farmer. He was a member of the
bers attended.
R.
M.
Dekker,
of
575
West
End
ments includingthat of Wilhelmine a.m. this morning,on the lookout
a day when it goes into production. class to compete in a beauty that he intended to serve as a Third Reformed Church.
Dr.; Glenn Coffey,of 254 East 11th
Haberland to take charge of the for fires or other emergencies Lunch was served by the child
c; test at Miami, Fla., rested “clearing house” for all news recare committeewith Mrs. Blanche
Surviving are one daughter, St.; Vera Reagan, of 580 Central
x-ray program in Holland.
today with the campus Women’s leases coining out of the city hall.
ordinarily reported by phone.*1
Solomon as chairman. Assisting Funeral Held Tuesday
Mrs. C. A. Barton of Holland; one Ave.
Student Government
The destroyed fire truck was an were Mrs. Edith' Green and Mrs.
He also said that he would like to son, Albert Sterken of Grandville
old one retained by the village for Edna Slagh.
Rosaline Sappington, 19-year-old read the news storiesbefore they
Hope, Albion Remain
For Peter Dt Vries
protectionof the east side. A rail- "Prize for the evening was
law student from West Branch, appeared in print to “check the
10 grc“ Fact-Finder* Will Look
In Tie for MIAA Lead
road track, which runs through awarded to Mrs. I^uth Smith.
Funeral services were held left Monday to represent Michigan wording.’*
Funeral
services will be held Into Gas Company
the village, could prevent the main
Tuesday afternoon for Peter De in the National College Queen
“I’m entitledto know what Saturdayat 2 p.m. at the NibbeALBION,
— Albion departmentfrom reaching a blaze.
Vries, 80, who died Friday evening Contest at Miami.
news stories we are releasing at link-Notier Funeral Chapel with LANSING
-Gov. G. Mermen
College won its ninth straight
Funeral Rites Friday
at Pine Rest. Services were held
Dean of Women Deborah Bacon the city hail,” the mayor said. “I
basketball game of the season and
ZEELAND (Special) - Funeral at 2 p.m. at Nibbelink-NotierFun- said the blonde beauty failed to don’t say I’m going to stop any- the Rev. Christian H. Walvoord Williams today named a threeman fact-finding commission to
its fourth in MIAA warfare Wed- Sterken Rita Set
services will be held Friday after- eral Chapel, the Rev. James sign out of her dormitory and was thing from being published but I officiating. Burial will be in Pilgrim Home Cemetery. Friend* investigatea dispute between the
Funeral services for John L. noon for Martin De Hdbp, 87, who Wayer officiating. Burial was
nesday night by defeating Alma
might
want
.to
make
tome
addilifted “absent without leave.”
74-58.
may meet the family at the fun- Michigan Gas and Electric Co^
Sterken 85, who died Wednesday died Tuesday evening at Butter- at Pilgrim Home Cemetery.
However, it was reported that tions to « story.’*
eral chapel on Friday from 4 to 5 of Three Rivers and its employes,
Ths victory kept the winners at his home, 95 East 16th St., will worth Hospital in Grand Rapids. Mr. De Vries had made his
Miss Sappingtonreceived permisGivando immediately retorted and 7 to 9
The employes are members of
tied with Hope for first place in be held Saturday nt 2 p.m. at the The Rev. Theodore J. Jansma of home with his brother and wife.
sion from her instructorsto miss that the order would be ignored.
Local 13672 of District50 of the
the conference race. It was Alma’s NHAelink-Notier Funeral Home Eighth Reformed Church, Grand Mr. and Mrs. D. L. De Vries, of
classes for the event
“The new mayor should realize
United Mine
third MIAA loss against a single with the Rev. Christian Wal- Rapids, will officiate at the rites 151 Central Ave., who are his only
If permissionwas granted, the that his policy is completely con- Transfer Tax Intake
Membera of
‘
triumph.
voord offidating.Burial will be in Friday at 2 p.m. at the Yntema survivors.He had worked as a
University probablywill not take
- Secretary of
Alma’s George Fox took scoring Pilgrim Home cemetery. Included Funeral Home in Zeeland. Burial cabinet maker at the old Ottawa action against her, said James H. trary to the prindpies of good
honors with 26 points. Forward in the survivors are the wife, Lena will be at Zeeland Cemetery. The Furniture Co. before his retire- Robertson,dean of the Literary newspapering” Givando said. State Owen J. Cleary i
Don Roe led Albion with 21 points Visser Sterken, one daughter and body is at the funeral home where ment. He came to the United College. That would leave any “We’ll print the news as we dig it today that title transfer taxes on
out apd the major, like everybody used car sales totaled $565,543
while Teammate Travis Barker one son. grandchildren and great friends may call tonight from 7 to States from the Netherlands at the
disciplinarymoves up to the Stu- else, will have to buy a paper to during the three month
age of SO,
read
ending Dm. U.
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Engaged
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Overtime Victory
Is

Second

in

Week

For Local Cagers

a 47-44

a last second dash to t
final whistle Saturday night,
determined De Pauw team dung

overtime

Christian.

KLch

m

Directors of the company last
worthy opponent tor the highly
year set up a fund of 3150,000 for
vaunted Indiana team.
distribution to colleges in 1953
Hope took the initial tip from
with the money allocated equitcenter and made it pay off as they
ably to 14 Midwestern states,intook a 2-0 lead, and after two
Miss R«vo
cluding some 100 colleges.
Min Rom Brat
minutes of play Hope was still
Michigan Colleges Fundation, The engagement of Mis* Rev*
leading 6-5. However, De Pauw,
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Brat of 40 Inc., of which Hope Is a member Slagh to Roger E. Nykamp Is anusing a work-in style slowly be- West 40th St, announce the en- received a 313,500 check. Hope’s nounced by her parents, Mr. and
gan to build a first quarter lead, gagement of their daughter, Rose, share of the sum was 31.348.70.
Mil Tim Slagh of route 2, HoiFunds delegate went largely hind. Mr. Nykamp is the son of
and midway through the first to Kenneth Knott, son of Mr. and
stanza the De Pauw Tigers were Mis. John Knott of 29 East 28th to teachers, with another 30 per Mr. and Mrs. Leon Nykamp of 269
cent going to the school plant. East 16th St
leading 15-12. The Dutchmen were St
. l,
The rest of the money went to stu
constantly falling at the freethrow line as they accountedfor fensive board, he was literally a dent activities, administration and
'
only two odt of 10 attempts. De “bear”, and on the offensive the
Pauw on the other hand, had sunk board he also tallied several The movement toward industrial support of America’sbetter
five out of six of their charity tip-ins. The lanky Dutchman was
colleges Is being hailed throughtosses.By the end of the period, constantly breaking up the Tiger
Hope had dropped eight points passing and many times tiping up out the nation.
Standard Oil has also made
behind the hustling Tigers, 31-23. individual players.
availablefunds for a Hope College
The
Hope
mentor
was
pleased
In the second quarter, Hope
scholarship program. The school
looked like a new team. "Whltey” with his boys and after the game
given $1,000 a year, half of
Riemersma dropped in two long said, “We were hampered by the which goes to Improve chemistry
shots to one tor the visitors, and absence of John Brannock,and of department facilities and the
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
the score narrowed to 33-27. course we were weak on our free other half as a scholarship stiThe
following is a report of the
Center, Bob Hendrickson put in throws. Consideringthe vacation
office of the Probate and Juvenile
lay-off,
they
played
very
well.”
^The
article
described
the
finanhis best quarter of the game as he
Courts of Ottawa County, for the
Box Score
cial plight of colleges, pointing
took almost undisputed controlof
Hope (80)
out that the average school went year 1953.
the boards. Step by step, Hope was
The administration of 244 deFG FT F
$51,200 In the red last year. For
inching towards the Tiger lead,
3 3
9 instance at Hope it costs $19.71 cedent’s estates was started durand with three minutes left in the Adams, f
2
3
per semester hour to educate a ing the 12-month period,although
half the score stood at 39-35 with Riemersma, f
1
Hope student but tuition, already there are several hundred more
0
lope still on the short end. At 39- Klomparens,f
as high as pratical, pays only in the process of administration.
5
1
Hendrickson,
c
37, Riemersma sunk one out of
During the year 154 orders ai0
1
two free throws to narrow the Cramer, c
In
contrast
tuition at state signing residue were issued, and
2
1
Visser,
g
Tiger lead to one point, and then
8 supported schools like the Univer- 266 discharges entered closing
2
1
Harold Molenaar roared In for a Molenaar, g
sity of Michigan or Michigan estates.
0
1
lay-up which put the Dutch ahead Rink, g
State College runs less than one- . The fiduciaries of the dece3
1
40-39. Hie lead see-sawedin the Wagner, g
half of Hope tuition.For these dents’ estates paid a total
wanii*j seconds, and De Pauw

Slogh

FIRST BUILDING TO COME down to maki
room for the Western TheologicalSeminary

SSSWffiSffi
game
fire.

expansion program is the popular Moore Manor.

The

The Manor stands on 12th St. next to the
seminary library which also will be moved.

Maroon mentor used nine men,

juggling the lineup all afternoon
in an effort to find a suitable
combination. Scholten has a bac.<
injury and Nykamp had the flu.
Although disappointed with the little
defeat, Tula was well pleased
with the way in which wveril
of the boys, under fire for the
Fifth
first time, came through.
Grand Haven, although not mg,
Holland Christian’sLittle Marhas a good ball handling and a
oons rolled to their filth straight
fine shooting dub. Two boys, Bob
Dirkse and Pete Fisher, gave a victory of the season,New Year’s
tremendous exhibitionof out- afternoon at Grand Haven when
emu^shooting In the first half as they downed the Little Bugs, 5043. The only Christian loss this
they hit on almost 50 per cent of
season was in the opener against
their shots. They were only getting one shot at the hoop, but State High.
It was strictly an uphill battle
that was all they needed.
With inexperienced reserves for Coach John Ham's dub as
both in the front and back lines, they trailed by wide margins
the Dutch were not the smooth throughoutthe first half. They
wo i)klng outfit of previous were behind, 15-8 at the endncf,

Workmen started

dismantlingoperations

lest

week, and already have removed the roof and

much

of the top story. The Manor

,efln°,d-

Vows Spoken

in

is

about 48

(Sentinelphoto)

-

:

1

]

held the back line together le(j 35-31 going into the final
and nearly matched victory from period,
the Bucs with four long shots in
g^test was marred by fre-

sma

of

^

pulled ahead on a
end the half 44-42.

play.

the last three minutes of
foui shooting.A total of 47
The game was full of climaxes {oulg were called in the game,
and anti-climaxes.The action in
hit on 14 out of 29 tries
the last three minutes was
Grand Haven on 13 out
mendous and the 1,300 fans were 30 attempts,
on their feet most of
Balanced scoring again paved

Ire-

the

flve3^: One Injured,

Dunaged

^

the

16

Two Can

in Accident

34 12 18

Totals

throw

court

way for the Dutch victory.
Dave Vander Hill, who turned in
the victory- Trailing 87-31 with a fine game, led with 18, followed
three and a half minutes left, the by Dave Bos with 13, Dave AlMaroons started a rally which iena with nine, Warren Boer with
was to net them 13 points in the

«

free-

DePauw
In the second quarter, Hope was
again h arras aed by their foul shot Schrier, I
average, making only one out of Peters, f
four. Bob Visser and Riemersma Me Craken, f
kept the Dutch in the running as Loercher, c
they consistentlyhit from the Naus, c

0^^

^“remtatag.^tWn» ^Hm^tw^CernCT Rywngahad

Ottawa Comity

Has Busy Year

—

games. However, Carl Edewaards

•

Probate Court

Win

Post

,

’ .v-

library.

Zeeland Church

MarooDs

Stt

type.

Hope proved to be more than a

Considering the circumstances
in the Holland Christian ranks,
the loss was particularlyhard to
Art Tula’ outfit went
Into the game without the services of its two high scorers. Center Ken Scholten and Guard Ron

out of the

lane of the magazine.
Hope was picked as typical of
the hundreds of independentliberal arta colleges facing serious
financial problems.Standard Oil
la one of the many large corporations Initiating programs of financial support to colleges of this

to a dwindling lead to defeat the
Hope College Dutchmen, 83-80.
An unexpected, near-capacity
crowd turned out at the Armory
to see the locals tangle with their
classiest foe of the season and they
were far from disappointed as

thriUer to Grand Haven on the
Hues' court, Nf"

the

Hope College waa featured by
Standard Oil Company's the
"Standard Torch” in the latest

In

Holland Omitian’* cage aquad
dropped Its second game in three
days’ time to a class A school
it lost

OfSmal Schools

83^0 Score

By

when

Features Plight

Dntdmen

Downs

M-. ond Mrl. John F. d.

V,l«

^

^

^

The

jacket was trimmed with
Miss Evelyn Nan Gras and
John F. de Vries were united in pearls and ihinestoncs. She wore
a corsage of red carnations. The
groom’s mother chose a light rose
wool crepe and wore a white car-

near fn^“ "eSh-

back
c
Disregarding Hendrickson’s mas- Tinkham, g
tery of the boards in the second I McCammack, g
quarter, Hope’s superior height
Totals
was not functioning well, and the
“little”Tigers were getting the
majority of rebounds in the third
quarter.

At the start of the second

(83)
11

8
1
4

0
3

4
3

34 15 17

Ottawa County
Real Estate

half,

Tigers built another 10-polhtlead.
However, with four minutes gone
in the period they lost the services
of their regular center, Gene Loercher, who suffered a severe knee
injury. The fighting Dutchmen
still couldn’t, overcome that 10
points and the period ended with
Hope on the wrong end of a 67-

There were 22 petition*foe
commitments to Kalamazoo State
Hospital for mentally

ABegan Readies

Hope missed three shots and De
Pauw took quick advantage. The

t

80 other schools, the deficit is made $83,961.79 in Inheritance taxes to
up by state funds.
the State of Michigan.
The five page layout, complete Forty-six estates were opened
with numerous pictures, gave a for appointmentof guardiansof
short history of the school and minor children; there are many
described at length its goals. It more in the process of adminstrapointed oGt how although U.S. coltion, as each estate remains open
lege studentsare divided evenly
until each minor has attained the
between small and large schools
age of .21 years, necessitatingthe
therd are three times as many
filing of annual reports and the
small college graduateslisted in
renewal of guardian bonds.
Who’s Who in America.
New cases for crippled and afflicted children, totalled 4L
83

Transfers

Sports Section

ill

persons.

Six commitments were made to
ColdwaterState Home and Training School, and two commitments
to Caro State Hospital for Epileptics.

,

John G. Koster and wf. to EdThirty-three petitions were filed
(Special) — If and ward Borchers Lats 44, 45 Everfor the appointmentof guardian*
Cars were driven by
when snow conditions are right green Park Sub. Twp. Spring
ter of Mr. and
Mrs. John Gras. nation corsage.
of mentally incompetentpersons.
Bucs made it 42-41, but
. 254
954 ^est
“ .......
West zmo
22nd st.,
St i1*1
a grand opening shindig will be Lake.
For goii^ away the bride wore
•*“
'0“1‘
Porter.32, ol 97%
of
held to initiateAllegan’s winter
Elden H. Nixon and wf. to Ed- In additionto these there are
a brown wool crepe dress with
Mrs. Nicholas de Vries.
ward
Borchers Pt. Let 10 Blk 1 several in the process of admto*
sports
___________
^A baricSr^lty Fisher sent the I Eighth St
Hie Rev. George Holwerda per- gold colored accessories and an
istration,necessitating the filing
The
pre-Christmas
thaw
BUz.
Add. Spring Lake
investigated
formed the double ring ceremony orchid corsage. They took a wedded plans' tor auch an event which
James Lampen and wf. to Alice of annual accounts and the rewrondi4^ Sutetitute saJ^Porter's'car had gone off onto before an archway decortated ing trip to Niagara Falls and
was to have been held between Teune Lot 77 Hubbard’sAdd. Vil- newal of bonds; there were three
Gary Vander Ark had a chance the right shoulder and when
57 score.
with pompons, mums, huckle- Canada.
new petitionsfiled for the
After
two
minutes
of
play
in
the
the holidays,but Clifton Schelhas, lage of Hudsonville.
The
bride,
a
graduate
of
Holto shoot two fouls for Christian, got back onto the highway
berry leaves and candelabra,
change of name of individuals
final
canto,
De
Pauw
stretched
its
I chairman of the Allegan ImproveMary
E.
McCluney
to
James
W.
He made the first, but the sec- crossed the centerlineand struck Organist was Miss Wilma Jan- land Christian High Cchool, Is
meat Association'sresort and re- Oakes and wf. Pt. Lot 12 Blk 7 and families, and three matters
ond rolled off, forcing the over- the westbound Spniit car. Spruit sen, cousin of the bride, who play- employed at de Vries Studio in lead to 15 points, and it looked
were taken care of relating to
creation committee, said plans are Bryant’s Add. Spring Lake.
was treated by a physician for
Zeeland. The groom is a graduate momentarily as though the locals
drains and proceedings pertaining
ed traditionalwedding music and
set when the snow does come.
Harvey
Vander
Laan
et
aj
to
After the hectic third quarter, head lacerations. State police
of Zeeland High School and is were finished. The Tigers were
accompanied soloist, Ralph Baas.
Frank Douglas and Boyd Veen- Gerald De Weerd and wf. Lot 34 thereto.
the three minute overtime seemed charged Porter with driving to the
stationed at the 5th Army Head- trying to slow up play, but Coach
kant are members in charge of
Two new proceedings pertaining
tame The locals with little or no left of the centerline.Spruit was He sang ‘1 Love You Truly,” “Oh quarters In Chicago.
John Visser had new strategy the opening event. They plan a Pleasant Views Sub. Hudsonville.
Master Let Them Walk with
Albert
D.
Marlink
md
wf.
to to the appointment of towmhlp
The
Dutchmen
started
a
full
court
height left In the fray, appeared driving a 1940 car and Porter
The couple will make their home
Thee," and “Benediction Hymn."
Henry DeWent and wf. Lot 109 zoning boards, together with the
to have nm out of gas. Mean- 1941 model,
on Jefferson St. Zeeland foUowing pres.' which payee otf. and
The bride was given in marriage Mr. de Vries’ discharge in April quickly
while, the clever Buc crew
state police said they had the
De Pauw s
Robe^P^ckham, Community Sunset Heights Sub. No. 1 Twp. reappointment of members of
other zoning boards.
playing ball-hawking basketball. I quietest New Year’s Eve In his- by her father. She wore a gown
point advantage to ei^jt
pre6identisaid that Mike Georgetown.
There were 85 applicationsfoe
Walter Parton and wf. to Joseph
BU1 McPhee sunk two free throws tOTy. There were no calls involv- of white slipper satin fashioned
78-70. The flashy De Pa.^f^‘ I Austin had been employed as
Ruch
and
wf. Pt. NWK NW* 36- delayed registrationsof births
midway in the period and then fog accidents after 6 p.m. Thurs- with a portrait neckline, fitted Miss Helen Studdiford
ward, Bob Schner, committed
downhill run will
filed during the year of 1953, and
7-16 Twp. Grand Haven/
bodice and long sleeves tapered
added another in the closingsee- day.
fifth foul, and it looked as
be open daily from 4 to 9
Honored at Shower
Kate
Stelgenga Essenburg to ten secret marriage applications
to points at the wrists. Tiny
ends to assure the Grand Haven
Dutch had a good chance, but g^pday* from 1 to 9 pm. and
Johannes Schout and wf. Pt. SEV* were filed and processed.
covered buttons fashioned the Miss Helen M. Studdiford of seconds later Hope’s center, Han- j SundavB from 2 to 9
’Xeughout moit of
Zion Church Officer.
There were 79 petitions filed for
SEK 24-6-15 Twp. Olive.
back of the gown which ended in Somerville, NJ., was guest of drickson, left the game on the
Dorothy Dykman et al to Harvey juvenile delinquent children,
a cathedral length train. Her honor at a bridal shower given by
half, the lead changed hands fre- Installed by Pastor
N. Poel and wf. Pt. NWtt SW»4 which included 91 children, and
quently with the Dutch
/
fingertipveil of ImportedEnglish Miss Glennyce Kleis and Miss "^Hope^ then narrowed the De I New Year Babiei BoiH
NE*4 28-8-16 City of Grand Haven. 12 petitions filed for dependent
a 11-10 lead at the first quarter
Rev E Ruhiig installed illusionwas secured by a fitted Constance Ferguson Iasi WednesAdm. Est. Henry A. Troost, Dec. and neglected children, involving
At All Three Ho, pit.U
horn. Grand Haven held the upper new members of the church board satin hat trimmed with seed day at the home of Prof, and
to William Styx and wf. Pt. NWVi 24 children.There were 56 Juvenhand most of he second period, at
Sunday morning worship pearls. She carried a cascade bou- Mrs. ClarenceKleis.
minute mark. With two minutes
itala fo Holland, Zeeland
NEtt 12-6-16 Twp. Port Sheldon.
and were leading 24-22 at the inat zion Lutheran Church, quet of white pompons centered
ile hearings.
Grand Haven ail had New
Invited guests were the Misses left, th» Tigers again held a fairiy I
Thomas W. Stead and wf. to
Forty-nine adoptions were comtermission.Coach Steve Sluka’a Newly elected officers are D. with a light lavender orchid. The
safe
lead
83-75.
Hope
in
their
des
I
p^ay.
Helen Van Loo, Alyce Luidens, ------ .
Harvej C. Martin and wf. Pt- Gov. pleted in
crew started to increase their Sanborn chairman; L. Anderson, b*ride wore
.
single strand of Helen Markusse, Phyllis Luidens, peration to get the baU was foul
2-8Several matters were disposed
margin In the third stanza
chairman; P. Enstam, t re as- pearls, gift of the groom.
led 33-29 going Into the final urer.
stolp
Blttner and J.
of "unofficially,”pertaining te
Attending as maid of honor was
complaints
investigations
eight
Kvorka, financial secretaries; C. Mrs. Willard de Vries, sister-in- Bosch, Dale S. De Witt, Ivan
•
I ^Xlly^’ Arondsen, rewte 3. Hoi- 1 ^^^^‘wf1.*1
Both teams were even in the Althofft recording secretary; E. law of the groom. Her gown was Huyser, Donald Overbeck, Lloyd points.
without the filing of any fonnal
points before
land. She was named Sally
36^.14 and s%
N% NM.
field goal total, but the margin Boermani trusteei j. steininger, of deep aqua taffeta with net
charges.
Kooyers, Verne Fuder, William wasn’t quite enouugh as the clock
735 a
a daughter, Debra w,,
of victory came in the three
T Reuschel, Sunday School skirt and a lace jacket. She carri- Hinga, John Workman, John van ran out with the Dutchmen three
This court expended the sum of
was
to Mr. and Mrs.
time foul throws by the Bucs. _.loerintervdcnt
$4,752.00 for boarding care for
ed a cascade bouquet of white der Velde, Richard Huff and
points behind,
. . Merle Meengs of Byron Center. J&n Heuvelman t0 Henry HeuvChristian hit on 10 mit of 22
P? Slnjnk is Sunday school pompons mums. Bridesmaid was
children of which $1,628.09 was reRobert Burton.
Carrying home high- potot ^ Hollarld Hospital, a daughter I elman
w{ pt NE* NEtt 1-5Grand Haven on 13 out of
Koi, building Miss Clara Jellema, cousin of the
imbursedto the county by parents
Miss Studdiford and Carl M. honors for De Pauw was fres
born at 2:25 a.m. to Mr.
Zeeland,
Grand Haven’s Phil Clark
treasuiirer
Ruddick, bride, and junior bridesmaid was
or others responsiblefor them,
Kleis plan to be married on Feb. man Bob Schrier who showed
Elenbaas, Jr., route 3,
g Karafa t0 Robert H. which made a net expenditure ty
left the game in the final
^ai^an. j. Miss Norma Gras, sister of the
20 at Third Reformed Church in could get 23 points from anyplace Zeeland.she was named Laiirie Harper and wf. Pt. SEtt NEK
on five fouls.
the county of $3,123.91 for this
Kilian and A. Vander Kamp will bride. They were dressed in aqua Holland.
on the
Roee. At 12:45 p.m. a son, Walter L-Crockery.
Sharda and Buursma divided
purpose.
serve another year as elders and gowns of taffetaand net and both
Hope’s Bob Visser, tallied 19 for p,.^, wag born to Mr. and Mrs. John p^burg to Henry Leeuw
the Dutch scoring honors with 13
Other funds collected by this
E. Benke as trustee for the same carried brown taffetamuffs toppscoring
laurels,
and
he
was
closely
Andrew
Gutknecht,
route
4,
HoiQnd
wf
pt
NK
NWK
SWK
points apiece. Dirkse and Fisher
office included $180.50 for afflict
ed with white pompon mums with One Person Injured
term.
hit tor 17 and 16 points respecfollowed by Riemer^na with 17
32-5-15 City of Holland,
cd children, and $292 or crippled
tinted red centers.
In Two-Car Accident
and Hendrickson with 15. Visser GrajMj Haven’s New Year baby Adrian W. Langlois et al to Lyle children is now ihade direct to the
tively for the Bucs. ,
Nicholas de Vries, Jr., attended
should be commended for more
at 9:35 a.m. in MunicipalHoltro and
Lots 14, 15, 16, 17
Box score:
Department of Revenue in L*nhis brother as best man. Seating
One person was injured following than just his scoring.In his four Hospital.It was a son, David Paul,
Christian (44)
Holcomb’s Second Add.
stag. A sum of *779.65 wu p*W
the guests were Bill and Andrew a two-car collisionnear 24th St.
F PF TP
years of play, he has never turn- bom to Mr. and Mrs. David Moj
to the county tor care of feeble
Gras,
brothers
of
the
bride.
and
Michigan
Ave.
at
11:15
a.m.
13
0
5
3
Sharda, f
ed In a better game. On the de- 1 Kay, 1215 Fulton St. He weighed Emma Sieger et al to Emil W.
minded and mentally 111 patients
reception was held in the Thursday.
0 1
0
1
Myrick, f
six pounds 14 ounces.
Teska and wf. Pt. Section 1-7-16 and $4,837.35 was collected in
church
parlors.
Presiding
as
masAugust
Kasten,
72,
of
329
West
7
5
1
3
Edewaards,c
arrived five
A pair of
Of twins amvea
uve or Twp. Grand Haven.
ees for certified copies, which now
ter and mistress of ceremonies 19th St., received lacerations and
3 13
6 1
Buursma, g
Francis D. Nash and wf. to is turned into the general fund of
were Mr. and Mrs. Lee Brower, bruises to the chest and legs. Hol5
2
2
1
Disselkoen, g
as new xear oamwi
| George H. Nash and wf. Lot 87
uncle and aunt of the bride. A land hospital authoritiessaid his
the county.
0 2 0
0
Mulder, g
Hospital. The boys, James Allen I Luger’s Add. Twp. HoUand.
There were 643 probate hear3
short program Included a welcome condition was “good” today.
0
3
1
Vander Ark, f
and John Albert were bom Thurs- Heidema Box & Lumber Co. to
ings
held, including hearings tor
0
0
0
1
by
Joan
de
Vries,
niece
of
the
Vryhof, g
Kasten was driving west on 24th
day evening to Mr. and Mr*- 1 Richard p. Taylor and wf. Lot 97 the allowance
of claims, allow2
1
groom; comet solo by Bobby St. when his car was struck by one
1 0
Nykamp W„ <
Albertus De Haan, route 2, West Bouwg gub. No. 1 Twp. Holland.
ance of annual and final accounto,
Brower, cousin of the bride; read- driven by Ray Golden, 18, of 175
Olive. They arrived at 6:40 and
Barney K. Boelens and wf. to on petitions for license to seu
17 10 15 44
ig by A. Vander Ploeg, the bride’s Burke Ave. Golden was charged
Totals
6:50 p.m.
Pearl McHugh Pt Gov. 3 22-8-16 real estate, for appointment of
Grand
grandfather, duet by Mr. and Mrs. by police with excessive speed
Spring
•
administrators, determinationof
Ralph Baas, and group singing led resultingin an accident.
Dirkse. f
John Martin Van Dyke and wf heirs for the probate and allowFour
Slightly
Injured
at
McPhee, f
by Mr. Brower, followed by reDamages to Kas ten’s car was
to Dorothy Dykman et al Lot 10
ance of wills, and hearing! per-*
Clark, c
marks and prayer by the Rev. estimated at $300 and at $200 to
Car Rolls Over and Over Blk
Edward C. Smith's Add. tainlng to commitments of menMurdick. g
Anthony Rozendaal
Golden's car, police said.
HAVEN (Special)
Grand Haven.
tally ill persons,,and for appointFisher, g
A buffet lunch was served. The
John Masko and wf. to Mary ment of guardians for minors and
Four persons were injured WedTeasley, g
bride's table featured a four-tier
nesday when a car left the high- Homik SK NEK and NWK NEK mentally incompetent persons.
Sherwood, f
wedding cake baked by a friend of Holland Man Seeks Permit
way on US-31 near Pigeon Creek 29-7-15 Twp. Robinson.
De Vecht, f
the groom. Holly leaves, used as To Construct
Pier
Robert M. Thomas and wf.. to
and rolled over four times.
Van Dongen,
The Mariana Trench in the Pa-,
table decorations were sent by the
The driver,. Mrs. Flomania Gulf Refining Co. Lot 67 Glueck’s
groom's sister from California.
Floyd Angel route 4, Holland,
Durkee, 33, route 1, Grand Haven, Sub. No. 2 City of Grand Haven. ol'lvTL
Totals
SrwiJ.
Serving were the Misses Cornelia has applied for a Department of
Ellen F. Peck to Russell Sakkers surface. The trench la *o deep
told police an oncoming truck
Steenwyk, Alice Jellema, Marj- the Army permit, to construct a
forced her off the highway on the and wf. Pt. SW frl K 28-6-16 Twp. that Mount Everest could De
orie, Arlene, Cheryl and Yvonne Wood pier 80 feet long and six
Summer Resident Dies
right and she lost control In at- Port Sheldon.
Miss Nellie Lowrence
dumped into it and still be more
feet wide In Lake Macatawa in
Thomas J. Henley and wf. to than a mile below the wrfaoe.
tempting to get back on, The car
Mr. and Mrs. George Lawrence Gras.
Sunday in Cleveland
front
of
his
property
on
the
north
Miss Shirley Winkles was In
left the highway on the left and Lucy H. Fisk SK NEK 54-14 lyp
! 168th Ave. announce the encharge of the guest book and ar- side of the lake at Chippewa
went down an embankment.
Polkton.
Hairy Krohn, Sr., of Cleveland, gagement of their daughter, Nelpoint in Park. TownshipInjured were Mrs. Durkee and
who has been a summer resident lie, to Peter Jacobusse,Jr., son of ranging gifts were Miss Janice
Any person or person having
The phrase “peeping Tctii
her five-year-oldson, Harold, Mrs.
owned a cottage at Jenlson Mr. and Mrs. Peter Jacobusse of Sturing, Jarvis Markvluwer,Miss
Miss Mory Jane looker
Marjorie Guichelaarand Waren objections to the work as propeeping
came
from the .
. _ Tom, of
ambulance service
Geraldine
De
Weer,
31,
route
1,
for the last 40 years, died 168th Ave.
Mr. and Mrs. John Jonker of
DeVries. Misses Marilyn Witte- posed from the standpoint of
Grand Haven, and her four-year- Coventry, an inquisitivetailor
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
In Cleveland, Ohio.
route
2, West Olive, announce the
veen and Althea Vanden Heuvel navigationare invited to file a
old daughter, Lana. All were who reputedly looked at Lady
1 in tor the last three
Because the earth’s
written
statement
with
the
dispresided at the punch bowl .
Godiva during her ride trough
retirement, he was bends or refracts light, our eye*
to Clyde Nleboer, son treated by a phyaictoh.
Gilbert Vend. Wtrter, Mgr.
For her daughter'swedding, trict engineer, Corps of Engineer*, Ma^Jan*!
No ticket was issued. Mrs. Dur- the streets and was itwck blind
with the funeral direo- tee the sun for an instant around UIC
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jack
Nleboer
of
.
..
. .... .....
.....
428
Federal
Building,
Milwaukee
kee was driving a 1937 model.
the earth’s* curvature after it has the bride’sf, mother chose a two
! “Casket and Sunroute 2, Holland*
piece dress of light beige crepe. 1, Wis* not later than Jan. 1L
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Quid Thinking
Saves Young

Man

Another year is here, and that
Juke Van Oss probably has the
means a fresh start for everybody. moat distinctivelicense plate in
It also means New Year’s resolu- Holland. It reads W86KU which
is his call number for his amations if you fo for that sort of
teur radio station. It’s a service

Near Power line

thing.

Comei

Into

Knocked Unconscious
Quick thinking by a brother
working on the same power pole
Monday saved 23-year-oldHarry
Roe of Grand Rapids from possible
death by

electrocution on the
Castle Park Rd. near South Shore
,

And

4

He

quickly

jammed

the wires together and his brother released
the wire he had gripped and toppled over unconscious. James then

reached over and threw the big
switch on the transformer and
hurried down the pole to administer artificial respiration.

Other members of the L. E.
Meyers Co. crew from Jackson,

Bows
In

to

Close

Zeeland

Game

.

-

Contact

it was the same brother,
James, about 30, who was similarly saved fn September, 1952,
near Coopersvillewhen he came in
contact with a 7,500-volt power
line. He had been off work recovering from bums from that time
until just last September when he
was able to return after treatment.
As things happened Monday,
Harry was at the bottom of the
pole and James was up near the
top working on a ,800- volt transformer they were installingfor
Consumers Powers Co.
James said he was just attaching a wire to a secondaryground
when he heard his brother groan.

Comstock Park

offered all hams through the SecFor the last couple of years, the retary of State's office. Juke is
COMSTOCK PARK (Special)
Ambusher has made a single reso- an engineer at radio station It was close all the way but Zeelution „ . . and that has been to WHTC.
land High's basketball team manget this column out once a week.
aged to be out front as the final
Laff
for
the
day
.
.
.
There weren't too many skips in
After being deaf for many years horn sounded here Tuesday night
1S53, but the record (with your
an old man decided to buy an in- against Comstock Park. Final
help) could be better.
Whett you come across amusing visble hearing aid. A week or so score was 46-43.
Incidents or little quirks, drop a later lie took it back for a minor
Coach Mel Bouma's Chix now
line to the Ambusher. We always adjustment. He was asked how it have a record of two wins and
suited him.
welcome such contributions.
three defeats and the win Tues‘•Fine,” he replied.”1 can hear day gives them a Ken-New-Wa
league record of two wins and two
The first of the month means convemation perfectly now."
newcomer time In Holland and "Your relativesmust be pleas- defeats.
City Hostess Huldah Bequette ed," conunented the assistant.
Duane Rosendahl, former Hoi
"Oh, I haven’t told them. I sit land Christian And Calvin College
made calls on 12 new families moving into Holland during December. around just as 1 always did, only star, is coach of the Parkers.

With ‘Hot* Wire and

Dr.

fire trucks had to make a wide
detour to reach the farm because
traffic had clogged the country
roads.

now I can hear what they

say.

Zeeland managed a 17-13 first
Mr. and Mrs. Sam firancaccio
have moved here from Canada and I’ve changed my will three times quarter lead but fell behind by
already!”
scant 1-point 26-25 margin at
are occupying an apartmentat 958
halftime. And at the end of the
South Shore Dr. They have no chilthird quarter the Chix were out
dren. He is an engineer at Crampin front by a 40-35 count.
ton ManufacturingCo.
1

FISHING IN HIS

OWN

FRONT YARD

it

Jarvis Post, 11, whose family is now in

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Fagerstrom
and their two sons, 9 and 2ft, have
moved here from Duluth, Minn.,
and are living at 196 East 24th St.
Mr. Fagerstrom is employed at

a rewordingsport for

New

Port Richey, Fla.

While Holland residents brace for more winter weather, Jarvis
gives photographic proof of the abundanceof fish in the
Pithlachascotee River, which is 40 feet from his front dook He
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Burt Post, of Holland and New Pdrt

Modern Products

June in January
...In Places. That Is
It's

working about 50 yards away, saw
the events and quickly ran to a
Holland residents looked into
nearby house and called Holland their front yards Tuesday for a
police.Sgt. Isaac De Kraker and
rude awakening into the realities

Comstock rallied with

eight

points to just six for Zeeland in
the last quarter but it wasn't
enough.

Tbursday Night

Forward John Vanden Bosch

Co.

• Mr. and Mrs. Henry J. Rapps of
Springfield, 111., are living in
home on route 4. Their 17-year-old
daughter it attending school in
Springfield. Mr. Rapps Is the manager of Dutch Mill Restaurant.
Mr. and Mrs. Darcy Crank and
their two-year-old daughter are
living At 569 West 21at St. They

Richey-

Basketball Gaines

led Zeeland with 14 points while
Dale De Young of the home team
took high scoring honors for the
evening with 25.
polio benefit basketball The Zeeland reserves defeated

Will Benefit Polio
Two

games are scheduled Thursday Comstock

37-31.

night at the Holland Armory and
Next foe for the Chix will be
all participants,including teams, Hudsonville at home Friday.
officials, police and firemen are
Box score:
donating their services so th.-rt
Zeeland (46)
money taken in can go to the OtFG FT TP

came here from Flint. Mr. Crank
tawa County March of Dimes
is employed at the Door and Sash
campaign.
Co. in Zeeland.
The feature game again this
Mr. and Mrs. William P. Eklund,
! year will see the Holland City
Jr., and their three children of
league all-starsagainst the
Grand Rapids have moved to 99 Grand Haven City League allWest 12th St. Mr. Eklund is a rep- stars. This has developedinto an
resentativeof Schlitz Brewing Co.
annual affair with games played
Mr. and Mrs. John J. French of
on a home-and-home basis.
AdriAn are living at 569 Howard
The first game, beginning at 7
Ave. Mr. French is an executive
p.m., will see another group of
of Bohn Aluminum Co. Their chilCity League stars take on an all-

Faber
Vanden 'Bosch
Tyink
Damstrs

'

1 0

6
1

2
3

5

1

Wyngarden

3

0

Schout

4

0

Mr. ond Mr*. John C. von d«r Velde
(Nicholwn pbpto)

John C. van der Veldes
Honored at Reception

2

14
5
11
6
8

Dr. and Mrs. Otto van der
Velde
entertanedmore than 200
20
6 46
of winter — completewith snow
Totals
guests
at a reception in their
Park
(48)
Comstock
shovels and overshoes. They
Girl
3
5 home on South Shore Dr. Satur1
Brewer
sighed a wistful something about
Jailed
3 25 day, to honor their son and his
De Young
11
the weather fortunes of the last
0
Kavanaugh
1
1
dren are grown.
bride, Mr. and Mrs. John C. van
week, then bundled up for a slipstar team selected from the ranks Johnson
0
6
3
Seriously
with the 4,160-volt line.
Two persons were arrested on
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Frpst and of the Recreation ‘'B" league.
der
Velde.
2
1
0
Parris
pery drive to work.
tipsy driving charges and a third their three-month-old daughter of This should draw a lot of interest
0
4
2
The bride is the former MarRoberts
In the meantime,the Burt Posts
ALLEGAN (Special)4* A twoon a drunk and disorderly count Allegan have moved to 287 Colum- because of .nany arguments hereilyn
Veldman, daughter of the
now of New Port Richey, Fla.,
bia Ave. Mr. Frost is employed by
and-a-half-ye«r-old
Hopkins girl
abouts heard about the relative Total*
7 43
18
could look at their front yard New Year’s Eve.
Rev. and Mrs. Jerry Veldman of
the H. J. Heinz Co.
caliber
of
play
in
the
two
leagues.
was
seriously
injured
when she
Benton F. Cross, 55, of Zeeland,
scene which their friendsin MichOrange City. Iowa. The couple
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Bard
The all-star team that will oppleaded
guilty
to
driving
while
was
hurled
through
the
windshield
igan find hard to believe— a river
was- married Dec. 19, by the
and their two childrenof Muskegon
pose the Grand Haven bunch will
full of fish, just waiting to be under the influence of intoxicants have moved to 144 East 16th St.
bride’s father, at the American of a car driven by her mother
Nip
be
under
direction
of
Lou
Bergcaught. Burt sent this photo to and was sentenced to two days in Mr. Bard is employed at Chris
Reformed Church of Orange City. when the car collided with a rural
man, coach of Economy IGA and
The holidays didn't mean ahy
Holland fishing pals as proof that jail and fined $104.70 by Munici- Craft and also has purchasedthe
The van der Velde home was mailman’s car a mile northwest
will
include
Dave
Kempker,
Jerry
letup
for
Holland
Archery
Club
Bill Japinga’s layup shot with his family can enjoy fishing in pal Court Judge Cornelius vander
ice cream drive-in at 87 East Jacobson,A1 Nelson, Zeke Pier- members as they went right decorated for the occasion in a of Monterey Center early Monday "
a half minute to go broke a 36-36 the sunshine in their own front Meulen Saturday.
Eighth St.
sma, Earl Schippers, Ken Van ahead with their weekly shoots wedding theme, featuring pine afternoon.
deadlock Tuesday night at the yard. The photo shows son Jarvis,
Pablo Duron, 42, of Grand Rapboughs and pink carnations with
Mr. and Mrs. George Gordan of Wieren and big Bob Van Dyke.
Armory to give the Holland High age 11, with his catch of red fish, ids, entered a guilty plea to
both on Dec. 23 and Dec. 30.
Doctor’s said that little Ruth
silver bells. Arrangements of pink
Allegan are living at 312 West 13th
That game will begin at 8:30.
Reserves a 38-36 win over the each weighing two to three window peeping and being drunk
Marv Wabeke was the leader roses were used throughout the
Ann
Brainard’s condition was '
St.
Mr.
Gordan
is employed at
The first game stars from the with 778 at Holland High gym Dec.
Muskegon Reserves.
pounds and caught from the Pith- and disorderly. He was ordered Crampton Manufacturing Co. Their
rooms.
serious
but not critical. She was
Recreation
"B”
.eague
will
inThe Merriwell fiinsh came after lachascotee River on live shrimp to pay $54.70 or spend 30 days in
23. Other scores were; Norma
The refreshment table was cenchildren are grown.
clude Bill Hinga, Red Martin, Del Naber, 748; Bill Brown, 744; John
Muskegon tied the game in the bait.
taken
to
Allegan Health Center jail.
tered by a large wedding cake
Mr. and Mrs. K. L. Riley of East Van Tongeren,Carrow Klelnheklast three minutes at 34-34.
Lam,
736; Glenn Brower, 720; surroundedby pink carnations.A for treatment of fadol lacerations. ,7
Katherine Craig, 34, of Lansing,
The river runs 40 feet from the
Orange, N.J., and their 6‘4-year- sel, John Nuismer, Hank Jager,
It was a slow starting game in
Jerry Kline. 702; Gene Hlddlnga,
Her mother, Mrs. Gordon
house, which is situated on a was released on $300 cash bond old son are living at 1345 Bay View
Ken Leeuw, Bill Heydorn, Roger 698; Paul Barkel, 696; Red Hid- large arrangement of pink carna- Brainard, 20, was bruised but not
the first quarter with neither
curve called Sunset Point. The pending her appearance in court Ave. Mr. Riley is an engineer at
tions decoratedthe buffet. Pourteam getting many shots at the
Borr and Harry Langejans.
dinga, 694; Millie Petroelje, 686, ing were Mrs. Harmon Den Her- hospitalized.The car struck the *
river is about 300 feet wide and Tuesday on a tipsy driving and Bohn Aluminum.
The City League group will be
basket. The first quarter ended
Andy Naber, 684; Chuck Rozema, der, Mrs. L. W. Lamb, Mrs. Carl rear of another car driven by
runs into the Gulf of Mexico leaving the scene of an accident Mr. and Mrs. George Vanderunder directionof Coach Roger
with the low score of 6-5 in Hol676;
Nick Havings, 670; Warren Van Raalte, Mrs. James Klom- Willis Mullen, 47,1 Hopkins mailabout a mile and a half from the charges.
wier and their three children of Kole of the H. E. Morse Co. team
land’s favor.
She is charged with hitting two Muskegon have purchaseda home
St. John, 606; Dale Visser, 594; parens. Mrs. Jay Den Herder and man, who had stopped to put mail
Post h -me. Fishing is best when
and will include Eo Altena. Ron
In the second quarter both
Joyce Barkel, 584; Sara Brower, Mrs. Edward Den Herder. Mrs. in a rural box along the road.r.
the tide is changing from high to cars parked on Seventh St. just at 52 West 19th St. Mr. Vandwier
teams caught fire and started
Fortney,Dell Koop. Bob Kruitlow. The fish strike just for a few west of Central Ave.
578; Bruce Glass, 572; Glady Jou- Lucille Elcnbaas assisted in serv Mrs. Brainard told Deputy Sheriff
is
assistant
treasurer
at
De
Witt’s
picking up points and the Dutch
hof, Dale Van Dorple, Louie Van
Ing and Mrs. John Workman, Roy Priest she thought Mullen
managed an eight-point lead at hours each day, and of course, not She was finallystopped several Hatchery.
Dyke. Kearney Zoerhoff and Whi- sma, 540; Alvin Petroelje, 516; A1
always, but it’s still a fisherman’s blocks from the accident scene
Mrs. William Hinga and Mrs was starting to move his car a*v
Hamelink.
483;
Joey
Wabeke.
444;
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Johnson and tey Witteveen.
halftime.
and arrested by Holland police. their three sons of Canada are livDick Nieusma of Ann Arbor, •he approached from the rear.
Barb Rozema, 172.
The taller Muskegon squad dream come true.
Both cars were badly damaged.
friends of the bride, served the
But
back
to
the
realities of Damage to her ’53 model car was ing at 619 Steketee Ave. Mr. JohnShooting
54’s
were
Marve
Wabopened the second half and slowestimate at $500, police said.
World
War
I
Veteran
wedding
cake.
winter
life in Michigan:
eke, 5; Norma Naber, 1; Bill
son is an engineer at Cramptons.
ly broke down Holland’s lead to
The bride wore for the occaBrown, 1; Jerry Kline, 1 and
two points. Holland, however, The State Highway Department A '53 model car owned by Harry
Dies
Unexpectedly
sion her lovely wedding gown of
Glenn Brower. 1.
went five ahead before a Muske- road bulletin Tuesday reported ex- Nelson of Muskegon received damHandel’s Messiah in Hope MemTickets
Bil Brown led the club with a imported lace and tulle. Several
gon rally made it a one-point tensive slipperysectionson trunk- ages estimated at $800 and the orial Chapel last month was a real
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
of her attendantswere present,
lead at the end for the quarter. lines near Kalamazoo, Benton second parked car owned by Gorfly occasion for Mrs. W. Curtis Snow. Axel G. Frlfeldt, 65. of 216 River high of 750 and was followed
Then came that hectic fourth Harbor, Grand Rapids, Holland, Arnold received damages esti- It was the 25th time the oratorio St., Spring Lake. World War I closely by Marve Wabeke with including bridesmaids Mrs. James
Muskegon. Ludington and south mated at $200, police reported.
quarter.
was presented in Hope Memorial veteran, died unexpectedly in 746 at the Dec. 30 shoot. Other Brooks and Mrs. Robert Wagner
and flower girl Susan Brook*.
of
Lansing.
No
abnormal
driving
Tom Overbee k led scoring with
Chapel and the 25th time she was Municipal Hospital Tuesday. Jle scores were: John Mulder, 744;
They also wore their wedding en18 points followed by Jim Vander conditions were reported in othEighteen parking tickets cost
at the organ console.She says it’s had gone to work as usual Norma Naber. 740; Gene Hidsembles. James Brooks and Jerry
Pool with 6. Ron Van Dyke, Bob er sections of the state.
Abram Lucas, local hotel address,
probably her last appearance at at the Grand Haven Stamped dinga, 702; Glenn Brower, 690;
Veldman, who were ushers at the fines totaling$39.90 after a war- ..
Van Wieren and Sheridan Shaffer
the organ for a Messiah perform- Products Co. and was stricken at Jerry Kline, 690; Andy Naber, 688
wedding,also were guests at the
each had 6 and Japinga had just Parents Receive Official
rant was issued for his arrest for
ance since she's planning to take 7 a.m. He died in the hospital 10 Paul Barkel, 682; Millie Petroereception.
2, but it was the most important
ignoring the violations.
some graduate study and likely minutes iater.
lje, 648; Webb Dalman, 644; Sara
Out-of-town guest*, who came
two of the evening.
Notification Son Is Dead
will be out of town next time.
Others paying fines in MuniciBesides the wife he is surived Brower, 632; Jim Crozier, 626; from Grand Rapids, Ann Arbor
Sets
During halftime,the sixth gradThanx for 25 fine performances, by four sons, Courtney, Terry and Warren St. John, 620; John
pal Court recently were Bert J.
and Orange City. Included the
GRAND HAVEN (Special) ers of Van Raalte School defeated
Esther . .
Jerry, twins, all of Spring Lake Schulz, 608; Chuck Rozema, 605; bride’s parents, who were week- Holgeerts, 29, of 1 West Fifth St.,
ZEELAND (Special)
Zeethe sixth graders from Longfellow In a notificationreceived by Mr.
and S-Sgt Robert Frifeldt in the Earl Welling, 600; Dale Visser. end house guests at the van der speeding. $10; Leser Jay Nyenhuis and Mrs. Levi McPherson, Mer- land City Council Monday night
School by a 6-2 score.
19, Hudsonville,speeding, $10; *
Municipal
Judge
Cornelius van- air corps at Rapids City, la., fou 5&4; Bud Van Tak, 567; Joyce
Velde homo.
cury Dr., their son, Corp. Charles fixed salary rates for the city asder Meulen, a University of Michi- sisters, Mrs. J.A. Foley of Pied- Barkel, 563; Mel Jousma, 551;
Charles R. Rodgers,28, of 1621
The
newlyweds
are
now
at
sessor
and
treasurer
at
$1,200
and
Willard McPherson,who had been
gan
alumnus,
came
through on s mont, Calif., Mrs. Qesarc Grasso Bruce Glass, 549; Gladys Jousma,
Jerome
Ave. speeding, $10; John «
home in Ann Arbor at 1008 Monmissing in action in Korea for $2,500 respectively.The new rater
long-standing bet the day before of Rome, Italy, Miss Sophie Fri- 540; Alvin Petroelje. 516; Barbroe. Both are doing graduate Vande Luyster, 17, of 144 Darth*
three years, has been officially were Increased prior to the comChristmas. He paid off one of the feldt of Chicago and Mrs. F. J. ara Rozema, 451; A1 Hamelink, work at the University of Michi mouth Rd., reckless driving,$29.«
declared dead by the U. S. Army. ing electionon April 5.
70.
gan.
McPherson who was 18 years Council also appointed Nelson Michigan State alumni with a box Cum by of Detroit-also two grand-' 443; Joey Wabeke, 338.
of candy, settling Michigan-MichiRonald Myrick, 77 West 10th 7
Shootingperfect rounds of 54’s
children.
old when reported missing Dec. 1, Mulder to complete authority
gan State football bets in 1952 and
St., speeding, $7; George Moeks ~
Fife
were John Molder, 4 John Lam,
1950, was in combat with the over the city dump, located south
1953.
Jr., 17. of 800 Ottawa Beach Rd.,
1; Bill Brown, 1; Norma Naber, Two Accidents Occur
Second Engineers at the time. of Lincoln St. and west of Pick
Receipts Up
stop street, $5; Jay Nyhuis, 31,
St.
1,
and
Marve
Wabeke,
1.
FENNVILLE (Special) — Fun- The parents were notified in a letEarly Tuesday in City
There's an interesting story
Post office receipts during 1953
Hamilton, speeding. $5; Jon
Representativesof Sumner
eral services were held Tuesday er Saturday from Maj. Gen. Wilmaking the rounds these days con- increased about 1 per cent over
Schrotenboer, 19. of 186 East 32nd
Chemical
Company
announced
Two
accidents
occurred
in
Holliam
E.
Bergin,
Office
of
Adjutant
at 2 p.m. from ChappellFuneral
land Tuesday, both of them St., red light. $5.
new pre-digester on the sewage cerning' Len Witt, long-time pilot, the previous year, Postmaster
Home for Mrs. Georgia Cullum, General.
who combined luck, brains and Harry Kramer said Tuesday. Total
Esther Flory, *1, Alto, Impruinvolving a car and a truck.
Corp. McPherson enlisted 10 disposal outlet would be installed
39, who suffocated in a fire early
experience to get himself and 22 receiptsfor 1953 were $425,020 and
by
Feb.
1.
Council
had
asked
that
months
before
he
was
reported
At 9:12 a.m. Tuesday, a car driven dent speed. $12; Fredrick Palmer,
Saturday morning in her apartAdmitted to Holland Hospital by Cecil Terpstra, 58, route 4, col- Glenview, 111, speeding, $5; Louis
passengers out of a tight spot just for 1952, $420,734.December was
somefhlngbe done last summer.
mission in action.
ment.
before Christmas.
the
busiest
month
in
history
at Tuesday were Lucille Meek, 54 lided with a Michigan Express Uildricks.20. of
Central
A
contract
for
sanding
and
re
Surviving
are
the
parents;
eight
Besides the husband,L.H. CulLen was flying the Minneapolis- the local office with receipts East 12th St.; Mrs. Ivy Stevens, truck driven by C. Lester Ammer- Ave., speeding, $15; Harry Vander
lum, she is survived by her par- brothers and sisters including finishing, of the City Hall floor*
to-Milwaukee run and as he neared amountingto $55,572, a 16 per cent route 1; Mrs. Fred Kraai, 178 East
man 53, Grand Rapids, at the in- Veen, Grand Rapids , overtime
ents, Mr. and Mrs. George Will- Mrs. Thomas Schultz, Donald and was awarded to Stephenson-Tdthe Milwaukee airport he found increase over the same period last 13th St.; Duane Looman, 339 West tersectionof 15th St. and Central parking, $8; Harvey Nyhof, 22,
genhof
Contractors.
The
bid
of
D.
H.
McPherson
of
Grand
Haviamson; two brothers, Thomas
that the tricycle landing gear was year when receipts amounted to 28th St.; Patricia Klein, route 5.
Ave. The front of Terpstra’s 1953 route 5. speeding,$10.
and W.O. Williamson, and a sister, en; Arnold of Muskegon, Gerald $340.38 was low of several subDischarged Tuesday were Mrs. model was damaged to the extent
jammed. He circledthe tower and $47,803.
mitted.
All
bids
were
opened
at
Wayne
who
is
in
the
Air
Force
Bernard Sauter, 39, Deerfield,
Mrs. W.B. Johnson,all of NashKate Essenburg, 279 West 19th St. of $600. TTie truck was not dama- red light, $5; Richard Payne, 19,
radioed his plight. On instructions
ville Tenn. Mrs. Cullum moved in New York; Franklin, Leon and the Council meeting.
Mrs. Ervin Kimber, route 2; ged. Terpstra was given a ticket Zeeland, speeding, $5; Charles
Vanden Brink Insurance Agency from the tower, he told ail 22 pashere from Nashville eight years Loretae, at home and the grandChristi Rae lie Vette, 960 Columsengers
to get into the tail to
was
awarded
the
city
fleet
insurparents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Dirk
Ver
ago.
by city police for failure to have Owen 131 Scott Dr,, speeding, $5
bia Ave.; August Kasten, 329 West
his car under control, causing an Jay Van Faasen, 149 West 32nd '
The Rev. Garth Smith of the Wey of Grand Haven township. ance contract with a low bid ot bring the weight down and then
18th
St.
;
Peter
Hiemenga,
181
West
$511.79. The public liability end came in for a smooth landing.
accident.
St,; failure to yield right of way,
Methodist Church officiated.
15th St.; Paul Lambers, route 6;
public damage insurancecovers There were no casualties.
At 1:30 a.m. Tuesday, a truck $12; Henry Johnson, route 4, red
Burial will be in Fennville CemePatricia
Klein,
route
5.
Then
Northwestern
Airlines
flew
the police cruiser, two fire trucks,
driven by Roy W. Schuster, 37, light. $5.
tery. Pall bearers were Kenneth
Hospital births include a daughseven dty truck*, one sweeper in another plane from Minneapolis
Paying $1 parking fines were
Grand Rapids, and a car driven
Jackson, George Woodward, Robter, Nancy Marie, bom Tuesday to
and one tractor.Bodily injury And he continued the flight. Ha
by James Doorneweerd,23, of 136 Kenneth Scholten, 75 West 19th
ert Paine, Milo Daleiden, Walter
Mr. and Mrs. Wijilam Kleinheksel,
limitationsare $50,000 to $100,000 even managed a Christmastrip to
Kahne and Richard Sevems.
West 33rd St., collidedon Michi- St.; James Smith, 75 East Ninth
route 6; a son, David Lee, bom
Holland with his wife and son. His
and property at $25,000.
gan Ave. about 100 feet south of St.. Louise Kruithof. route 6;
Tuesday to Mr. and Mrs. Edward
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Witt,
19th St. The Doorneweerd car was Wilma Van Putten. 18 East 16th
Schuitema,168 East 34th St.
Atony Attend Services
live at 171 College Ave.
Central Park Mission
damaged on the right front fender St,; Dale Hoiman, Zee'and; Venand grille.
huizen Auto. Holland; Leonard
To Hear Evangelist
Maybe It’a not too unusual, but
Guild Meets in Church
Gts Station Attendant
Van Hoven, Holland; James Tharp,
it certainlywas pretty seeing two
• Large audience* attended three
175 East 15th St.; Shirley Vande ;
bright
colorful
cardinals
In
the
Klaasens Entertain
A playlet, “The Reformed
Taken Off Critical Lilt
servicesat Immanuel Church SunVusse, route 1 and Henry Meurer,
Church at Work in Canada,” fea- new snow Tuesday. They were
day when Jim Vaus, one time
301 Lincoln Ave., no lights on car,
Company Employes
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
tured the program at the. flrtt seen at the Fred Borgman home
henchman and wire tapper for
James
Charles,
26-year-old
service
Mr. and Mrs. Lestem Klaasen. 12.
meeting of 1954 of the Central Park on Gordon St.
mobster Mickey Cohen, opened a
station attendant whose legs were Sr., entertained employes of the
Mission
Guild
Tuesday
evening
in
series of meetings. Vaus will
nearly severed in a freak accident Sunday School Guide Publishing New Teacher Hired
We noticed in the December
the church basement.Taking part
speak each night this week at
Dec. 31 at a Ferrysburggas sta- Co. and the J. Klaasen Printing GRAND HAVEN (Special)
issue of the University of Michigan
were
the
Mesdames
Don
MaatImmanuel Church, 22nd St. and
tion, has been taken off the criti- Co. last Tuesday evening at their Harold Chastian. 24-year-old
man,' Gordon Van Putten, Neal Alumni magazine an item conPine Ave.
cal Ust at Butterworth Hospital in home on South Shore Dr.
Van; Bruggen, Nells .Bade and cerning some Holland alumni and
graduate of the University of
nationally known figure
Grand Rapids, it was learned Tues
Games were played and gifts Florida, has been engaged as
their children who now attend
Duane Tellinghuisen.
who has been featured in several
day.
were exchanged.Lunch was serv- speech and dramaticinstructorin
Special music was a duet by Michigan. Names included Maentz,
national magazine and newspaper
Although his legs have been ed by the hostess.Guests also Grand Haven High School, sueMiss Marjorie Knoll and Mrs, Paul Avery, Meyer, Gronberg,etc.
articles, Vaus it present is workplaced in casts, it will be about enjoyed playing shuffieboard dur- ceeding the former Lucille Schut- 7
Drooger. Devotions were conducting with the Missionary CommunMiss Phyllis Frego
Maybe you saw it, but we Mr. and Mrs. George Frego. 239 10 days before it can be deter- ing thq evening.
ed by Mrs. Elmer Becktfort and
maat who resigned Dec. 14 to be
ication Service, wliich is putting
up receivers in this and other PVT. HOWARD D. SCMPPOL sea Mrs! Eugene Osterhaven. Mrs. chuckled too over the mistake in West 30th St., announce the en- mined whether they can be saved. Attendingwere Mr. and Mrs. married. The new teacher spent
A special nurse has been placed on Lawrence Ladewig. Mr. and Mrs. two years in the U. S. Army as a
countries to give missionaries Inof Mr. and Mrs, Elatr ScMppor. Cornelius Oonk, president,was in the Consumers Power ad Dec. 22 gagement of their daughter,
listing the date 1563 instead of Phyllis,to Charles L. Tomlinson, duty since special exercises are Ward Hamlin. Mr. and Mrs. Paul personnel management specialiststantaneousradio-telephone concharge of the business meeting.
ill Wtft lith it, tnfortd sorrico
tact between mission stations,
Hostesses were the Mesdames
son of Mr. and Mrs. L. G. Tom- required while he is recuperating. Arens, Mr. and Mrs. Justin Vander in the MP Corps and was disSspt 11, mt. From Forf CuMtt h.
After the accident he was given Zwaag, Mr. and Mrs. Norman charged in August, 1953. This Is .
fields and continents.
Harold Alderink, Henry Lemson.
linson of Alton, III. • V*
was sent to Fort Uoaard Wood,
Vaus uses his electronic equip- Mo* lor basic traininf.fa Aaqast, Leon Sandy, Kent Thompson, We received a note from Mr.
Miss Frego is employed as a eight pints of blood in transfu- Japinga, . Mr. and Mrs. Lester his first teachingposition.
Klaasen,Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Harment, which he formerly used in
1151 Jm toft for Soattfo.Wotk* lot
Ralph Menning and Gordon Van and Mrs. Herman S. Walters and secretary at the University of sions.
the underworld, to demonstrate orsrssas assignasnf. Ho orrlrod la
Charles was caught between two old Klaasen, Miss Connie Nies, The Parthenon,
family expressing appreciation to Missouri In Columbia. Mr. Tom
.y
the power of the gospel.
Karoo la SoptoaUr. Ho U ossfoaod
all their neighbors and friendsand Union will be graduated in June cars when a car went out of con- Paul Van Dyke and the host and made before the rise
to Hoadquartora. Third Jatonirr DiThe only known species of all. the firemen who helped when from the University of Missouri. trol and ran into another car at hostess.Mr. and Mrs. John Van- power, was
vision. Toochtrs
ranaculturist • is one who
freshwatersharks are found in their barn burned down Nov. 23. He is affiliated with Delta Upnlon the station,pinning the attendant der Vliet and Mr. and Mrl. Wayne B. C, in Athena in
raises frogs for market use.
Schaeffer were unable to
Lake Nicaragua.
The family expressedregret that and Delta Sigma Pi fraternities. between the two,.

Chief Deputy Clayton Forry responded with a resuscitator.
Harry was taken to Holland Hospital and released after treatment
of a few bums on the hand and
knees where he came into contact
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Beaverdam
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Engaged

Mrs. Maynord Van Noord and
chikken from Jamestownspent
Wednesdaywith her sister, Mrs.

Lesson

Engagement Told

Holiday Crashes
Cause Extensive

Ernest Schut.

January 10, 1954
Jesus Uses His Authority
John 2:13-25
By Henry Geerling*

When

the enemies of Jesus

Mr. and Mrs. Martin Tubergen
entertained Mr. and Mrs. John
Burkhart and son Raymond and
Ronald Murdock of Grand Rapids
and Mr. and Mrs. George Tubergen of Holland on New Year’s
Day.
Mr. and Mrs. William Van Eeneman and Mr. and Mrs. William
Schipper of Zeeland were
New Year’s guests with Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence De Vries.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Bowman
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bowman and
Mr. end Mrs. Gerben Kuyers and
daughters, Bonnie and Marcia of
Borcuk) spent New Year’s Day
with Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Slag in

saw

the popular acclaim with which
He was received by the people on
the day of His triumphalentry,
they could no longer keep ailent.
The rulers, therefore,formally
challengedHim concerning His
The Home of the
authority as an accredited teachHolland City News
PublishedEvery Thur*- er. It was no uncommon thing for
iay by the Sentinel a rabbi to be tested with hard
Printing Co. Office 54-S6 questions, but this time the test
Weit Eighth Street, Holis different. It springs from jealland, Michigan.
ousy and anger on the part of
Entered as'aecond dan matter at skeptical leaders, and of a desire,
rd.rThi*'t1CJ.Con?rM.”hChiultimately,to get rid of Him.

Damage

to

Cars

Only minor damage was caused
Thursday in a two-car crash on
South Shore Drive but an apparent attempt to get away resulted
In a demolished1951 model car.
Tlie two cars, driven by Thomas Bustillo,47, of Jenison Park,
and Henry E. Donnelly, 24, of 385
East Fifth St, coUided at 5:10
p.m. several hundred yards west
of Graafschap Rd. Both drivers
inspected"damage and agreed to
drive to the Holland police sta
tion.

Holland.

Bustillo started away first and
then apparently attemptedto get
Allendale were Sunday evening
Miss Marjorie (foreman
away and crashed Into a large
Miss Jerene Tlmm*r
W. A- BUTLER. Editor and Publliher
visitors with their children, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Bareman
tree
12
feet
off
the
highway.
Mr. and Mrs. William Timmer of
Telephone— New« Itema 3193
and Mrs. John Flokstra and childBustillo was treated at Holland of route 4, Holland, have anVriesland announce the engageAdvertising and Subicrlptlona. 3191
ren.
Hospital
for facial lacerations nounced the engagement of their
ment of their daughter, Jerene, to
daughter, Marjorie, to Ralph
Mr. and Mrs. William Kok of
The publliherihall not be liable
and
ticketed
for drunk driving.
Donald Jay Meeuwsen, son of Mr.
Visacher,Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs.
for any error or erron In printing
Grand Rapids spent Sunday evenRodger
W.
Dunning,
19, of 61
and
Mrs.
•
William
Meeuwsen
of
any advertlilng unlen a proof or
Ralph Visscher of Clifton, NJ.
ing with Mr. and Mrs. Jake Hop.
Honeoye,
S.W.,
Grand
Rapids
auch advertisementshall have been
route 2, Zeeland.
Miss Bareman is a graduate of
Billy Lee, who spent the past week
obtained by advertiser and returned
Friday crashed his 1949 model Holland Christian High School
by him in time for corrections with the parable of the wicked hus
with his grandparents, returned
car
into
tree
on
Lakewood
auch errors or correctionsnoted bandmen. and the parable of the
and is employed at the Hone Furhome with them.
Blvd. at 12:45 a.m. just west
plainly thereon;and In such case if marriage feast of the kings son
nace Co. Mr. Visscher is employed
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Peter
D.
Huyser
any error so noted Is not corrected,
the old US-31 intersecton.
By the parable of the wicked hus
as a carpenter by the Visscher
publisher*liabilityshall not exceed
and
daughters
Mickey
and
Carol
(from
Tuesday’*
Sentinel)
Dunning
lost
control
and
hit
a
such a proportion of the entire space bandmen. He revealed how the
Construction Co. of Clifton.
were
dinner
guests
with
Mr.
and
The
Bit
O’Fun
club
held
a
surtreq 15 feet off the road. Damoccupied by the error bears to the stone which the buildere rejected
Mrs. Richard Huyser and child- prise birthday party Tuesday age to the car was estimated at
whole space occupiedby such adver- was made the head of the comer,
tlaement
ren in Jenison Sunday.
evening in honor of Mrs. William $125. He was treated for a
and how the chosen people would
Special prayer services will be Van Hartesveldt, Jr., at her home sprained back and ticketedfor a
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
have to answer to God for their
One year. *3.08; six months. 32.00; failure to receive Him as Mes
held tonight and Friday evening in Fennville.Games, luncheon and excessive speed under conditions.
MEET THE FIRST CITIZEN IN THE NEW YEAR! Here Mrs.
three months. 31.00; single copy 10c.
of this week at 8 p m: The pastor, a social time were the features of
Ottawa County Deputy Nelson
Isaac Elenbaas, Jr., route 3, Zeeland, proudly poses with her new
Subscriptions payable In advance and
Rev. Weencr, will lead tonight's the evening. The honored guests Lucas investigatedboth crashes.
will be promptly discontinued If not SlThe Herodians and Pharisees
daughter, Laurie Rose, who arrived in Holland Hospital at 2:25
meeting and the Rev. Fred Light- was presented a gift.
renewed.
had little if any love for each
Bad road conditions were Slips
Subscriberswill confer a favor by
a.m. Friday. The Elenbaases have two other children,Larry, 2,/2,
other,
but
in
view
of
the
failure
enberg
of
South
Blcndon
will
be
The
Unity
club
will
meet
Wedblamed
for a crash 4 p.m. Thursreporting promptly any irregularity
and Randall, 15 months. Laurie Rose is not crying; she's only
of the skeptics in their attack on
in charge Friday evening.
nesday, Jan. 6, at the home of day four miles south of Holland ..bv Esther Van Wagoner Tufty
in delivery. Write or Phone 319L
(Sentinel photo)
Jesus, these two rival sects deMr. and Mrs. Harry De Vries Mrs. Frank Foster in Glenn. Mrs. caused when a car driven uy GerWASHINGTON (Special) - It
yawning.
cided to join together in a mutual
and
daughters, Ruth and Carol and Myrtle McGuigan will have charge ald Stanour, 1. of Muskegon went may not
earth-shaking imIDENTIFICATION
offensiveagainst Him. They posed
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bowman spent of the program.
portance but the time when spinout
of
control
on
the
Ice
and
slid
When local ice fishermen put up for Him a question concerning the
The Jill Club will meet Jan. 6 into a four wheel trailer.Both sterhood begins in the United
Wednesday evening with Mr. and
their shanties on Lake Macatawa payment of tribute to Caesar in
Mrs. Henry Lubbers and children at the Ganges Grange Hall for cars were going north.
Sates is slippingaway from the 30
this winter they will have to post
the hope that they might alienate
their annual men’s night.* Hostess
near Graafschap.
The trailer was being pulled by year mark.
their names in letters at least two Him from the people who detested
Mrs. Robret Van Huis was re- will be Mrs. Kirby Gooding and a car driven by Charles P.
The question of "When is an old
inches high. And the name cannot the Roman yoke, or on the other
leaset
from
Blotgett
Hospital
last program chairman will be Mrs. Thompson. 35 of West 10th St, maid?" will always be debatable
be written on a mere piece of hand get Him to positiomzc Himweek and is staying with her par- Marvin Welters. Square dancing Holland. The crash scatteredstove but the popularity of younger
paper in pencil; it has to be in a self in
treasonablemanner
By Esther Van Wagoner Tufty home . . . every day there’s a
will be one of the features of the wood from the trailer over a marriages is a sign of a return to
form that is durable enough to against Rome.
lump in my stomach even when 1 ents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank De Boer
WASHINGTON (Special)
evening.
Sr.
Harm
De
Boer,
who
has
been
the earlier deadline of 25 years.
withstand snow and water.
wide area.
The final assault on Hun was America’s most tragu children, go to bed." Grandmother was not
This is backed by the Census
staying at the De Boer home, is
A
baby
girl, Carol Renee, was
well
and
guardian
Bloch
moved
Stanour’s
car
then
glanced
off
That’s the new law announced made by the scribes. Posing a the two sensitivebrown-eyedsons
now staying with Mr. and Mrs. bom Dec. 27 at Douglas to Mr. hitting a 1950 model car traveling Bureau, which reveals about three
by the Michigan Conservation question concerning the Law, they
the electrocuted atom Ipies them to the New Jersey home of
and Mrs. A. Van Til. Mrs. Van Til south driven by by Lxwis Cotie, out of four women pf 20 to 24
Commission. And so the fisherman asked Him to name the great Julius and Ethel Posenberg,may Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Bach, who Sam Hoekstra.
Martin
Scholten,
who
is
sufferis the former Marian Margot.
have
two
children
of
their
own.
40. of Chicago, causing an esti- years are married today compared
becomes one of the last to have commandment of the Law. It be rescued from public persecuwith only one out of two 13 years
The Ganges Home Club will mated $100 damage.
Here they met love and sym- ing from a heart condition, was
an identity card pinned on him; should be rememberedthat the tion by the Quakers.
released from Holland Hospital meet Friday afternoon, Jan. 15,
ago.
pathy.
The
Toms
River
police
scribes
had
divided
the
commandDamage
to
the
Stanour
1948
#That they ne~d the kind underhe finally joins the great majority
ments up into classificationsof standing and guidance in which chief befriended them. All of this and is making his home with his at the home of Mrs. Irving Wol- model car was estimated at $400
Back at the turn of the century
of us.
weighty and light, and great and the Quakers excel has become was before school supervisor children,Mr. and Mrs. Mario brink. Mrs. Waldo Phelps will while the Thompson trailer was the 25 year "old maid" status was
There was a time within the
have charge of the program on damaged to about $50. Deputy challenged when the "bachelor
small categories. Formalists to the
Clause Clocum ordered the Ros- Scholtenfor the present.
memory of men living who are last degree, they looked upon cruelly apparent since the evening
The deacons and their wives taxes. Roll call will be "Personal Henry Bbuwman investigated. girl" emerged to stir up lively deenberg boys must go.
of
June
19
when
10-year-old
Minot too old to feel young, when some sins with impunity and upon
What of the future of these met last Tuesday evening at the Plan for Reductionof Taxes."
bates of career versus marriage.
almost nobody was numbered or others with great concern. Jesus chael Rosenberg was sitting near
home of Mr. and Mrs. Chris De
teen-aged boys?
New
Year’s
evening
guests
in
Women could afford to stay single
his
radio
and
heard
a
musical
tagged or classified. Anyone could,
answered their question by setDefense lawyer Bloch as legal Jonge.
the homo of Mr. and Mrs. Herman
and did. In the ensuing years the
for instance,hitch up the old nag ting forth the twofold responst program interrupted with the an
guardian has made a nation-wide
Mr. and Mrs. LaVem South and Stremler were: Mr. and Mrs.
nouncement:
"Atom
spies
Julius
society
criterion of what conat the stable door and sally forth bility of man in his relation t<
and Ethel Rosenbergwere execut- appeal to raise a trust fund of daughter. Debra, from Reading Howard Margot and family and
stituted a spinster changed upwithout let or hindrance, with God and his fellow man.
ed at Sing Sing shortly after $75,000 to ensure the chUdren spent part of the holidayi vacation Mr. and Mrs. Otto Chase and
wards to 30 years.
never a number on his buggy or
Followingthe wrath of the
reaching adulthood and acquiring with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. daughters.
eight o'clock”.
Maybe the lure of a career isn t
sleigh, and no questions asked.
scribes, Jesus asked His enemies
Michael thrust his face toward an education.The lawyer has Adrian Brower and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleon Plummer of
so keen today now that the novelIn those days also anyone who a final question concerning the the radio shouting: "Goodbye, been accused of trying to bring
Rochelle De Vries from the Cedar Rapids, Iowa, were recent The Holland Exchange Club ty of women in professions and
had a yen for hunting,merely took Messiah's descent from David and
Mom. goodbye Poppa" then fell up the boys as "reds", which he North Holland Reformed Church guests in the home of Mr. and held its regular meeting at the industryhas abated. Or maybe
down his trusty gun from its rack His lordship over him. For them sobbing onto the bed beside his furiously denies. In fact he con- played a few selections on the
Mrs. Ami Miller. They came to Warm Friend Tavern, Monday American women arc getting
in the tool-house, oiled it carefully, to have answered the question, it
sleeping six-year-oid brother, tends. "The boys must learn to marimba at the evening service visit Mr. Plummer's mother, Mrs.
lazy and prefer to let a man supnoon.
made it ready for the field, and would have been necessary for Robert.
think for themselveswithout in- last Sunday.
Effie Plummer at the home of
port them. Anyway social attitudes
Scout
Executive
Richard
Wilson
them
to
discuss
their
own
relation, went out to shoot a few cottontails
Six months later, they are now terference or controversy."He
The Rev. N. Sthans conducted Mrs. Emily Jasons in Casco.
was the speaker. He gave a com- change and now many college
• or anything else he could get a ship to Him and to the kingdom
packing
their few belongings to adds, "These children are blame- the services in the Christian ReHenry Dykhuis was in Holland prehensive outline of the work of girls admit right aloud they want
Mark
tells
us
that
the
common
• bead on. No numbers, no identifimove again into the home of new less and a challenge to our Ameri- formed Church last Sunday and Saturday to attend the funeral of the "Explorer"Scout, which is a to get married and start raising a
. cation or red. jacket or cap, no people heard Him gladly and apfoster parents somewhere in a big can democracy”.
Prof. F. Klooster will be in charge
cousin,Louis Kamphuis.
comparatively new branch in family immediatelyafter graduanothing; he was as free as the parently rejoiced in the manner American city.
Some people, Bloch says, would next Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jon Flores and Scouting. It is designed to meet tion. And a great number swing
in
which
Jesus
triumphed
over
. wind.
They did not want to leave in their hatred of communism Mr. and Mrs. Fred Berens were family of Chicago were New the needs of older boys. He also an outside job, too.
His op posers.
Somewhat earlierin our history,
their
other foster parents in the turn the Rosenberg boys against visitors with Mr and Mrs. Heinie Year’s and week-endguests in the ahsowed a film-stripto illustrate
It takes courage sometimes
Yet there are few "confirmed"
| at a time that not even the oldsmall
town of Toms River, N. J. the memory of their parents but Palmbos and family Sunday even- home of her mother, Mrs. Bertha the four main emphases of Ex- old maids of any age in the United
face situations.Christ experi
they
knew
them
as
a
loving
! timers can recall, even our soiwhere they were getting along
Plummers and family.
ing after the service.
enced that. The supreme need
plorer Scouting.
States and the census bureau re• diers were not numbered or tag- His day was religious reform. Re- well in their studies in local ele- mother and dad not as figures in
The Rev. Hessel Kooistra from Mr. and Mrs. Ray Komow and
Past-President,William Aid- veals with more • statisticsthat
ged. When Paul Revere spread the ligion had become one round of mentary school. Most of the folk a famous spy trial.
California, former pastor of the family were in Benton Harbor for rich, was elected delegate to the older women (over 40) have shown
The recent interest shown by
alarm, the embattled farmers of ritual. Worship had degenerated had accepted the boys with
Christian Reformed Church sent New Year’s in the home of Mr. state conventionwhich will be an increasing tendency to marry
New England sprang to arms, into works. The kernel of religious friendship and understanding un- the Quakers in the future of the a Season's greeting letter to the and Mrs. Serene Chase.
held in Lansing, Jan. 30.
or remarry.
. each one grabbing his own musket truth had become hidden until the til the school board discovered its children may mean these tragic local congregation.It was read to
William Shannon, professor at
All this means, probably, is that
Annual
ladies’ night will be held
brothers
may
have
an
opportunity
and going spontaneously to the washing of hands was more than "regulations”would not allow
them by the visitingpastor Sun- Cornell University,spent the holi- at Hope Church, Jan. 18 at 6:30 the American women are getting
“ defense of his homeland,with no the cleansing of the heart, repeat- them to remain enrolled.Public- to grow up as loyal American
*day vacation here with his brother,
daf.
p.m. Neil Douglas, world traveler smarter.
mark of identificationexcept his ing the Law more than keeping it. ity of the school board ruling citizens.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Bowman Evcrette and with his father who and lecturer, wiU speak on the
own features.
Consciencewas crushed beneath started Mike’s schoolfellows
convalescing at the home of subject, "How Europe Can Make
visited their aunt, Mrs. Grace
Today the youngsters who go to a sense of shortcoming and all the sneering. "You couldn’t hide yourWeenum, in Borculo Sunday even- Mrs. Harvey Shannon in Otsego. Us A Better America.”
their country’s defense, equally joy of worship extinguished,until self could you?" Their guardian,
New Year's guests in the home
Vice President John Hagans,
ing.
brave as their Revolutionary fore- there grew up a whole crop of lawyer Emanuel Bloch, thought it
Willard Arens left last week of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stillson presided. The invocationwas
would be wise to put the boys in
fathers, are far less individualistic. hjpocrisicfi.
were Miss Marie Stehle and Mr. given by Dr. John Mulder.
for the armed service.
They are numbers. Each one Jesus must have known that a private boarding school but the
On
WednesdayafternoonMrs. and Mrs. Richard Stehle of Kalain Jail
wears a dog-tag, and when a sol- such an act as driving cattle and more exclusive schools "dared
Carl Top entertained her children mazoo.
dier’s mother writes to the son men out of the temple court not" accept the small sons of the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alva
Hoover,
Mrs. Jay Nienhuis of Holland,
Motorists,under 16-years-crf- Mrs. Harvey Klein from Hamilton daughter Esther; Mr. and Mrs.
she bore she usually addresses would most likely perplex His executedspies.
ALLEGAN (Special)-Twoteena number that runs up into the disciples,be liable to be misun- Ever since their parents were age, were reminded that their re- Mrs. Peter Koster and Mrs. Jim James Edwards and son Ronnie
age Allegan boys, both making rederstoodby the multitude, and arrested in the summer of 1950, stricted operator’s licenses are
hundreds of thousands.
were New Year's dinner guests in
peat appearances in Municipal
Seinen of Cuutlerville.
would certainly arouse the anger the children have been shoved
Judge Ervin Andrews’ court MonYes, times have changed. We of the Pharisees, priests and around. Even grandmother Tessie good for only one year from the
Mr. and Mrs. John Bohl, Mr. the home of Mr. and Mrs. George
date of issuance.
Glupkers in Holland.
day, were sentenced to 30 days in
live today in the era of identifica- ecclesiasticalauthorities.But no
and
Mrs.
Pearl
Bohl
with
Mr.
and
Greenglassturned against them
Police Chief Jacob Van Hoff
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Dykhuis and
the county jail after pleading guiltion by number. Individualityis such anticipationdeterred Him for
during the trial and they were said there appears to be some Mrs Delbert Stegenga of Holland two children of Emmetsburg,
Four juveniles,ranging in age ty to recklessdriving charges.
being reduced to arithmetic,and a one moment from doing what He
spent
Sunday
afternoon
with
Mr.
placed in a shelter for unwanted misunderstandingon the new liIowa, have been visiting in the from 10 to 14 years old, have been Donald L. Tripp, 17, and Thomas
prophet of this age might well coin conceived to be His duty.
orphans but they w-ere very un- cense law which went into effect and Mrs. Floyd Andersonin Grand home of his parents,Mr. and Mrs. cited to Probate Court as the reR. Kincaid. 17, were arrested by
new injunction to read. “By The very essence of courage is happy there. Then the other Oct. 2, 1953. Under the new- reg- Rapids.
Gerrit Dykhuis and other relatives. sult of an axe-wielding spree that City Patrolman Robert Johnson
their finger-printsye shall know the willingness to risk being misMr.
and
Mrs.
Peter
Knoper
grandmother,impoverished Sophie ulatiotu licenses expire on the
Holiday dinner guests in the wrecked four cottages and one late Sunday night after Johnson
them.”
understood, risk being unpopular, Rosenberg overjoyed them by owner's birthday after expiration from Allendale,Mr. and Mrs. Delhome of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph home in the Port Sheldon area.
had intercepteda game of bumper
bert Stegenga of Holland and Mr.
Identification by number is not so lisk even life itself.And this was taking them into her small New dale listed on the license.
Doody were Mr. and Mrs. John The' vandals smashed windows, tag being played on a residential
interestingas by personality.But no isolated exhibition of courage. York apartment when funds were
This is only true if the license and Mrs. Corneal Vereeke spent Zawila and family, Leon Zawila ripped light fixtures out of walls,
street.
it is inevitablewhen hundreds run Jesus was setting His face Hkc a made available through contribu- expiration date is after Oct. 2, New Year's Day afternoonwith
and son Edward of this place, also broke dishes, destroyed mirrors
Alone in the patrol car, Johnson
flint
toward
His
ideal.
Whether
in
into millions.Numbers, numbers,
tions. But at school Mike was 1953. Restricted licenses, ' issued Mr. and Mrs. John Bohl.
and virtually broke every piece of first apprehendedTripp, took his
Ed Palus and son of Chicago.
numbers. We have social security, His conflictswith the ecclesiasti- called "little spy" and he some- to minors, and chauffeur licenses
Donald Scurio, Donald Nye and furniturein each residence.
car keys and told him to stay put
income tax nirfhbers,house num- cal authorities,or when confront- times hid indoors terrifiedof be- are good for only one year.
Boh
Hansen spent the week-end in
In the home owned by Mrs. while he attemptedto find the
ed
by
the
soldiers
in
the
Garden
Marriage
Licenses
• hers, auto numbers. In fact we
Van Hoff said that drivers holding confrontedon the streets by
Chicago.
Edith Garbrecht of Holland, two other driver. He had almost given
have so many numbers we must of Gethsemane.His courage never his tormenters. Visits to the par- ing restrictedlicenses must also
Ottawa County
William
Broe
is quite ill at the of the boys used axes to smash up the chase when he checked an
wavered.
It
was
enhanced
by
His
have a licensed adult motorist
have automatic machineryto keep
ents in prison added anguish.
Elvvood Jay Knoll, 18, route
tables, a stove, chairs, beds and old. unused gravel pit on Davis St.
track of us, and by number the aloneness.
Once Mike clutched his mother with them in the car, not another Holland, and Gladys Joyce Wed- home of his son, Harry.
It is a harder thing to be cour- stammering, "You must come minor.
everythingthat came into view and found Kincaid and his car hidpopulation grows the world gets
even, 18, Holland; Roger
ageous in such lonelinessthan
as the two went on a destructive ing there.
smaller and we use more numbers.
Brower, 20. route 4, Holland, and Allegan Man Crawls (or
when you form one of a great
rampage. Total damages were Police Chief Howard Falk said
Bonnie Lou Kimber. 17. route
company of Iveoric souls. In the
both youths had appearedin court
Aid
(or
Injured
Friend
estimated at $1,000.
Holland;Mearl Veltema, 23, and
rush of a conflict, with the fightDay and Night Lighting
Ottawa County Deputies Clayton on traffic violations before, in addiAudrey Jane De Jager, 25, both
ing for one’s king and country,
ALLEGAN, (Special)
Tom Forry and Henry Wolters investi- tion to having been warned by
of route 3, Hudsonville;Harold
Explained to Taxpayers
courage is contagious.But how
Surprise, 46, of AUegan. crawled gated the four incident that occur- offioers several times.
Stevens, 30, route 1, Grand Haven
different when standing alone,
almost a half mile to bring aid red within the last three weeks.
and Jessie Cleveringa, 22, route 1,
ZEELAND (Special)— Zeeland breathing the atmosphereof susto a companion after a car struck
A cottage owned by E.G. Grill
taxpayers who have been wonder- picion. alienation and misunderSpring Lake.
a tree early Monday.
Grand Rapids, received the brunt
The romantichistory and develing why street lights in a large
standing.
Surprise was described in fair of the destruction with damage
Capt. Johnston pointed out that
opment of shipping on the Great
part of the dty have been burnconditionin Allegan Health Center. estimated at $850.
The Rev. Wilson Rinker conthe
story
of
Great
Lakes
transporLakes
was
outlined
for
members
ing night and day for the past
The accident occurred near Pullducted prayer meeting services
of Century Club Monday night by tation "justifies our way of life"
week were answered by city of- Newlyweds Honored
man in Van Buren County. Surpat the local church Monday evenCaptain Joseph E. Johnston of with invention inevitablyfollowing
ficials today.
At
Year Open House Detroit at a meeting in Durfee need, paying its own way with no
rise suffe,ed leg, face cuts and
ing. His topic was "They Saw His
A burned out relay presented
other injuries. He limped and
Glory at Dawn." Rev. Tellinsubsidy.
an alternativeof leaving them
Open house was held New Hall. After a seafaring career of government
crawled
to
the
home
of
Earl
huizen of Overisel will be the
The
speaker
showed
pictures
of
bum or climbing up each pole Year’s afternoon for Mr. and Mrs. 21 years, Capt. Johnstonis now
Admitted to Holland Hospital
Gartner for help. Syrpris^'s comspeaker at the Wednesday evenand disconnectingwires each John P. Luidens. who were mar- curator of the J. T. Wing Museum the Wing Museum, the recondipanion. Ed Tuffelmire, 40, was Monday were Mrs. Anna Euwema, ing prayer service.His topic will
morning to turn them off and ried ThanksgivingDay. The event of Great Lakes History at Belle tioned hull of a veteran schooner
knocked unconscious and seriously 1009 Butternut Dr.; Mrs. Gerrit be "They Saw His Glory •
presented to the city of Detroit.
each evening to turn them back was held at the home of Mr. and Isle.
Exo, route 4; Mrs. Robert Bond,
injured in the accident.
Through the Storm". The pastor
became interested in re- Housed in the ship-museum is the
on.
360 River Ave.; ’Mrs. Herman
Mrs. Marvin Shoemaker, 394 ColRev. Denekas, will speak on the
largest
collection
of
Great
Lakes
cording the historyof Great Lakes
A relay has been ordered and lege Ave.
Kiekintveld,626 West 23rd St.;
subject "They Saw His Glory on
ship
models
to
be
found
anywhere
shipping
when,
as
skipper
of
a
Nimici
Man
It
First
is expected shortly.The area afJames Harper, 490 James St.; EdMr. Luidens. a former Holland
the Mountain" on Friday evening
fected included Wall St. from resident,is a son of the late Mr. schooner, his crew snagged the in the country. Research,techniwin Hofmeyer, 621 West 21st St.;
To Appear in New.Court
Special music will be presented at
Central to Lincoln Aves., Park and Mrs. John P. Luidens. His anchor of a submerged vessel at cal and historical, is continuing at
Richard Van De Vusse, route 4;
each meeting.
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
the
museum,
he
said.
Green
Bay,
Wis.
Research,
includ! St., and intersections of Maple and bride is the former Marcelle Buys
William Bowerman, route 4; NorAt the New Year’s Day services
PrecedingCapt. Johnston's talk
George Pamer, 50, route 2, Nuni- man Eakley, 40 South River Ave.
. Central Aves. and Division and of Amsterdam and London. For ing information buried in old newsthe following were installed as
ca, was the first person to be
was
a
musical
program
arranged
papers,
old
pictures
and
drawings,
Lincoln Aves.
the occasion, she wore her blue
Discharged Monday were Mrs.
arraignedin Grand Haven’s Muelders and deacons: Albert Van
by Dr. Robert Cavanaugh of Hope
brocade wedding gown and cloche. has paved the way for the project,
Marvin Westerhof and baby, route
nicipal
Court
which
went
into
der Poppen, Alfred Eding and
College.
Miss
Marcia
Veldman,
now
well
underway.
Arrangements of white mums
1; Mrs. Bernard Greving, route 2,
Funeral Saturday
operation Saturdaywith Louis H.
and pink carnationsdecorated Designing of a special boat for a mezzo soprano, pang in French
Hamilton; Mrs. Anton Ebel and John Berens Jr.,
Osterhous as municipal judge.
At the Monday evening consisthe Shoemaker home. Assisting special purpose characterizes “Les Berceaux" by Faure; also
For Mrs. Lacy Kanten
Pamer paid $10 fine and $4.20 baby, , route 1, West Olive; Mrs. tory meeting new officerswere
“Silent Noon" by Williams. Miss
Great
Lakes
shipping,
said
Capt.
with refreshments were Mrs.
Robert Klomparens and baby. 284
costa on a charge of allowing an
elected for the following year.
Funeral services were held Preston Luidens and Mrs. Robert Johnston. Beginningwith the In- Carole Hoffs, soprano, sang "Song
East 32nd St.; Jacob E^ing, Hamunlicensed
person
to
drive.
TTie
of Penitence"by Beethoven,and
The young Womens League met
dian
dug
out,
followed
by
the
birch
- Saturdayafternoon for Mrs. Lucy Luidens.
arrest resulted from an accident ilton; David Bear, route 4; Edwin last Tuesday evening.
Out-of-town guests came from bark canoe to give greater mobil- "The Sleep That Flits on Baby’s
; Karstcn of Grand Rapids, who
Hofmeyer.
621
West
21st
St.; Wilat the entrance,to a store parking
Eyes" by Carpenter.
Patty Berens has returned home
* died Thursday morning at Butter- New Brunswick. N. J., Chicago, ity, the story includes the developlot, where a car driven by Mrs. liam Bowerman, route, 4; James
They
sang
as
the
final
number
from the Butterworth hospital
ment
of
the
famous
Mackinaw
worth Hospital after a short ill- Rockford and Grand Rapids.
Harper,
490
James
St.
Carolyn
Oberman
of
Spiring
Lake
Myrno Jon* Deur
The newlyweds are now at boat used by French fur traders, a duet, "BarcaroUe" from "Tales Mr.Mis*
* nea. She was the mother of
Hospital births include a daugh- after having surgery on her arm.
and Mrs. Jason Deur of hit the rear of the Pamer car drivJohn Meyaard has been ill at his
- Harold J. Kirsten of Holland.
home at 630 Forest Ave.. Ann the small Nancy sailing sloops, the of Hoffman” by Offenbach.Miss 10748 Paw Paw Dr. announce the en by Pamer’s 15-year-oM son, ter, Mary Ann, bom today to Mr.
Alyce Hilmert was at the piano.
home for the past week.
Besides Harold J. Karsten, sur- Arbor. The groom is a teacher at introductionof steam as auxiliary
and
Mrs.
deraid
Naber,
155 ’East
engagement of their daughter, Jack.
All are Hope College studenU.
Myron Denekas and Bob Berens
. vivors Include another son, George Saline High School. Before her to sails, the first sidewheelers,
Mrs. Oberman also was charged 18th St.; a son, Scott Paul, bom
Kenneth
De
Pree
presided and Myraa Jane, to Paul Mulder, son
package
freighters
and
the
evoluhave returned to collegeafter two
marriage,
Mrs.
Luidens
was
a
* R- of Grand Rapidi; three grandtoday
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Paul
with
failure
to
have
her
car
under
of Mr. and Mrs) William Mulder of
weeks vacation.
and two great grand- translatorwith the Unilever Com- tion of the metal bottomed long Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Hinga were
Roels, 76 West 14th
control.
71 West 10th St
and narrow freighterprevalent to- in charge of the social hour,
pany of London.
Jesus bases His human author
itv on John the Baptist.His forerunner who baptized Him, and
demands the Sanhedrin’s opinion
of the baptism of John. This pertinent counter question . paralyzes
the Jewish rulers and He drives
His argument by three parables
_ tne parable of the two sons
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Library Adventures

Highway Construction Marks Peak

By Arnold Muldor

For Holland Area During Past Year
Turn

of the

New

Recently I give t report In this
column on Charles A. Lindbergh’s
1953 volume, 'The Spirit of St.
Louis," calling i* the "Book of the
Year." The present "LibraryAdventure"is an attempt to learn
how he succeeded In a writing job
that many might have considered
as impossibleas many others
thought, in 1927, the flight to
Paris was "impossible" until he

Year 1954 was awarded the $78,806.26 con-

Holland in the middle of the tract for 39 mile of resurfacing.
largest highway construction pro- This is the area between 13th and
28th Sts.
gram in its history.'
Work was carried on at four The old 20-foot Michigan Ave.
different locations around Hol- was widened to 46 feet and light
poles and fire hydrants moved
land. including a by-pass route for
M-21 around southeast Holland, a back to make way for the new
new stretch of pavement from road. The completed highway is
West Olive toward Grand Haven, now four lane, and extends from
downtown , Holland to l,00O/fect
resurfacing parts of US-31 inside
south of 32nd St In 1951 the secHolland, and grading for completion from 28th to 32nd St. had
tion of the M-21 two-lanehighway between Grand .Rapids and been, completed.
finds

Another major highway change
Grading started in December, inside Holland resulted from ac1952, on the M-21 by-pass route. tion of Common Council to reThe 3.7 mile stretch swings in a route trucks off Eighth St. From
deep arc around southeast Hol- Rver to Columbia Aves. trunk

did It.
Offhand. Llndberg's book seemed impossible of success because
it went against the grain of accepted literaryatandards. It was
published 25 years after the
event, and hence It was an old
story. Everybody knew how the

Holland.

land from near the Castle Park line trafficwas moved to SevRd. and US-31 intersectionto the enth St.
Largest project started in the
present* M-21 and US-31 crossing
year was opening of grading opereast of the city.
The contractors,John and Paul ations to complete the long
Gillisee qf Grand Rapids, reported awaited dual highway from Grand
to the Michigan State Highway Rapids . to Holland.Contract for
departmenton Nov. 25, 1953 that grading 7.1 miles from Vriesland.
grading for the by-pass was com- south around Zeeland and joining
the present route at the M-21 and
pleted.
Extensive grading was neces US-31 intersection east of Holland was given Gould and Cross
sary including covering part of a
large pond near 24th St. and Contractors of Grand Rapids. The
contract was let on Nov. 23, 1953,
draining a swamp south of 32nd
and w-ork started in mid Decern
St. A large mound of sand was
put near the A. P. Kleis Render- bcr.
Plans call for a right of way
ing Works for filling muck lands
sufficient for two 24-foot lanes.
in the area.
The right of way is about 120 feet
Disposition of the Kleis prowide. Cold weather hampered opperty lying directlyin the path of erations on the project which will
the highway, is still pending an
involve moving an estimated 1,appeal by lawyers to the Supreme
333.000 yards of dirt.
Court. A $80,220.10settlement
In addition, culvert and drainhanded down by three commis- age work will be included. Consioners after a four day condemtracts for two major bridges, one
nation hearing in Circuit Court
at Vriesland and one over Black
was appealed* by the State. An River near Holland, have not
appeal was rejected by the Supbeen let..
reme Court, but a review of the
Near Vriesland 220,000 yards of
case is being asked by the state.
Major contracton the project
was a railroad bridge near the
40th St. crossing for the C and O
railroad.The reinforced concrete
and steel underpasswas built by
Carl Goodwin and Sons of Allegan. The $199,458 contract was
let July 31. 1952.

Construction was started early
in December, 1952. Deep^ piling
was driven for foundation as well
as large cement abutments.The
bridge itself is supported by 6 by
54 foot girders weighing 15 tons
each.

muck must be

taken out. and
about 450.000 yards of dirt put
back. To do this and the other
work .the finm uses seven large
dirt carriers plus a modern dirt
loader and eight earth movers.
Contractors are planning on
moving a temporary office to the
job site as the project will involve more than 60 men. Surveyors from the Michigan State
Highway department have almost
completed laying out the lanes
from Vriesland to south Zeeland,
but must still plot the lane to the
Holland intersection.
Work on grading was progress-

State officials will give no indieation on when the paving coning slowly with only short
tract will be let. but indications
stretches near Vriesland and
are that it may be a spring consouth of Zeeland started.

*.
HIGH WINDS WHIP UP BITING SNOW

that hampered opera-

tions as grading of the final section of the

Grand Rapids- Holland

enues.

>
•

'

of 1954.

<

'’’.i. !

(Sentinel photo)

1917

preference for toll free roads but
pointed out that it was impossible
under present financing methods
to meet the state's needs in this

manner.

He noted the Michigan Good
Roads Federation study which
showed a 60 per cent increase in
miles driven by vehicles on the
states highways with truck traffic almost doubled.
Probably the newest feature of
the Michigan highway program
this year is a move to increase
cooperationwith the University
of Michigan Phoenix Memorial
project staff in applyng radio
active isotopes and the effects of

years ago.)
With a membership of 300. each
of whom has paid for one share
of stock, giving a capital of $3,000 the Peoples' Cooperative store
was formally organized Monday
night when the constitution and
by laws were discussed and finally adopted.
The Woman's Division of the
city Liberty Loan organization is
to hold a meeting in the City Hall
this evening which will be in he
nature of a school for instruction,
began a story In the Tuesday,
Oct. 16 issue of the Holland
Daily Sentinel published In 1917

case.

How

did Lindbergh, author
achieve the Impossible in writing
just as Lindberg, aviator, achieved
what seemed the impossible In
flying?
There may be several answers.
One, purely a question of technl
que, seems to * have been overlooked. At least, I have seen no
reference to It In reviews of the
book.
Lindberghas author had the
genius— yes, genius is the word—
to tell his story In the present
tense. That fact, I am convinced,
accounts in large measure for the

Born to Mr. auu Mrs. John
Lemmen, a girl; to Mr. and Mrs.
Jacob Schaap, a girl; to Mr. and
Mrs. Henry J. Boeve, a girl and
to Mr. and Mrs. John Schaap, a
boy.

MRS. DOUGLAS VAN ORMAN rocoiroa from Gov. WUIJobm CvtUlcaf of
Award hr Ftrrytburg PTA at tint ploco w lunar In Ottawa County la (bo
1953 Wnit Michigan Farm to-ProtparConfoat. Awards war# aadt al RoaadUp la Muahayoa Tunsday.

chester, N.Y.

Among the Reformed Giurch
missionaries to return to America next spring are the Rev. and

Mrs. Bernard Rottschaefer and
Miss Helen C. Kipp.
Sam $10,000 of the city’s money
The telephone company is to aid he boys from Holland in

tract.

Completion date on the $665,Further north near West Olive,
Revoked License Count
166.90 project is Dec. 31, 1954. Injured in
grading operations were com- Paving contracts may be awarded
stringing new lines in the village their great battle against the Ger- Brings Innocent Plea
pleted for a 8.9 mile stretch of
of Saugatuck. These are of the mans. This news story appeared
sometime during the spring of
highway on US-31. Back in 1941
GRAND HAVEN (Special) cable variety, thus doing away in the Thursday. Oct. 18. issue. GRAND HAVEN (Special)
1955.
headlines in The Sentinel told of
Four-year-old
Daniel
Hansen
of
with so many differentwires that
The Liberty Loan drive in Hol- Robert M<*er, 34, route 1, CoopOne and three-quarter miles of
Holland city officialsmeeting new streets were paved in Hol- Jenison died in St. Mary’s Hospital have heretofore been used.
land started even before it was ens vi lie, pleaded not guilty before
with Grand Haven and Muskegon
in Grand Rapids at :30 a.m. Sunland City durinl 1953 at a cost of
Miss Elsie Gowdy, who is serv scheduled to begin The scheduled Justice Frederick J. Workman
authorities to get this highway
day
as the result of injuries re$88,357.51.
ing as principalof the public time of leaving the goal posts last Thursday afternoon on a
from Muskegon to Holland.
Under the direction of City ceived in a car-truck crash at 7 schools at Alpine, Mich., returned was this morning but in the charge of driving while his license
Completionof grading by John
Manager H. C. McClintock anoth- p.m. Saturday on US-16 in Marne. to her home Tuesday for a two neighborhoodof $150,000 had al- was revoked.Date for trial has
and Paul Gillisee of Grand Rapids
The child Was riding in a car
er project calling for resurfacing
weeks vacation.The Alpine ready been subscribed in this city not been set.
opened the way for awarding the
of paved streets was also inau- driven by his father,Wayne Han- school closes annually for a short this morning when the different
The charge against Moser is the
pacing contract. Grading was
gurated. One ancj one-quarter sen, 25. Hansen was driving south period to give the pupils an op- ward teams began their work.
outcome
of an accident which
completed in June on the $234,Last night the Hope College An- occurred at Lament Aug. 16. 1953,
miles of streets were resurfaced on 16th Ave. and stopped at the portunityto assist in harvesting
022.49 contract.
intersection
before
pulling
out
in
chor Association met to elect offi- when the pickup truck he was
this program at a cost of
the potato crop.
In October, 1953. the final under
front of an east bound truck driven
cers and managers to fill the va- driving allegedly struck and in$29,498.
The message of the Liberty
paving contract was awarded to
Work in the Holland area was by Franklin Cleveland, 33, of Holt, Loan is to be brought to the fac- cancies on the Anchor staff jured Arthur Modderman a pedesCarl Goodwin and Sons of Allecaused by the entrance of five trian.
part of a massive $37,655,000pro- Mich.
tory people of Holland on Friday
gan for $378,467.39.This included
gram let in 1953, according to a
The truck struck the Hansen car when a speaker will visit the fac- men into military service. The
Moser's license was revoked
a 22-foot strip concrete road 6.2
election resulted as follows; As- Nov. 13. 1952, in Grand Rapids,
year end news summary released broadside and then struck a
tories and give talks to the men
miles long. The single strip road
recently by Highway Commission- parked car owned by Willis Slater,
This lactory campaign is in sistant editor, George De Witt; following his convictionthere on a
will link up with other sections
college reporter,James A. Stcgo- drunk driving charge. On Sept. 22,
er Charles M. Ziegler.
23, of 208 North Second St., Grand
charge of the factory committee
completedin recent years.
man; exchange editor, Miss E. 1953. he paid $300 fine in Kent
In spite of this tremendous Haven.
composed of Nicodemus Bosch
Company officials said work amount
of spending, Ziegler Hansen receivedmouth lacera- C. J. Lokker and P. H. Read. This Gecgh; alumni editor, Lewis County Superior Coupt on a
will begin late in April and take
Kleinheksel;assistant business charge of drunk driving, second
points out that "there is a back- tions. His wife, Ruth, 26, received
news story appeared in the Oct
about two months. An estimated
manager. Myron M. Broekema. offense.
log of some one-quartermillion a fractured right leg and a left
17,
issue.
60 men will work on the project.
The Odd Fellows and Rebekahs
dollars of emergency-neededfoot fracture as well as laceraHighway US-31 received a new
The general committee appoint- annual assembly of Michigan is
work, and the deteriorationof the tions. Two-year-old Cheryle Ann
look inside Holland as final sechighway system is increasing due Hansen received a possible skull ed by the Grand River, Holland being hold this week at St. Jo- Man Pleads Guilty
tion of the proposed widening proand Michigan Classis to arrange seph. Mrs. Georgia Yore and Mrs.
to the terrific and growing in- fracture.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
ject was finished. Neil and A1
for YMCA work among the sol- George Bender left Monday afcrease of traffic in recent years."
Earl Moon 47, route 2, CoopersHansen's 1952 car was damaged diers at the camps has under conConstruction Company of Holland
ternoon as representativesof EruCompleted during the year to the extent of about $1,000. The
sideration the appointmentof a tha Rebekahs lodge No. 27 of this ville, was arraigned before Muniwere 108 miles of concrete pavedriver of the truck was not held. man to go to either Camp Cuscipal Judge Louis H. Osterhous
city.
316 miles of bituminous
The truck was owned by Kirkey ter or McArthur. This committee
forget! ment.
concrete surfacing and 533 miles
Yesterday afternoon Gilbert Saturday afternoon on a charge
Motor Freight of Lansing. Deputy has appointed an executive comof other types of bituminoussurVander Water of this city and of drunk driving and, upon his
sheriff Dorr Garter and state mittee composed of the following:
Miss Gertrude Wabeke of Zee- pica of guilty was sentenced to
facing, 120 miles of aggregate
police investigated.
The Rev; S. C. Nettinga. chair- land were married at the par- pay $75 tine and $5.10 costa.
surfacing in preparationfor fuThe Hansen family lives at 1544 man; Albert Lahuis of Zeeland, sonage of the First Reformed Moon was arrested by sheriff’s ofture bituminous surfacing.67 new
Bauer Rd., Jenison.
vice president;the Rev. John Van Church of that city by the Rev. ficers at 2:50 a.m. New Year’s
bridges and grade separations and
Westenberg, secretary, and C. P. P. Cheff. The couple will make Day on M-104 at Nunica. He was
51 railroadcrossing flashersalong
Dosker. treasurer.Dr. P. J. Kriek- their home at 636 Michigan Ave. not involved in an accident.
with 24 railroad crossing recon- Fire in Basement
ard. J.N. Trompen and G. Van Mr. Vander Water is assistant to
structions.
Volunteers of Holland Township
J. S. Dykstra.
The year 1953 saw a new ap- fire stationNo. 1 responded to an Strien.
The raboose on a railroad train
On Tuesday afternoon the Woprobably gets its name from the
alarm at 9:30 a.m. today and put
nautical term for a .wnnll cabin on
out a fire in the basement of the man’s Literary Club held its third Couple Wed in Rites
the deck of a sailing ship in
Marvin Rotman home on Scotts meeting for the year, 1917. The
which meals were cooked.
Dr. The blaze started near a gas program was the first of a series On New Year's Day
of three on art.
plate. Damage was neglible along
On New Year's Day at 4 p.m.,
Albert Kleis and Jacob Lokker
(£'
—
with minor smoke damage. The
have
been
appointed
to
represent
marriage
vows were spoken by
AT HOME AND AT
water tanker of the No. 2 station
also responded.Fire Chief John the Men’s Adult Bible Class of Mrs. Violet Colo of Muskegon and
THE
Vande Burg said the men were out First Reformed Church as dele- Gary Ter Bock of Holland at the
LITTLE THINGS MAYBE
gates to the State Sunday School home of Mr. and Mrs. John Ter
a half hour.
convention held in Detroit in Nov- Bcek, Sr.
But not our desire to serve you with
The Rev. James Waver perA glutton is the name of a small ember.
the Beet in Moteriolsand WorkmanMr. and Mrs. Frank Bolhuis formed the ceremony in the presanimal of the Arctic.
(hip. Remember Ui.
All Mokes
have left for a two weeks' trip ence of the immediate families.
to Washington, D.C., and other Mr. and Mrs. Neil Ver Hulst of
Muskegon attended the couple.
eastern cities.
Authorized
Chryeler-Plymouth
Dealer
Walter Scholten. Hope student, Appropriate music was played by
GEO.
YOUR HOSTS:
added another laurel to his crown Miss Shirley Nonhof, who also
PAUL AND iDNA VAN RAALTE
of fame when he appeared among sang "Bless This House,” accomMotor Salot
the Patriotic Day speakers in panied by Miss Patricia Nonhof.
25 W. 0th Street Phone 7242
ACROSS PROM POSTOFFICE
A buffet supper was served from
Kent County Monday evening.
29 E. 6 rn
Simon Harkema of Laketown a table decorated with white taZEEUND
has accepted a position as county pers and yellow mums.
PHONE 3826
The couple left on a short wedagent for Newaygo county and
CLOSED SUNDAYS
expects soon to leave for that ding trip.
Mrs. Ter Beek. before her marplace to make his home.
Dr. Louis Birkhoff of Grand riage, was sales manager fol a
Rapids will be speaker of the Grand Rapids ready-to-wear firm.
Mr.. Ter Beck is manager of Milevening at a meeting of the Men’s
Federation of Adult Bible Classes ler Jones Shoe Co. of Holland.

Crash

Spanish moss plants are covered with scaly, gray hairs used
to absorb moisture. This appearance has given the moss the name
of "old man’s beard."
ChristopherColumbus called
Jamaica "Santa Gloria" because
of the "great beauty of the country."

gn|
HEATING

suspense of the narrative.Hai
the story been told in the past
tense, whatever other qualities it
might have had, it probably would
have lacked suspense. Lacking
suspenae, It Is hard to see how it
could have been thrilling.

The Rev. A. Karreman, formerly of this city, now of Paterson.
nuclear transmutations to thd enN.J., has declined the call to the
tire field of highway engineering.
First Reformed Church of Ro-

Child Is Fatally

anxieties,

rejoicingin his solutionof a thousand navigationproblems on
which his very life depends. There
is suspense on every page, a suspense that makes us as readers
forget for the moment that Charles A. Lindbergh did after all land
safely in Paris in May of 1927.
But for this technicaldevice of
using the present tense through-

cause hundreds of millions of fatal.
words have been published in the
Perhaps, he learned the secret
past quarter century setting by the trial and error method.
forth all the details of the flight Enough that he did actually learn
technicians in narrative writing it The result is success where
asserted that suspense was Im failuremight have seemed inevitpossible in the very nature of the able.

In the spring the legislature
passed an act creating a Michi(Following Is the 583rd in the
gan Turnpike Authority, which is
empowered to investigateand if series of articlestaken from
feasible built a toll road from news of the Holland Daily SenBay City to Toledo and another in tinel published more than 35
Michigan between Detroit and
Chicago. Preliminary studies of
location and possible revenues for
the two routes are now being
made.
Commissioner Ziegler expressed

with him, sharing his

comparatively little skill lnN writ- flat purely as a narrative.
ing, who did not pretend to have
Who taught Lindbergh, who is
any special skill, and hence his not a professional author, that
work was discounted in advance. the present tense was the only,
In spite of all this, 'The Spir- the indispensabletense to use?
it of St. Louis" is one' of the most There are probably not a half
thrilling books of the year. It has dozen books in literaturethat use
the one thing needful in an ad the present tense throughout In
venture story— suspense— without most storiesthe use of the prewhich any story is flat. But be- sent tense throughout would be

Holland
In

fabric won’t burst."
He if over the Atlantic at the
time, cruising among the mountains of cloud and circling menacing thunderheada. We are there

book would end, hence no one out the whole' volume of more
would be much interested. It was than 500 pages, I am convinced
by an author who had shown that the book would have been

Vriesland to Holland is expected to be completed in December

two-lane highway began in December. The 7.1 mile stretch from

proach to the problem of obtaining more highway facilities than
are possible under present financing methods an davailablerev-

;

M

mospheric pressures. I open the
valve for a few seconds, to lower
my position and make sure the

-

-

ft Alft

CONDITIONING

fho Lennon Fumoco Company, worlds largest monoocturlna analnoors of worm
• I
heating equipment
makes o hooting system to
fit your Individual requiremonts tor gas, OIL or cooL
Lennox dealers ore factory
trained heatingexperts.

r

Every page, every paragraph,
every sentence ia put down as
it is all happeningat the moment
the reader meets the words on
the page. I turn at random

Al Tee* Sendee
Dey * Night

page 312:
•A headache . . . Why does my
head press against the skylight’s
rib? It hasn’t done that before.
Something isn’t right in the plane
... But of course. The air cushion I’m sittingon-it's been, expanding as I climb to lower it-

Koop Heating
HEATING IS OUR BUSINESS

—NOT
ISO

River

A SIDIUNI

Am

Pk *4121

9

Scrappy toys:

An

electricfurnace uses

100%

icrai

the open hearth 50% scrap and

50%

pig iron.

always

buying

SCRAP

materials

Louis Padnos Iron & Metal Co.
120 River

Am

Hello ad.

Mick

'

ONLY ONE TO A CUSTOMER
There'* only one local agent'* telling cott to a cu*ton»er

-

when you Insure your cor with . .

State

mmeR

9*

Farm Insurance
Ante

—

Fire

IWe

Phone 7139

77 College Avenue

OUR REFRIGERATED CASE
Girautces Freshtess!

TO EAT

K-X

ROAD

—

Whipped Cream

SERVICE

dub

Haan

ROOFING CO

Ruffe

Eclair#

Cream

COMPLETE SERVICE

MODI

Plea

CAKES and FILLED ROLLS

TRIUMPH BAKE SHOP
PHONE

384 CENTRAL AVE.

Auomcenenli

MOTOR

100
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MoMi
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SUPER SERVICE
Dee Hertgertak—
12S W. Rth

______
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NOTICE

FURNITURE SHOP

- PLYMOUTH
owners

YOUR SATISFACTION

4S3 W. 22ad St. RheM *4042

ie

OUR GUARANTEE
of

BUDGET PAYMENTS AVAILAIU

___

MACATAWA

____________________

S».

Hem

Btek

Pheee 7777

FashionoblaHomas

Special
Prinling

DODGE

Fin* Furniturefor

S/s.

NINTH

Council meeting last night instinctivelyand solemnly arose to
their feet as they unanimously
voted in favor of loaning Uncle

The Bier Kelder offers many
eervleee for your pleasure.
The beat In draught and
bottledbeera and wlnea and

S. A. DAGEN, INC.

served by trained employees.
Alr-eonditloned

noon

until

and

open

midnight

WARM FRIEND
TAVERN

Open Every Afteraeee eml
Me*. . Wed. - PrL Evert**

-

_______

CoHMrcial
Prilling

champagnes.Alto, sandwiches and enaeks. All

FUTURE BUSINESS

FURNITURE
LAMPS — CARPET
CUSTOM UPHOLSTERING

eaali

order of Wedding Stationery.

Some 83 million tons of cargo
FourteenthStreet Christian Rewent throubh the Suez canal in
formed Church.
AH the aldermen present at the 1952.

.

Mw

Short Molar

—

Are you driving a
milos por hour car with

40mHts par hour bnhref

Padac? Eafioo for

Bong sheets FREE with

of the dty Monday evening In
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Superior Height

CoOegiais Stage

Telk the Story

BEsterng Attack

In

5947

Home

in

Mt. Pleasant

-

OLIVET (Special)
Hope
College roared to its fifth straight
MIAA victory Tuesday night aa
they trounced a stunned Olivet
College team 81-54 on the opponent’s floor.
All-around scoring was the secret to Coach John Viaser’i success as he used every man on
his team to good advantage. The
impressive victory will give Hope
a slight edge in Saturday’s game
with Albion College which is currently tied with Hope for first
place in the
*

Using superior height to an
advantage, Holland High’s basketbal team reboundedback Into the
win column Tuesday’ night by defeating Muskegon’s Big Redi by
a 59-47 tally.
The game was played before a
near capacity crowd at the

Armory.
of three wins and the same number of defeats and leaves Muskegon still looking for its first victory in five games.
Especially hearteningwas the
showing of big Mark de Voider.
The big senior played all but about
two minutes of the game and accounted for 14 of his team’s 25
points during the first half and
ended the evening with a total of

MIAA.

From

Visschcr, Warren

the opening whistle it
was Hope all the way. The Dutchmen took first blood and jumped
to a 11-point lead in the initial
period by outscoring the Olivetans 26-15. John Adams, Bob
Hendrickson, and Willie Rlnjf
scored 7, 8 and 6 points respec
tively in the first frame to give
the Dutch their opening advan-

Orville

tage.

.

20.

senior center made six points of
the 13 for Holland during that
eight minutes. Most of the shots
were from close in and the Dutch
were getting most of the rebounds
for good shots at the basket. Soon
after the outset Holland took a
lead and was ahead by a 13-7 count
as the period ended.
It was, however, a team effort

at

To Win 81-54 Tilt

Contest

It was an all de Velder show
during the first quarter as the

Mazebrooks

TWENTY-FIVE YOUNG MEN

left Grand

Haven Armory Tuesday

afternoon for induction into the armed forces- Kneeling, left to

Roger Rycenga, Charles Craft, Gilbert
Gordon, Gene Kamps, Paul Dozeman, Lloyd Koning, Emil Van
Cura; seated, Henry Donzelar, Arloe Misner, Morris De Vries,
Dennis Vredeveld, Jay Timmer, Alvin Boeve, John Vande Luyster;

right, are Harry Parcheta,

Speaker Gives Optimistic
on
who were
one week ago by Grand
View of Asia Situation
Rapids Central’s zone
the part of the locals

standing, Daniel Burnside, Gordon Teunis, Ronald Bekiur, Carl

De Vries, Philip J. Elderkin, Willard Arens,
Dalman, Earl Veldman and Donald L. Payne. Grand Haven
Gideons conducted brief religious services and distributed
Testaments.
(Sentinel photo)

dent, H. Wolbers; assistantsuperintendent,M. Breen; secretary,J.
Kloosterman;treasurer, C. Mool,
(From Tuesday’sSentinel)
assistant secretary and treasurer,
R. Lamer; primary superinten- The annual Week of Prayer
dent, 0. Garvelink, and assistant, services will be observed at the

Zeeland

In the second period, Hope's
bone-crushing fast break began to
tear apart the Olivet defense as
the locals outscoredtheir hosts
18-9. Harold Molenaar, taking off
fine fashion from where he
left off in the De Pauw encounter, scored 6 timely point* to
spark the Dutch offense. At the
half, Hope had built an impressive 20 point lead as the score
board read 44-24.
The free throw bug-a-boo
seemed to have left the Dutchmen in the first half as they
dumped in 6 out of 11 for a little
better than 50 per cent. Against
De Paaw they hit on less than 33
per cent of their charity tosses.
As the second half opened,
Hope again unleashed a potent
fast break which tallied 26 more
points against 18 for the losers.

Mr. ond Mrs. Daniel Wesley Hazebrook

(Penna-Sosphoto!"'
In a simple family 'ceremony on ial *bouquet of white carnations
defense.
New Year’s Day, Miss Mary Jo and chrysanthemums was center—'
Tuesday night they ran into the
Van Alsburg became the bride of ed with sweetheart roses.
An optimistic report on condi- take part. Those not interestedin
De Jongh. Ruth Martinie is Second Reformed Church this
same kind of a defense, but it
Daniel Wesley Hazebrook. The
Attending the bride was Misa attending
the
dessert
are
invited
the
newly
appointed
librarian.
tions in Asia was given Womweek.
The
first
service
will
be
double ring ceremony was per- Cynthia Schaap, maid of honor,’
didn’t bother.
to the program, which begins at
Richard ’ Klien of Litchfield,
an’s Literary Club members at
formed by the Rev. John Hagans Miss Laurie Ann Hohl of Hollland'^
In the second quarter Muskegon
1:30 p.m. Dessert reservations Mich, and Francis Westveld called held tonight at 7:45 in the Felin the presence of the immediate and Miss Judy Poole of Grand
came to within two points of the their regular meeting Tuesday af- may
made with Mrs. Robert on Ward Van Dyke at Noordeloos lowship Hall. The meeting is
families and a few school friends Rapids. They wore taffeta halierDutch before the locals went on ternoon. Guest speaker was Dr. Linn.
last Wednesday afternoon. The sponsored by the Mubesheraat Sothe couple in the chapel of ina length gowns, identicalto the _
to grab a five-point 25-20 lead at Irving Pflaum. professor in inthree young men were buddies
ciety and will take the place of
First MethodistChurch.
bride’s in shades of rose. Their ,
intermission.Again it was big de ternational affairs and law at
while serving over seas in the
The bride is the daughter of colonial bouquets of mums matchthe monthly gathering of that orVelder in the scoring column with NorthwesternUniversity and outarmed forces.
!dr. and Mrs. John Martin Van ed their gowns. The brides
eight points. Foul shots kept the standing foreign correspondent
ganization for a missionaryproAlsburg,538 Howard Ave., and mother made all the gowns.
visitors in the game as they made for the Chicago Sun and Times.
(From Wednesday'sSentinel)
gram. The Rev. John De Maagd,
the groom Ls the son of Mr. and
Arthur Arenas attended the
Dr. Pflaum's picture of Asia
Tout of 11 in the quarter.
The Rev. J. Minnema, pastor of
of Japan will be the speaker.
Mrs. Paul Van Rialte, 280 College groom as best man. Ushers werp
Alden
Klomparens,
Riemersma,
In the third quarter at one time was admittedly in a much light- the Ninth Reformed Church at
Special music will be provided.
Ave.
Burke Raymond of Ypsilanti and
the locals built up an 11-point er mood than is usually taken of Grand Rapids who is considering
Wednesday evening at Hendrickson,Wagner, Molenaar, White chrysanthemums,holiday Duane Gebben of Holland.
and
Adams
combined
for
22
of
lead mainly on the contributions that part of the world. He said he a call from the local Reformed
7:45 o’clock the service will be in
greens and candelabra were used
At the small family reception
of six points by de Velder and four places it in that brighter setting Church conductedthe morning
charge of the Rev. Jay Weener, those points. The surprise of the as decorations.Mrs. Rudolph immediatelyafter the ceremony,
evening
came
when
Coach
Visser
by Guard Paul Mack, who was to relieve the tension created over service here last Sunday. The
pastor of the Beaverdam ReMattson, organist,played the tra- Mrs. Jack Barendse, Sr., and Mrs.
it
evening service was in charge of
hitting from outcourt.
formed Church. The topic will be put John Brannock into the ditional wedding music and ac- William Lindsay poured. Assisting'
Dutch
lineup.
Brannock,
still
sufCiting
Russia
as
the
most
crua Seminary student. .
The Grand Haven All-Star "Living Water for Spiritual
The Dutch 'still held the lead at
companied the soloist, Miss Mary were the Misses Phyllis Keane, .
The Rev. J. Van Peursem of lineup for the polio benefit bas- Thirst."Special music will be pre- fering from an ankle injury which Ann Knooihuizen, as she sang Pat Houtman, Jan Karsten and.
the end of the third quarter, 42- cial area in Asia, Dr. Pflaum gave
he
received in the Adrian game
evidence
that
changes
are
taking
Zeeland
was
in
charge
of
the
com3L
Kay Larsen. Miss Marlene Konketball game at the Holland sented.
The Lord’s Prayer.”
A fairly range sophomore for- place in Russia which are "all to munion services at the Reformed
The Rev. John den Ouden, pas- of Dec. 12, hobbled around the
The
bride, given in marriage by ing was in charge of gifts. Mrs.
Armory
Thursday
night
was
ancourt for the first time since that
ward by the name of Martin our benefit.*He told of a friend Church on Dec. 27 when deacon
tor of the First Reformed Church,
»er father, wore an ice blue bro- John Hagans acted as mistress of
date and tallied four points.Both
Waalkes came to life as it were reporter,who, although in all his R. Lamer and elders G. Klynstra nounced today.
will conduct the Friday evening
caded taffeta ballerina - length ceremonies.
Visser
and
Brannock
have
strong
Holland City League All-Stars service at 7:45 p.m. The theme for
for Muskegon in the final quarter writings was hostileto the Soviet and E. Elzinga were nstalled.
gown with a deep square Both Mr. and Mrs. Hazebrook. ->
Installation and ordination of will line up against the Grand meditationwill be "The Risk of hopes that he will be ready for neckline, trimmed in seed pearls are attendingCentral Michigan
and personally accountedfor 10 Union, was allowed to roam the
Albion
Saturday
'
night.
With
country freely, talking to anyone elders and deacons took place at Havenites in the 8:30 game and Prayer.” All members and friends
of his team’s points as the visitors
and rhinestones.Her matching College at Mt. Pleasant. They
Brannock adding to the third
he wished. He found a general the Christian Reformed Church in the prelim at 7 p.m. it will be are invited.
crept up on the Dutch.
hat held in place the shoulder are now at home at 206 North
With three minutes to go the feeling against the Communist here on New Year’s morning. P. another group of City League AllThe annual Week of Prayer period score, Hope led 70-42.
length veil of illusion. Her colon- Fancher St., Mt. Pleasant.
Going
into
the
final
stanza,
Big Reds coached by Tom Mc- leaders, and from the best of Haveman and R. Westveld were Stars against an All-Star team wll be observed at the First Rethe Hope mentor played everyone
Shannock were within three point sources,heard evidence of person- installedas elders anc deacons J. from the Recreation "B” League. formed Church as follows: TuesKolk and family, Mrs. Kenneth
al animosity among the high pol- Schippers and G. Haazevoort.
A1 Lempke will guide the des- day, at 7:30 p.m. the pastor, the with his freshmen going most of
of Holland and the locals appearVander Kolk and son of Grandville
itburo members, themselves.
tinies of the Grand Haven stars Rev. J. den Ouden will be in the way. It was not an impressive
The
Rev.
N.
Beute
brought
ed a bit flustered. However, Coach
were Saturdayguests of Mr. and
Probably even more important greetings of the Zeeland Gassis and his squad will include Lyle charge on the topic "The Import last quarter. However, the experFred Weiss signaledfor a time out
Mrs. Will Vander Kolk, Mr.
(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
was his indicationthat the mili- at the dedication service of the Lamson, Bob Lamson, Bob Fet- ance of Now.” On Wednesday, ience for the frosh s what Visser
and rallied his men around and
Frank Vander Kolk.
wanted most. Depui has always
tary, under Marshal Zhukov, is Second Christian Reformed ters, Clarence Wagonmaker,Phil
Old
Year's
servicewas
held
on
7:30 p.m.. the Senior C. E. sofrom then on it was all Holland.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Meengs of ’
exercising control of the Soviet Church at Allendale New Year’s Hallenbeck, Charles Hamm, La- society will be in charge. Thurs- been a winning factor on the Thursday evening at 8 p.m. and
Paul Beukema was a vital cog
Union although letting the bu- Day.
veme Boeve, Don Constant, Bill day 7:30 p.m. in charge of the Hope teams, and despite the rag- New Year’s service was held on Grand Rapids, and Miss Jennie ki that late rally as he accounted
Boer of Holland were Sunday \|
reaucrats seemingly administrate. On Sunday evening the Rev. Hohlman, Lorin Cook, Chick Gar- Rev. J. den Ouden on the topic ged edges the freshmen held their Friday at 9:3d a.m.
for four good foul shots. Weiss
own as the game ended with
This, Dr. Pflaum, said, is cheering Beute conducted services at the rish, Dan Gimborys, Lewis MurMr. and Mrs. Will Meengs, Mr. afternoon guests of Mr. and Mrs.
"The
Unwearying
Shepherd.”
Frisubstituted an entire team of reHope way out in front 81-54.
in that Marshal Zhukov, in World First Christian Reformed Church phy and Gary Boelens.
and Mrs. Lloyd Meengs and fami- Henry Wabeke.
day 7:30 p.m. Hugh De Pree will
serves toward the end and Dwayne
Mrs. Al Hop was a Saturday
The Holland squad, under di- show slides on Cook Christian Scoring honors for Olivet went ly were New Year’s guests of Mr.
War n, became a great admirer at Allendale and installed the
Teusink was able to make his first and friend of President Eisenhowto their lanky forward, Bob Mas and
caller on Mrs. Merle Meenn and ^
rection of Lou Borgman. will innew consistory members there.
Alexander
Karay
of
Training School.
two points of the season by pull- er, and vice versa, during the
baby at the Zeeland Hospital.
Many familiesand organiza- clude Dave Kempker, Jerry Jacob- The Mission Circle. Mission on who tallied 18. For the locals, Zeeland.
ing a sleeper and sneaking in for European campaigns.
was Adams and Hendrickson,
New Year's guests at the J.G.J.
son,
A1
Nelson,
Zeke
Piersma,
tions enjoyed parties and dinners
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Harris
Guild, andServive Chain of First
a good shot
each getting 14. Gosely behind
Van
Zoeren home were Leon Van
If the "apparent”power of the during the holiday season. Pro- Earl Schippers, Ken Van WierSchippera daughter, Mary Beth,
Reformed Church will hold
For the evening Holland made a two biggest powers lies with
them was Rink with 11 and Mol
Zocrcn of Chicago, 111., Mr. and"
grams were also presented at the en, and big Bob Van Dyke.
on Dec. 29.
joint meeting at the church on
good showing in the field goal de- these two (Eisenhowerand ZhuThe "B” League squad includes Tuesday evening, Jan. 12, at 8 enaar with 9.
various schools and churches in
The Rev. and Mrs. Theodore By- Mrs. M. Muelenburg,Mr. and Mrs.
partment with 23 out of 64 for 36 kov) chances of solving RussianBoth Molenaar and Rink were
A. Zonncbelt of Grand Rapids, Mr.
this locality.Groups of carolers Bill Hinga, Red Martin, Del Van p.m. All the women of the church
land entertained the old and new
per cent and 13 out of 21 foul U.S. problems are getting better called on the shut-ins and aged Tongeren, Carrow Kleinheksel,
commended for their play by
and Mrs. George Van Zoeren of
consistorymembers at the parsonare
invited to attend.
shots. Muskegon made 11 out of and better, Dr. Pflaum said. Don’t folks in the community to bring John Nuismer, Hank Jager, Ken
Coach Visser. Molenaar has im
Dr. Louis H. Benes, editor of
age on last week Wednesday even21 field goal tries.
Leeuw, Bill Heydorn, Roger Borr the Reformed Church publication, proved immensely since last sea- ing. The Rev. Byland was preMr. and Mrs. Gerrit Boss were'
expect a miracle overnight them a bit of cheer.
son
and
has
proved
such
in
De Velder with nine field goals change, but a gradual improvehost and hostess at the annual
Funeral services for I. Swartz and Harry Langejans.
The Church Herald, of Grand
sented with a pen and pencil set.
and two foul shots for a 20-point ment which would make Asia less were held at the local Reformed
Their foes, under direction nf Rapids, was in charge of services Hope’s last two games. Rink it
meeting of the Sunday School
Refreshmentswere served.
seems
had
come
into
his
own
total was the leading scorer for worrisome.
Roger
Kole,
will
be
Ed
Altena,
teachers and officers on last week <
Church today. Mr. Swartz who
at the Second Reformed Church Tuesday night. His timely 11
Mr. and Mrs. John Beyer and
Holland while that last period The speaker discussed at length was 86 years old died at his home Ron Fortney. Dell Koop, Bob on Sunday. Next Sunday, Dr.
Tuesday evening. A delicious lunch
family, Mr. and Mrs. Louis Beyer
splurge boosted Waalkes into the situation of China and indi- here on Sunday morning. The Kruithof, Dale Van Dorple. Louie John R. Mulder, of Western Theo- points was capitalizedby his fine
were New Year’s supper guests was served.
floor
play.
Rink’s
play
can
oe
Van
Dyke,
Kearney
Zoerhoff
and
high scoring honors for his team cated his own belief that the Rev. H. Zylstra of Grandville and
Mrs. John Vanden Brink and
logical Semnary, will conduct sercompared to Hope’s former All- of Mr. and Mrs. Tom Beyer of children of New Groningen were
United States should have, long the Rev. G. Rozeboom of Ottawa Whitey Witteveen.
with a total of 17.
vices.
Zeeland.
MIAA floor general, Ron Bos,
Holland sees action for the ago, recognized the Communist officiated.
Wednesday afternoon guests , of
Erwin Naber and Linda Kalfs- who graduated last June.
Mr. and Mrs. John Broersma
second time this week Friday China government. He likened the
Mrs. Merton Wabeke and daughSpecial services were held at
beek were leaders of the Junior
and
family
entertained
on
New
It’s the big one Saturday night
Chinese situationto that of Yugo- both local churches on New
night at Benton Haibor.
Christian Endeavor meeting held as the Dutchmen return here for Years, Mr. and Mrs. Simon Broer- ters.
at First
slavia. which has a Communist Year’s Day and at the local
Box score:
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ter Haar,.
at the First Reformed Church a tangle with the conference co- sma of Vriesland, Mr. and Mrs.
government,
but
is definitelynot Christian Reformed Church on
and four children were Old Year’aMuskegon (59)
on Sunday afternoon. The chilClarence
Broefsma
and
family
of
leaders, Albion College.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Richard
dren are trying to learn the
FO FT PF TP part of the Kremlin. It is non- New Year's eve.
Alto, Mr. and Mrs. Vem Brower
Olivet (54)
sense to say that "Russia has takAlvin
Haveman
of
Ft.
Knox,
Bouwman- and family of AllenWaalkes, f
Apostles Creed in January.
8
4 17
F
TP
of
Oakland.
FG
FT
en China,” Dr. Pflaum, when, in Ky., and Jerrian Potter of Camp
dale.
The Intermediate and Senior Pembroke. f
4 13
Berdinski, f
5
8
5
2
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boss were
3
civil war, the Chinese people, all Campbell, Ky.. enjoyed a few days
Elmer Boss of Galewood was t <
Huttenga. c
5
1
1
3 11 New Year guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Three cases were processed at C. E. societies held a joint meet- Stafford, f
3
4
those except the very top which with the home folks during the
Tuesday dinner guest of Mr. and
ing on Sunday evening. Hugh De
Kruger, g
3
3
1
1
the
first
session
Tuesday
of
the
1
Elmer
Boss
and
family
of
Gale1
0
Lawrence, f
went to Formosa— merely shifted holidays.
Mrs. Henry
Pree showed slides of the Cook
Blevins,g
3
0 7
8 wood. /
2
4
0
Carothers, c
their allegiance to the CommunMr.
and
Mrs.
J. Stratinghof new traffic court which will con- Christian Training School.
Erickson,
0
0
0
2
2
1
Mrs.
HenryWyngarden
was
a
vene
before
Municipal
Judge
Cor0
Mason, c
ists. This doesn’t make them Jenison and Mr. and Mrs. F.
A male quartet of Calvary ReKota
0
0 2
2 18 Saturday guest of Mrs. Delbert Former Marquette
5
8
Keiser, g
Reds, he said, and predicted that Berghorstare enjoying a two nelius vander Meulen each Tuesformed
Church
of
Holland
named
0
Lindstrom
1
0
5
6 Wyngarden and children of Hol2
2
Bryant, g
the Communist leaders will find week vacation in Florida.Mr. and day at 10 a.m. and each Thursthe Calvary Four presented spec0
0 0 it difficult to maintainauthority
Wickland
Dies in Grand Haven
land. '•
Mrs.
P.
Standard
are
again day at 7 p.m.
0
De Vries
0
0
Two persons pleaded guilty to ial music at the evening service Totals
18 18 19 54
John De Jonge has retired as
by a bureaucracy which is not spending the winter there.
at the First Reformed Church on
GRAND
(Special)— £
Hop (81)
treasurer and librarianof the Sunloyal to China.
Pfc. and Mrs. C. Overweg of traffic counts and one pleaded not Sunday.
Totals
18 11 13 47
4
14 day school after a service of 39 Edwin E. Anderson,48, of 1321,i' t
2
6
Adams, f
The speaker deplored the com- Camp Karsten, Colo., Mr. and guilty.Paying fines were Robert
Wiliam Staal, newly elected
3 6 years and Gerald Zuverink has
Holland (59)
0
3
mon attitude that "we have been Mrs. B. Boersen and baby and N. De Young, Grand Rapids, stop superintendent of the First Re- Klomparens,f
Elliott St., died in Municipal Hos2
3
2
Israels, f
6 deliberately cheated
4
0
Riemersma. f
been appointed to take his place. pital Tuesday afternoon following.,
of Mrs. J. Overweg of Holland were street, 55 and Gerald J. Bosch, of
formed
Church
and
Mr.
Lorenzo
Plagenhoef, f
5
3 China.” This emotional feeling has
2
3 Carl Schermer has retired after
1
1
1
entertained at the home of Mr. 1075 South Shore Dr., right of way, Meengs, assistant supt. assumed Hondorp, f
a brief illness. He was bom in^
9
2 20 been cultivated and pushed for
4
1 14 many years of service and John
de Velder, c
5
Hendrickson, c
Marquette Feb. 13, 1905, and camq ^
and Mrs. E. Overweg and family 512.
their
new
duties
on
Sunday.
They
Beukema, g
5
0
6 political reasons by what the
1 Broersma has been appointedto
1
0
1
Cramer, c
Roy Golden, 18, of 175 Burke
to Grand Haven about 10 yeart.
on New Year’s Day.
replace Melvin Baron and C. Yn2 11 take his place.
5
Van Dyke,
3
3
8 speaker labeled a “China lobby”
1
Rink, g
Recent visitorsat the home of Ave., pleaded not guilty to a tema.
, jn«
i
0
0
2
0
1
Boeve
0 or those persons who could bene- Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Vander Mol- charge of excessive speed involvBrannock,g
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyngarden He was a member of the Eaglet
The
following
were
installed
as
0 5 and family were New Year’s call1
2 fit financiallyby that attitude. en included Mr. and Mrs. D. ing an accident and trial was set
2
1
Goulooze
1
Kempker, g
Lodge. He was confirmedin the
elders at the First Reformed Wagner, g
5 ers on Mr. and Mrs. A1 Schuitema
0 0 Mistakes were made in China, he Doornbos, Mr. and Mrs. S. Weem- for Jan. 12 at 11 a.m.
2
1
Saunders
0
Grace MethodistChurch at Mar-,
Church
morning
service on Sun
9
4
1 • 0
2
0 said, but there were no traitors hof, Mrs. Anna Natte and Miss Officer Dennie Ende served as
Molenaar,g
0
Vander Wege
and family of Holland.
quette. For a time he lived with
day: Bernard Poest, M. Den Her0
0 0
1
Boersma
0
0 0 or scapegoats who "tricked” us GertrudeTuinstra of Grand Rap- court officer. Judge vander MeuArmstrong, g
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Feenstra, his brother,Norman, who returned der, S Schipper and Melvin Bar
0
0 0 into letting the Communists take ids, Gerrit Berghorstof Zeeland len in preliminary statements apVisscher
Mr. and Mrs. John Feenstra of to Marquette following the death'
on. As deacons: Willard Hansen,
34 13 26 81 Decatur were recent callers on
Mack
5
2 12 over China.
and Sharon and Howard Meeuw- prised all persons of their court Roger Prince. Alfred Van Duine Totals
of their mother about a year ago.
Teusink
0 2
1
He referred briefly to Korea, as sen and Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Pos- rights and emphasized the court Paul Wolterink and Wallace
Mrs. K. Jousma, Mr. and Mrs.
He is survived by three sisters
an example of the fact that in ky of South Blendon.
did not welcome guilty pleas just
Simon Broersma.
and two brothers,all of Marquette.
Schilstra They replace as elders Henry De Ridder Seeks
Totals
23 13 18 59 some parts and phases, the ChiLocal children and young peo- to get things over In a hurry. City John Shoemaker,Peter Pyle, HarMr. and Mrs. Martin D. WynThe body was taken to the Kamnese are actually opposed to the ple attending school returned to Attorney James E. Townsend also
Road Commission Job
garden and Erma Wyngarden meraad Funeral Home where IT
ry Derks and A. Millard. As deaKremlin.Although Russia insti- their classes on Monday after a was present.
GRAND
(Special)
were New Year’s guests of Mr. will remain until Thursday morncons: C. Yntema, Mark De Jonge,
Announce Purchase
gated the Korean War, the Chi- 12-day vacation.
Later in the morning,Henry D. Dick Elzinga and Jasper Bos.
Henry De Ridder, former super- and Mrs. Kenneth Nyhuis and ing when it will be taken to th^
nese Communists have taken over
Edward Papp of Holland met Sipple, 41, Grand Rapids, and
Of Westrate Store
George Swansen Funeral Home in T
At the first 1954 meeting of the visor of Port Sheldon Township, family of Kalamazoo.
North Korea, and tried to push with an accident here on Sunday Harold G. Pitcher, 46, route 1,
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob F..De Witt, Marquettewhere services will be )
Ladies Aid Society of the Sec- has filed an application with the
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest H. Post of everyoneout of that spot, which when his car overturned about II Muskegon, pleaded guilty to drunk ond Reformed Church, the re- county clerk seeking the appoint- Heldreth, and Mildred were guests held Saturday afternoon. Burial
735 State St. have purchasedthe throughout history has been a miles west of 72nd Ave. on Taylor and disorderly charges and will
cently chosen officers will begin ment as a member of the Ottawa at atbelatedChristmas party at will be in the Park Cemetery at
Interest of the Westrate Ladies’ strategic one to countries of the St. Papp was taken to Zeeland return Jan. 18 at 10 a.m. for sentheir terms of offifce.The presi County Road Commission to re- the Herbert Myaard home in Marquette.
Children’sReady-to-Wear Far East
Hospital by ambulance where he tence. They were arrested by local dent
_________
Mrs. G. J. Van Hoven, first place Peter Vanden Botch, route Forest Grove on last week Wedstore at 15 West Eighth St, efThe gamble in Asia, resolvesit- was treated for minor injuries. police Monday night in connection vice president Mrs. Henry Geer- 1, Zeeland, who resigned the first nesday evening. Gifts were exfective Jan. 1. The store will con- self, finally, to whether men run- He was released Sunday evening. with a disturbance at a local tavWomen Injured Alighting
lings and second vice president of the year. Vanden Botch’s term changed.
tinue under the same name and ning the Soviet empire and men
Catechism classis will be re- ern.
Mrs. Donald Voorhorst are contin- does not expire for another year.
Mr.
and
Mrs. John Wolfert and From Parked Automobile
with the same personnel
running the American Empire de- sumed at both churches here folOthers appearing in Municipal uing their office.Mrs. Earl Ver De Ridder served on the county family attended a family reunion
James Westrate, who has been cide that they do not want to lowing a two week vacation.
Court were Robert De Haan, route Hage will serve as secretary re- Board of Supervisors for seven on New Year’s of the Wolfert
Two women were slightly irw
proprietor of the store for the settle their problems peacefully.
Gerrit Berghorst of Zeeland 3, parking, 51: Eddie Chaffen, placing Mrs. Ford Berghorstand years and last year did not seek
jured when they stepped out a
past 27 years, plans to retire.
Then no mistake will make any was a supper guest of his chil- Grand Rapids, speeding, 5U; Car- Mrs. Jack Boonstra will serve as re-electionas he is contemplating family.
Mr. and Mrs. George Broersma parked car in front of 539 College
difference—there will be war, the dren, Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Berg- roll Seats, of 699 Myrtle Av«.,
treasurer replacing Mrs. Marvin moving to Holland township next of Grand Rapids spent Wednes- Ave. early Tuesday evening.
speaker said. If, "however, they horst and family last Wednesday. speeding, 510; Richard Ribbens, Smallegan.
summer.
Martin De Hoop, 87,
day at the Simon Broersma home. * Mrs. Anna Dalman, 70, of 539
don't want war, but do want He also called on G. Klynstraand 19, of' 47 East 13th St., speeding,
Members of the three groups The appointmentto fill the unMr. and Mrs. Martin P. Wyn- College Ave. and Mrs. Fannie
’peace, the rest of Asia is helpless Aalt Kuyers while in the vicinDies in Grand Rapids
were selected at the Christmas expired term of Vanden Bosch will garden were Monday evening Costing, 63, of 111 East 22nd St.»
515.
to change it and must accept ity,
meeting. These groups will meet be made at the January session of guests of Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit De
were treated at home for minor
ZEELAND (Special) — Martin peace. The latter alternativeis Mr. and Mrs. J. Ter Horst en
for the choosing of leaders and to the supervisors which opens MonVree.
cuts and bruises.
De Hoop, 87, of 1238 Seneca St, becoming more and more likely, tertained Mr. and Mrs. S. Nagel- House Catches Fire
discussprojects at the first meet- day.
Herman
De
Witt
was
a
New
The two were getting out a car
S.W., Grand Rapids, died Tues- he said.
Holland
firemen
responded
to
kirk of Allendale
Year's
ing of the year to be held on
Year’s guest of Mr. and Mrs. J.F. when it was struck by a car driven
day evening at ButterworthHosDr. Pflaum answered questions Day.
call Tuesday to
home at Thursday Jan. 14, 1954 when
De Witt and family.
by Donald BrunseU, 16, of 193 West
pital, Grand Rapids, following a of the audience after his talk.
Mr. and Mrs. M. Vander Kodde 12th St. and Washington Blvd. members will gather in the Fel- InvestigateBreak-In
two weeks’ iMness.
Next week, the club will hear are the parents of a daughter, owned by Bert Habing. Firemen lowship Hall.
Police today were investigating Pfc. Karl Stob and Mrs. Stob 18th St., driving north on College Surviving are a brother, George a book review by Mrs. George Mary Jo, born on Dec. 28 at Zee- said a fuse box appeared to have
a break-in at the D and J gasoline left on Wednesday for Virginia Ave.
De Hoop of Vriesland; one sister- Damson. The public affairsgroup land Hospital.
Brunsell’s'39 model car was-,
station on the corner of Michi- where he is stationed.
caught fire and spread to a floor,
in-law, Mrs. Elizabeth De Hoop will meet for dessert at 1 p m.
gan \ve, and 32nd St. sometime Mr. and Mrs. Jim Sturing and judged a total loss and damages tor
The annual business meeting of later filling the first floor with Planning Group to Meet
of Hudsonville,one brother-in-law, and the program will be a forum the Sunday School was held at smoke. They said it was mostly
The Holland Planning Commis last night. Entrance was gained family of Zeeland were Sunday the ’48 model parked car owned
Henry Van Noord, Sr., of James- on "What Will Be New in Hol- the Reformed Church last week smoke damage a id some floor sion will meet Hiursday night at by smashinga rear window. Miss- afternoon guests of Mr. and Mrs. by Samuel Johnson, 77, of 111 East
town and several nephews and land for 1954?” Representatives Tuesday evening. The following damage. They remained on the 8 . p.m. at the Council Chambers ing was eight cartons of cigarettes Cornelius Wabeke.
22nd St., was estimatedat 5150, ;
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Vander police said.
of various civic interests will officers were elected:Superinten- scene an hour.
in City Hall
and approximately|3 in cash.
stymied
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lopsided

‘January Thaw9 Chosen

Games

Overisel Church Scene of Rites

Two walkaway* and a dose

Mrs. Lincoln Bennett,

ly testing rural life tor the first
This year’s play to be given hr time.

_ WANT-ADS
LOANS

LOANS

LOANS

$25 to $500
Holland Loan Association
10 West 8th Street,Holland

Adv.

presi-

dent, conducted the meeting In the
tea room of the Woman's Literary
dub house.
The league’s next project Is a
spaghetti supper on Jin. 19, with
Mrs. ClarenceWagner u general

87-

February,Is "January Thaw," by
There Is In this broad theme
featured Holland City
William Rooe, adopted from the the basis for, several humorous
Bawetball Leaaue fare at the
novel by BeUamy Partridge. The plots. Put In an additional twist,
Armory Wednesday night and the
tentative cast has been chosen and that of an unusual clause in the
rt*lta didn't juggle the standing Is preparing for the production farmhouse'deed which givee the
der directionof Miss Ruby Cal- original owners the right to live
under
Defendingchampion and league
vert.
there until they die, and there is
Kola Auto easily disposed
kafogKoU
Appearing in the east are the springboard for a lark of much
of last place Fox Jewelers in the
Arlene De Cook as Frieda; Nick wider proportions.
op^ter, 64-33, to remain at the
Havinga as Herbert Gage, the
As Roos relates his tale, Marge
heed of the five-team league.
harassed author; Maria Essen- Gage, wife of a successful writer,
* In the surprise of the evening,
burgh and Mary Lou Bagladi as Herbert Gage, decides for the
four of the starting five hit
Sarah and Paula Gage, hlsdaugh- sake of the family life to forego
double figures and the combined
ters; Mary Ellen Bowman, as life in bustling New York for the
total for Economy IGA was 78 to
Marge Gage, Herbert’s distracted serenity of an old Connecticut
a measly 32 for hapless HE.
wife; Julie Smith as daughter farm. After extensive alterations
Morse.
Barbara Gage.
and modern improvements, the
Pete's place battled visiting
Philip Regains appears as George erstwhile New Yorkers discover
US31 Bai>B-Q right down to the Husted; Stanley Harringtonand
the flaw in the contract Under
before 'losing out 67-62 in the
wire before]
Donna Hoogerhyde as Jonathan legal compu sion they arc forced
nightcap.
and Mathilda Rockwood, the in- to share their home with the for•Standings:
truding couple; Blrton Hilson as mer inhabitants, the Rockwoods,
Mr. Loomis; Frank Kraal Unde old fashioned folk in direct con4
Hole Auto
Walter; Brian Ward, Matt Rock- trast to the up-to-dateGages.
3
Economy IGA
wood, son of Jonathanand Mathil- Much of the fun items from this
2
Pefe’s Place
da; Blaine Tinuner, Carson, and “gam,’’ plus the unlooked for woes
1
H-E. Morse
Carl Fehring, a constable.
when blizzards snow them in and
0
Fox Jewelers
Bellamy
Partridge’s popular lights, water and food are cut off.
Balanced scoring was the key
novel, “January Thaw,’* has been
Dates for the play are Feb. 15,
to 4Cole Auto’s success against
translated by William Roos Into 16, 17, and ia
Jewelers. The fast collegians
C2

Betrothed

several new projects.

plexities that beset an urban fami-

High School

New Projects
At their first meeting of 1954,
Junior Welfare League members
Tuesday night made plana for

Rehearsalsfor the 1964 senior the Idiom of the stage, layfa«
play are under way at Holland special accent on the comic com-

Armory

1954

league Plans

As Senior Play for 1954
Phyed Wednesday
At Local

7,

fane

Hamilton
The
vities

local school

resumed acti-

on Monday morning after a

10-day holiday

vacation.

'

Rep. and Mn. Ben E. Lehman
attended a dinner in Allegan last
week honoring former sheriff
L«uis Johnson,who recently re-

chairman. She announced committee heads for the project as
follows: Mrs. Kenneth Kooiker,
food; Mrs. Julius Lubbers, serving; Miss Florence Olert, tickets;
Mn. Ed Brolin. table decorations,
assisted by Mn. Ed Boer, Min
Irene Boer, Mn. Fred Meppelink,

signed his position. Present at the
dinner, which was servd at the
Allegan Presbyterian Church pa •
Ion, were nearly one hundred

county officials with wives and
Jr, Mrs. Don Olthof and Mn.
husband*
Junior Kanten ; and Mn. Ben
Mr*. Gordon Veen was admitted
Bowxnaster, Mn. Lewis Vande
to Holland Hospital last week,
Mbs Patricio Atwood
Bunte, Mn. John Vander Broek,
die received epecial care
The engagement of Miss where
Mrs. Bill Venhuizen, Mn. Loren
and treatments for a back ailHoward, Mrs. Richard Speet and Patricia Atwood to Robert Seme ment
Mrs. Dirk Van Raalte, calling is announced by her parents, Mr.
and Mn. Charles Atwood oLroute The Rev. Harold Colenbrander
committee.
A polio drive project,presented 4. Mr. Seme Is the ton of Mr. and of Holland conducted the morning
of the Reformed Church.
by Miss Althea Raffenaud,alio Mn. Afcert Suite of 276 East service
At the evening service the Rev.
was approved by the group. Dur- Uth St
Peter J. Muyskens gave his fareing the weqk-end of Jan. 16, memwell message to the congregation.
bers of league will tell miniature Christian High to Hare
The auditorium was packed to
emtehes, imprinted "March of
capacity.The evening service was
Dimes," for $1 each at business Homecoming on Friday
preceded by installation candleplaces in the city. The tiny crutch
light ceremonies for the Senior
Alumni
and
students
of
Chriscan be worn as a lapel pin and
tian High School are planning and Junior ChristianEndeavor
signifies that the wearer has made
homecoming activities Friday group* new officers. Donald Stcwent on a splurge in the
a donation to the polio fund.
evening
when Christian Is ached- hower has been appointed*pon«
and fourth quarters to turn
Plans for the February project
uled to play the St. Joseph
Mr. ond Mrs. Robert A. Vondenbelf
an otherwisedose game Into a
were tentativelyoutlined. Junior
ketball team at the local Annory.
of
Christian
(Princa photo
rout
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Shepard
League will stage a production After the game, all alumni and
OVERISEL
(Special) — Miss
Fox surprisinglyheld the upper
been
for school children during the
quietly observedtheir 50th wed
students are Invited to the high t,ona of the chmch have
Eunice Irene Schipper, daughter
hand at the end of the first
month,
giving
the
production
free
refresh1 well organized by the pastor to
ding anniversaryat their farm
school gymnasium for
quarter by a scant 9-8 score. And
of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph G. Schipof charge in each of the schools. merit,. The pep b»d wffl
th, wirtt durim the
home New York’s Day. No special
it still was a dose 21-16— this
Ben
Van
Lente,
local
Gideon
Mrs. Jay G Fetter, glasses tent to provide rmuieel entertainper of route 5, HoUand, became
vlc™cy.
observance
was
made
as
they
had
time in favor of the Autos— at the
president,Herman Bos, state chairman, presented the case of a
ment. Open house will be held at ¥r*in<1 M{J‘ Mm-vta Kaper
the bride of Robert A. Vandencabinet member, and Frank De local child who needs eye examhalf.
planned to be away on a trip.
tte^ew B buildingand in the
A 21-polnt third quarter really At
Mr. Shepard is a native of Ken- belt on Tuesday, Dec. 29, in Ov- Young, local treasurer, are In ination and possibly glasses.
sewed things up for the winners
dall and Mrs. Shepard was form- e risel' Reformed Church. The Lansing today attending the Gid- Junior League will finance care
The evert, first of its kind
<**xfr> ol days with Mrs.
Coach Art Tula’ Holland Chris- erly Josephine Lucille Wade,
as Fox could get just 8 to make
groom is ths son of Mr. and Mrs. eon all-officers conference at Kel- for the child. Mr*. Don Williams, held at the local Christian school Kapert perents, Mr. and Mrs.
tian
basketball
squad
makes
anthe score 42-24. From then on it
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John William J. Vandenbelt, also of logg Center, Michigan State Col- who was general chairman of the
being planned by the alumni Joy AiWey. Another of their chilother bid for its fifth victory of
lege. Conferencesbegan at 8:30 Christmas bazaar, presentedher board Sid student council I**". Margaret Kay returned
Wade, pioneers of Ganges route 5, HoUand.
was a walk.
the
season
Friday
night
on
the
and
the
main
speaker
will
Al Nelson, Dave Kempker and
township.They were married
home with them after spending a
final report
The double ring rites were perBob Bolema each scored 12 points Armory court when it entertains St. Joseph. They have no children. formed at 7:30 p.m. by the bride’s appear at the 6:15 pm. fellowship
week with her grandparents.
the St Joseph Bears, defending Mrs. Shepard is a life member of
hour. Members of the internafor the winners to pace scoring.
lope Mission Group
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hall and
uncle,
the
Rev.
Stanley
Schipper
Rev. De Maagd Speaks
They were followed closely by state champs in class B. The con- Bethel chapter O.E.S., member of of Gary, Ind., assisted by the tional office will be present
children,Bruoe and Mary returntest will also mark Christian's the Woman’s Club and was co-orHears Dr. de Velder
There will be an Emblem Club
Jerry Jacobson and De Jonge with
ed to their home in Benton Harfirst homecoming game with a ganiser of the RubinsteinMusic Rev. A. TeUinghuisen. The Wed- officers meeting at 8 tonight at At Zeeland Church
10 apiece and Frank Talarico had
ding setting included candelabra
Dr.
Marion
de
Velder
af^r ^nding
large number of alumni expected club more than 50 years ago.
ZEELAND (Special) — The
I and Schults had 5.
and bouquets of mums and glad- the Elks lodge.
to turn out for the game and a
Hope
Church Missionary&>•
the
Rev.
John
De
Maagd,
who
has
Evangelist
Jim
Vaus,
expert
In
Due
to
damage
to
the
dub
D. Grissen’s 9 points was high
ioli against a backgroundof ferns.
social hour afterwards.
• Wednesday in the church
electronics,will present one of been in Japan as missionaryof ciety
rooms in a fire last Saturday the
for Fox. Others scoring were Bob
Music for the rites was pro.nn^on "UnU- P*nntM> Mr* "nd
To date the locals have won Woman’s dub met this week
the Reformed Church for several
the
newest
electronic
marvels,
Kruithof, 6 Whitey Witteveen, 2;
four games while dropping two. Wednesday afternoon at the Hos- vided by Mrs. Gerald Kleinheksel, sterophonic sound, at the gospel years, addressedmember* of sual Development*
Developments in Religious|ta Gran<1
Ken Van Wieren, 8; Jim Siagh, The Dutch were sailing along in
organist, and Jerrold Kleinheksel,
services at Immanuel Church at Second Reformed Church Tuesday Awakening.”
pitality House.
4 and Al Kraal, 4.
soloist,who sang "Because” and
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Bowman of
fine fashion up until last week
He cited as signs of this
. ...
.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hicks and •Together Life’s Pathway.” The 7:30 tonight. The program will evening at the first of a series of
with four straight wins before in- daughter, Marlene, returned home
three
Prayer
services.
This
service
include
demonstrations
of
his
Twenty points in the second juries and illness took its toll of
I
l.£n. Mlu Deft Bowbride sang 'T Love You Truly.”
took the place of the regular membership and contributionsand
• Van Door.
th.t
man_ and the Marvin Vaq. Doorquarter pushed Economy IGA to two Maroon regulars— Ken Schol* Sunday from a several days’ visit
Attendingthe couple were Miss electronic equipment. Capacity
audiences have been attending the monthly meeting of the Mubes- a growing awareness that "our
with
relatives at Evansville and
a lopsided 33-19 halftime lead and ten and Ron Nykamp. The Dutch
Doris Kalmink as maid of honor
heraat Society, sponsors of the problems are primarilyspiritualm
and Wayne Schipper, the bride’s services,which end Friday evenfrom then on it was the grocers lost by a sizeable margin to Mt Vernon, Ind.
and moral rather than malarial.”The Hamilton Boy Scout Troop
Mrs. Charles Zobel of Detroit brother, as best man. Mr. and ing. Vaus, a former underworld specialservice.
all the way to the final 78-32 Grand Rapids Christian and then
Was w week-end visitor of her
character, spoke at a Holland Rev. De Maagd, who is vitally He mentionedthe large number
score against HE. Morse.
with a patched-uplineup lost in sister, Mrs. A. B. Dorrance and Mrs. John Vandenbeltpresided as High School assembly this morn- interested in the Yokahama articles on religiousand moral
°*Wn- Among features of
master and mistress of cereThe winners were ahead 13-8 overtime to Grand Haven.
family.
ing. He was introduced by the Youth Center, told of work In this problems ap^artn!glnv^ly cirtil0.1!
at the first quarter mark and 54Just what kind of a starting Mr. and Mrs. C. E. McConell monies.
iUt to Scoutmaster Jesse
Rev.
S. F. Logsdon, Immanuel service among many young people cuiated magazines, "best seller” °*
The bride’s gown, of caxneUia
22 at the end of the third quarer. lineup Tula will put on the floor
pastor, and Police Chief Jacob of Japan. He read a tetter from a
and two sons, Billy, three yean,
Look at the scoring for the start- against the Bears Is still a ques- and James, four months old, have satin was styled with a sheer
Van Hoff also took part In the Japanese who expressed appreciayoke,
long
lace
sleeves
and
Utted
ing Economy five— Paul Fortney, tion mark. Nykamp returned to
entc,
tion for services of missionaries.
moved here from Middleville.Mr. bodice with chantiUy lace pointed program.
19; Ron 'Fortney,19; George school Wednesday afternoon after McConell is a pharmacistat the
He also told about Miss Carol gious films and television pro- tfllned at holiday parties for fam
Corp. Randall Vande Water left
Zuverink, 10; Ken Schipper, 14 a bout with a strep infection. He Tabor drug store and replaces into the fuU skirt with long train. Tuesday for Fort Bliss, Tex, after Van Zoeren'swork as instructor
Illy groups during the past two
and Ken Zuverink, 3. Add to that wasn’t permitted to practice until Hughes Simpson who was trans- A braided headpiece, entwined spending a 17-<iay furlough with at Ferris Academy in Yokahama.
Dr.
de
Velder
said
this
„
9 by Tim Beerthuis and 4 by Dale today, although Tills expects to be ferred to Zeeland. The family re- with seed pearls, held In place
This Is a school for girls. Most religiousneed is at once an oppor*
5°
her
fingertip
veil and she carried his parents, Mr. and Mrs. William
.Van Dort and you have the story. able to use him Friday night, at sides on N. Maple St.
are non-Christianswhen they tunity and chaUenge to the
a white Bible with yellow roses. H. Vander Water, 62 West 22nd
For Morse, Ed Altena was high least in a limited capacity. It is
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Scheerhom Her only Jewelry was a single St. Oorp. Vande Water is sports enter the school he said, but the tian, who must prepare himself to
with 10 points.Others were John still uncertain whether Scholten of Holland visitedSunday in tiie
religiousteaching and the fellow be more articulate about his
editor for the Fort Bliss News.
#
Kniid, 5; Earl Schlppers, 3; Kear- will be able to play because of home of their son and family, Mr. strand of pearls.
ship with other Christiangirls
Pvt.
John
DuMez
left
Friday
Miss
Kalmink
wore
a
rose
pink
ney Zoerhoff,6; Butts Kool 4, and the back Injury. Inasmuch as the and Mrs. Bernard Scheerhom.
Van Der Kamp ot
for Fort Bliss Tex., after spending have an upliftingInfluence. Miss Snl,oS!n“l1f1
formal with matching mitts,
lanky center is the team’s leading
enttm,ll“m'“ th. Veteran. Adratai.tr.tionHoaVan Zoeren is the daughter of Mr Qri
Gene Schrotenboer, 4.
Mrs. Robert L. Stevenson was
the
Christinas
holidays
in
Holland.
at Battle Creek and Mr. and
scorer, he would be a valuable taken to the Bronson hospital in pink braided headband with
Pvt Kenneth Kuiper and Pvt. and Mrs. George Van Zoeren of
pearls and carried a bouquet of
Zeeland and a member of Second
Big Bob Van Dyke, who is far man in the lineup, but Tills said Kalamazoo Tuesday for observaEdwardand
^p511
dai!s!r
William Bocks left Wednesday to
yellow chrysanthemums.
offiLcrs were elected as follows .
Donna
Nancyand
were
hollChurch.
and away leading scorer in the Wednesday night that he would tion and tests.
For
her
daughter's
wedding, report to Pittsbuurgh, Pa, Radar
S!I: “";.£Lyde«°e*ri1!!5Iil<l»y
week vMtora in the home of
Elmer Hartgerink, prayer meet- to, vice
league, added to his amazing not play until the doctor gives the
The name of Seymour Wuis Mrs. Schipper wore a black vel- section,after Christmasfurloughs
president, Mrs. Milton Mr. and Mrs. George Lampen.
ing committee chairman,was In
was omitted last week in an item vet-trimmed dress and Mrs. Van- in Holland.
total with a 30-point performance go ahead.
Hinga; second vice president,Mn.
The Maroons will be facing
charge of the meeting. Following
of Mr. and Mrs. Wuis going to
in the losing cause for Pete’s
James Wayer; secretary, Miss On Monday of this week the
Paul Plaggemars of 4391 Lindenbelt wore a wine suit Both
formidablefoe, despite the fact California to spend the winter.
brief prayer service Mrs. DoroHamilton Reformed Church held
Place against US-31 Bhr-B-Q. The
Maibelle Geiger; treasurer,
r:
coln Ave, underwent surgery at
had rose corsages.
rangy center had a total of 13 that the Bears have won just one Mr. and Mrs. Lionel Becher A short program was presented ButterworthHospital,Grand Rap- thy Van Dort sang "Just for To- Harold Luth; dlrecton,Mrs. W. • fcrewsU service for the pastor'a
game
while
losing four. They have were called to Winona, 111. Tuesfamily, Rev. and Mrs. Peter J.
day,” accompanied
Mrs.
field goals and four free throws.
C. Kools and Mn. Lucien Raven.
defeated HoUand High but lost day by the death of his aunt, Mrs. during the reception for 70 guests ids, on Tuesday.
George Baron. The evening con- Mr.
Mr. I Muyskens and children, Donald,
Pete’s led by a 14-13 count at
in the church basement. Miss GolMrs.
Ada
Jacobusse
returned
cluded with a social time and rekha end of the first quarter but close decisionsto Muskegon Cath Maude Layton.
die Kleinheksel and Mis* Thelma to her home in Phoenix, Ariz,
olic Central Grand Haven, Bufreshmentsserved by the MubesMr.
and
Mrs.
'F.
L.
Sherman
fell behind by 30-25 and 46-42
members. _
for rany yean an elder In the
chanan and Niles. Tills who has and their son-in-law and daugh Deters were in charge of the Sunday night after spending two heraat Society.
scores at the end of the half and
Annual reportswere made.
pfesided and conducted
scouted the St Joe quint says it ter, Mr. and Mrs. William Sten- gift room and Misses Mae Na- weeks in Holland with her parthird quarters. The final was 67
ber, Bernice Kalmink,Joyce Gun ents, Mr. and Mrs. John Bergman,
Robert Vanderham led
Fannie Bultman
is just a matter of time until the necke have moved to their home
62,
•Hje social ham was in charge Mn. Marvin Kaper played an
Bears get going .He claims they in the village from the lakeshore. neman, Charlotte Nykerk and and other relativesand friemty.
Behind Van Dyke in the scoring
Dorothy Lampen assisted about
The Intermediate Girls Choir
organ and piano duet. "The
have the potential and could get
Mrs. William Thorsen and baby
column were Louie Van Dyke with
the rooms. Out-of-town guests of Zeeland will provide music Sunstarted anytime, and he wants his spent the week end in Parchment
The Reformed church Is observ mittee with Mn. Rex Chapman stranger ^ Galilee” and "God Be
3; Frank Van Dyke, 11; Walt
came
from
Detroit
Gary,
Ind., day morning and evening at First
and
Mrs.
M.
Lindeman as With You Till We Meet Again.”
Maroons In toq shape for the with her mother, Mrs. Hazel Rasing the week of prayer this week.
Bradley, 12; Dell Koop, 2, and
Spearfish, S. D., Muskegon and Reformed Church of Zeeland. In
Representativesof the various
Exchange meetings are held with hostesses.
meeting.
mussen. They were joined Sunday
Buckner, 4.
the morning, the choir will sing
Coach Ray Haack has three of by Mr. Thorsen, Mrs. Anna Morse Grand Rapids.
organizations gave farewell mesand Ebenezer ReformFor the winners, Bolema, play- last year’s state champion quintet
When the newlyweds left on "Choose Ye TTiis Day,” Nordman, Bentheim
sages, Frederick Johnson for the
ed churches, the Ministers speak- Holland Chapter, OES,
and son, Cleon.
ing in for the second time along
their Eastern wedding trip, the with Jan Van Peursem and Mary
back, including 6’ 5” Rick Nelson,
consistory,John Elzinga for the
Mr. and Mrs. Louis A. Johnson
ing in all the churches.
with Jacobson, had 13 and Jake rangy Bob Ellis and all stater
bride wore for traveUnga brown Zwyghuizen as soloists. In the
made a business trip to Port HurSunday School, Bert Brink for the
Elders and deacons were install- EntertainsOfficers
dress, beige coat with brown achad 11. Others were Kurant, 8; Nate Duncan. Bolstered by two on earlier this week.
evening the group will sing "My ed in the worship service in the
Adult Bible Cass, Mrs. Junius
cessories and a yellow rose corWeisenburger, 2; Erickson, 6; newcomers,this squad has shown
Grand offlcen were present at Miskottenfor the Children’s DePrayer for Today,” Van Alstyne. Reformed church Sunday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Seeley and
sage.
They
are
now
at
home
at
Ribesky,4; W. Jacobson,9 and flashes of last season, but hasn’t son, Max of Bangor were New
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bontekoe The elders were Mannes Foikert, a regular meeting of Holland partment of the Sunday School
Mathews, 14.
been able to keep a sustained Year’s Day guests of Mr. and route 5, Holland.
and
Mrs. Rex Bontekoe return- George Koopman and James Chapter, No. 429, OES, Tuesday Mn. H. Kempken for the WomBoth Mr. and Mrs. Vandenbelt
drive going as yet. Last year the Mrs. Floyd Arnold.
ed Tuesday from a week’s vaca- Kleinheksel The deacons were Al- night.
en’s Missionary Society, Miss
are graduates of Holland Hifeh
Mn. Theron Stone, worthy Della Bowman for the Women’s
Dutch whipped the Bears twice
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Ras- School. The bride, a graduate of tion trip to Paterson, N.J, and fred Gemmen, Gerrit Hemmeke,
Truck Goa Into Ditch
matron, presided and told of plans Church League, Marlene Joostduring regular season play, mak mussen of HoUand caUed on sev
Hope College, has been teaching New York City. While in Pater- Ervin Foikert and Raymond Slot- for a January card party.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - A ing the visitor* a determinedball era! relatives here Sunday.
son
they
visited
the
Cornelius man.
bems for the Kings Daughten
at Beechwood School
truck driven by Wilbert Haney, 47, dub.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Atkins and
Bontekoe family.
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Rietman, Mrs. Ivy M. Carlson of Monta- Missionary group. Patsy Lugten
Grand Haven, was damaged to the
gue, grand committeewomanof for the Junior High League and
Tula has been practicing all Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Broe visited
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Rietman,
'extent of $1,000 when it went into week without Scholten and Ny- the ladies’mother, 'Mrs. Harry Grace Church Council
Grand Chapter of Michigan, gave Kenneth Heuvelman for the ChrisMr.
and
Mrs.
Francis Meiste and
Warrant Authorized
• ditch on M-50 in RobinsonTown- kamp, but hinted that Nykamp Langley at the University hosplal,
Instruction on the year's project. tian Endeavor. At the close of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Lampen were
ship at 11:30 a.m. Tuesday. The may switch from his regular Ann Arbor Sunday. After being Elects New Officers
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Other guests were two visiton the service John H. Albers preNew
Year’s afternoon guests of
driver told state police the trailer guard post to pivot if Scholtenis there several weeks her illness
Prosecutor James Bussard authorfrom Montague Chapter, No. 404, sented the family with a substanMr. and Mrs. Albert Meiste.
Mrs. William A. Jeriek
had left the pavement when he unable to play. However he sai< has been diagnosed as leukemia.
ized a warrant Saturday charging
Mn. Minnie Schiller and Mn. tial check from the congregation.
Linda KnoU of HoUand spent
elected prertdent of the Woman’s
attempted to get the vehicle back nothing was definite and that he
Hazel Lawrence,grand represen- A check was also presented from
Clifford W. Bastian, 50, Muskegon,
a
few
days
with
her
grandparents,
Council of Grace Church at
onto the highway lost control and would try various combinations In
tative of New Mexico in Michiwith negligent homicide in the
meeting Wednesdayafternoon In trafficdeath of Mrs. Pearl Gel- Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit J. Lampen, gan, and Mrs. C. W. Capper, Mt. the Adult Bible Cass of which the
went into the ditch on the other drills again today. He emphasized
pastor had been instructor for over
last
week.
On
New
Year’s
Day
Mr.
the pariah house.
aide. The truck is owned by Peel that his squad would have to be
Merino Chapter, No. 366, Hudson, nine yean. Previous gatherings of
dersma, 52, Grand Haven, which
and Mrs. Lampen, Linda, Mr. and
Representatives
of
each
guild
Bros. Trucking Co. Haney received at its rebounding best against the
N.Y.
occurred Dec. 12 on US-16 near
smaller groups were held, when
and the president attended the
Mrs. Donald KnoU and Gary
Mrs. Jud Hohl and her commita summons for excessive speed tall invading outfit
Coopersville. Bastian, who was
gifts were presented to individual
meeting.
HoUand
were
all dinner guests of
under conditions.
tee served refreshments.
In the preliminary contest the
seriously injured,was released
raemben of the family. They left
Mrs. M. Harold Hall was named
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bert
Vander
Silk
Holland Christian reserves will
from Municipal Hospital Saturday.
on Tuesday for their new pastorvice president; Mrs. Kenneth L.
and
Jean of Zeeland. Linda rebe going after their sixth straight
The warrant wiU be served when
ate In Coopersville.
Taylor, aecretaiy, and Mrs. Dale
turned to her home with her parin
win of the season after losing
Van Ooateihout,treasurer. Tefi- Bastian’ s conditionimproves, Bus- ents in the evening.
The Woman's Study Cub will
their opener.
resume regular meetings after a
ers were Mr* Warren S. Mentom sard said.
Servicemen home on New Year
brief holiday recess, the first meetand Mrs. Minnie Rose.
furloughs are Kenneth DannenPresent were members of St
ng of 1954 to be held on Tuesday
berg, Alien Voorhorstand Henry
Elisabeth’s Guild, St Catherine's
evening of next week at the home
Nyhof. The latter returnedhome
Guild, St Agnes Guild, St Anne’s
of Mn. Harvey Kooo.
Admitted to Holland Hospital
after spending 14 months In LabGuild, Altar Guild and United
Mn. Sarah Peters of Holland
Wednesday were Mis. Marvin
rador. He left for. his new base In
Thank
Offering custodian and box
was
a week-endguest in the home
Nevada
Monday.
Vektaman, 209 West 27th St,
supply chairman.
of Mr. and Mn. Addison Lohman
Mrs. Henrietta Mfchielaen,40
Miss Eunice Schipperand RobMm. WilMara D. Coitas, retirand a dinner guest of Mr. and
East 17th St.; Louis Andresen,
ert Vandenbelt were united
ing council president, presided.
Mn. Harry J. Lampen on Sunday.
211 West 13th St; Randy Braurmarriage in the Reformed church
The Rev. WHliam G Warner anOther visiton in the Lampen home
test week Tuesday evening. The
sma, 227 Scotts Dr.; Mrs. John
nounced plans tor the coming
on Sunday evening were Mrs.
Wanning, route 2, Feniwilie
Rev.
Stanley
Schipper
preformed
pariah meeting and dinner.
Bertha Nyenhuis and Belva and
the ceremony.
diaries Lawrence, route 1
Mrs. Lucy Van Der Kolk of HolTwenty-six had a perfect at*
DischargedWednesday were
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Betrothed

To

Wed

June

Engagement Told

Engaged

ZfnApriaf TLoisA

Robert Sullivan,Saugatuck; Mrs.
Isaac Elenbaasand baby, routes,
Zeeland; Mis. Everett Habers and
baby, 210 East 16th St; Mrs.
George Thorton, 263 West 10th
St.; Mrs. Benjamin Bownan, 100
Vanderveen Ava.; Mrs. Herman
KiekintveW, 626 West 23xd St
Delbert Weatherwax, 196 West
Eighth St; Louis Andreasen,211
' Min Elaina Louisa Ford
Mr. and Mrs. Harry C. Ford of
715 Saunders Ava. announce the
engagement of their daughter,
JSlaine Louise, to Richard Volney
CofflH aon of V. K. Coffill Jr,
of Brooklyn,N. Y. and the late
Mrs. CoffUl A June wedding is

West 13th St
A daughter, Cynthia, eras bon
in Holland Hapital today to Mr.
and Mrs. Dennis Laverne Kartering, route 5, Holland.

The Indent Egyptiansptayed «
of cheokecs hock hi 160C

tom

B.C

Moran Naaed President

land.
tendancein the Sunday school in
the Reformed church for this past0i Tennis Association
year. They were Isla Top, Patricia
Hope and Calvin Will
Schipper, Lois KleinhekselGloria
Joe
Moran
was
elected
president
Min Leonora Charlotte Fasce
Meet at Civic Jan. 12
Top, Lois Top, Delores Ramaker,
The engagement of Miss of the Southwest Michigan Tennis
Joyce
Peters,
Virginia
Top,
Hazel
Fans planning to attend the
Leonore Charlotte Fasce to Association for 1954, at a meeting
Peters, Harold Peters, Roger
Hope-CaMn basketball game at
William J. Holder, son of Mr. and held Wednesday evening in Grand
Gunneroan, Harvey Lubbers,
the Grand Rapids Civic AuditoriMrs. James Hdder of 1399 Forest Rapids. Moran, who last year
Alvin Dykhuis, Gladys Mastum next Tuesday, Jan. 12, ,aro
Ave., Holland, is announced by served as vice presidentalso is
man. Dena Beltman, Mrs. Glenn
advised to get their ducats early
her tether, Leon Fasce, of Hast- junior development chairman
Rigterink, Mn. Gordon Top, Mrs.
which post he has held tor several
ings-on-Hudaoa, N.Y.
Mist Joyce Mulder
here In Holland.
Stanley Walters. Mrs. Lester
Dr. and Mrs. John R. Mulder
A supply of about 200 has been
Miss Fasce, a graduate of years.
Gunneman, Mn. Arnold jaaBtiBk, announce the engagement of their placed at Superior Sport Store.
Miss Ann Loormon s
Also attending from Holland was
Hastings High School, is a senior
wll be available
at Hope Oohege where she is Kenneth Etterbeek representing The engagement of Miss Ann Lester Gunneman, Edward Har* daughter,Joyce, to Eugene A.
Laarman to James E. Fincher Is sen, Gordon Nykerk, Edward Scholten*.Min Mulder is a
at
affiliatedwith Kappa Beta Phi. the HoUand Tennis Club.
announced by her mother, Mrs.Ben Kookier, William Slotman and lor at Hope
Mr. Holder, who wee graduated Representativeswere
Laarman of 340 East Sixth St. Mr. James Hoekje. The mission box Scholten, sos
from HoUand High School also is from Grand Haven,
a senior at Hope and a
Lansing, Grand Rapids and Hol- Fincher Is the son of Mrs. Mary offeringsfor the past year amoun- Mn. Alfred
Fincher of 190 East Ninth St
ted to *3,38637,
i
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Spoken

Of interestto Holland residents
is announcement df the marriage
of Miss Barbara Ann Fell of Galesburg, III, granddaughter of Dr.
and Mrs. E. E. Fell of Holland, to
John Frederick Gilmore of Grand
Rapids which took place Monday
evening
Presbyterian
^ Galeaburgi nl

Alegao County

ALLEGAN

December Wds Dryer,
Warmer Than Usual

Gilmore
-Fell
-t* y

4-H

Voids

Id

a

Even with 18.3 inches of snow, phis 3.^ degrees in 1952, phis .1
December wjis wanner and dryer degree in 1951, -3.8 in 1950 and
than usual, a review of figures phis 4.3 in 1949.
compiled by Weather Observer Precipitation amounted to 2.08
Charles Steketee at Hope College inches, compared with 2.72 inches

^

The bride

revealed today.
in 1952, 3.52 inches in 1951, 4.05
Hie average temperatureof 34.2 inches in 1950 and 4.86 inches in
degrees was the highest in several 1948. Departure of predpitatioh
years and was 4.8 degrees above from normal amounted to -.30

a daughterof Dr.

is

J^M^aMJLFeh Gjd-j

Projects ^

^

^

ond delayed steel shipmentspreventedcovering of the Municipal RecreptionBuilding late in December

COLD WEATHER

i

nroteet comnletion record Todd who taught girla' physical
352
com^etion percen- education here wveral years ago.

tage of 92.5 per cent of all pro- Attending the bride as maid of
jects taken. This is three per cent honor was Miss Ruth Jo Gilmore
above the State
of Grand Rapids, sister of the
A 4-H club active in all 24 groom. Bridesmaidswere Misses
Linda Gilmore, another sister of

average.

weeks.

May

.

\FennDille

Completion of Recreation Building

An

On Negligent Case

1952.

friends.

normal. Precipitationfor the
month amounted to 2.03 inches,
the lowest in several years and
.30 inch below normal
The maximum temperature was
originally Itoped, but officials were hopeful that the roof would
56, compared with 57 in 1952,. 65
be on within three or four
(Sentinel photo)
in 1951 49 in 1950 and 62 in 1949.
Hie minimum was 13, compared
with H in 1952, zero in 1951, 7 in
1
1950 and 16 in 1949. Average
temperature
wds 34.2 compared
(From Satuday’s Sentinel)
Mrs. James 4Michen, who has with 33 in 1952, 29.5 in 1951, 25.4
been ill several weeks in her home in 1950 and 33.5 in 1949.

lontractors Are Aiming For

Man Bomd Over

enrollment of 1,177 boys the groom, and Rosemary and
and girls in 4-H clubs, an increase Sally Todd, cousins of the bride,
of 50 over
all of Grand Rapids, and Marjorie
5. Continued directionof 4-H Stuart of Galesburg, Hi.
Camp club project with the addi- Gene J. Gilmore of Grand
tion of a shower and toilet build- Rapids served his brother as best
ing at a cost of W,000. Total funds man> Ushers were Robert Fell of
raised to date since project began Galesburg, the bride’s brother,
$28,725. Fund raising continued Bruce Gilmore of Grand Rapids,
with help of 4-H leaders and another brother of the groom, John
Lurkin-s of Franklin and Ray
6. Six 4-H club camps held with Schumann of Grosse Pointe.
attendance of 410 club mem- 1 Following the ceremony a wedbers. A group of eight older dub ding reception was held in the
members trainedby the dub agent Galesburg Club,
assistedas councilorsin operation
couple left
an eastern
4;

as

wd^

3

1954

7,

Hama Vander Molen, 66, of
route 3, Hudsonville,Thursday
afternoon was bound over to Circuit Court for appearanceJan. 11
after examinationon a negligent
homidde charge.
Vander Molen is charged with
being the driver of a car that
killed Marilyn Lou Emmert, 13,

-

Only a few more months to go
and it will* be finished.
That’s the word from contractors and dty representatives cooperating in constructionof a
new $500,000 Municipal Recreation building for Holland.
The^past year will go down as

the year Holland nearly culminated years of effort on the
part of leading citizens to get
of route 1, Hudsonville,on Oct. 31 such a building,but steel shortas the girl walked along Bauer ages prevented completion in
Rd.

I

accommodate glazed tile dressing
* heart ailment, was taken to
rooms, showers, officials rooms the Allegan Health Center hurt Satand a first aid room Correspond-urday. Her daughter^ Mrs. Wade
ing space on the north side pro- Van Valkenbudg, Jr., and family of
vides game ‘rooms, offices or Ann Arbor visitedover Christmas
rooms for exhibits.Off the stage here,
are dressing rooms, reception Mr. and Mrs. Jack Smith of
room, storage rooms, service Birmingham and Mrs. Ida Martin
kitchen and dish washing area, of Kalamazoo spent Christmas in
Inside the main entrance are a the home of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
large lobby, rest rooms, conces- 1 Martin, also Mr. and Mrs. Ward
sions and check room and office Martin of Saugatuck.
Advanced Student’s Sunday was
In the basement are a number observed at the morning service
of storage rooms under the stage of the Methodist Church. Those
as well as a row of small game having a part hi the service were
rooms and rest rooms on the Edward Van Hartesveldt of Albion
south side. Heating facilities are College; Misses Norma Crane and
also included here. Plans are ar- Afleen Schultz of Western CoUege,
ranged so that in event an out- Kalamazoo and Miss Ellen Basf.

inch in 1953, plus .39 inch in 1952,
plus 1.19 inches in 1951, plus 1.85
inches in 1950, and plus 2.66 Inches
in 1949.
Precipitationfell on 13 days in
1953, 16 days in 1952, 16 days in
1951, 19 days in 1950 and 21 days
in 1949.

Snowfall totaled 18.3 inches,
compared with

17.6 inches in 1952,
40.7 inches in 1951, 33.4 inches in
1950 and 7.6 inches in 1949. Greatest depth of snow on the ground
Average maximum was 39.5 was five inches in 1953, eight inchcompared with 37.8 in 1952, 26 in es in 1952, 18 inches in 1951, 11
1951, 311 in 1950 and 40.1 in 1949. inches in 1950 and three, inches in
Average minimum temperature 1949. Greatest amount of snow in
was 28.8 compared^ with 28.2 in a 24-hour period was 4,5 inches in
1952, 22.9 in 1951, 19.7 in 1950 and 1953. 7.5 inches in 1952, 9.7 inches
26.8 in 1949. Departure from nor- in 1951, 6 inches in 1950 and 2d
mal was plus 4.8 degrees in 1953, inches in 1949. r

I

area.

daughter and husband, Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Keiss and little son
of Fennville,Mr. and Mr*. Floyd
Bolles of New Richmond.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Plummer
entertained on Christmasday tht
latter’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.

Ganges

(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
Holiday dinner guests in the
f
home of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Nye
were Mr. and Mrs. Charles Flora
of Kalamazoo;Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Nye and boys and Mr. and Mrs. Gabriel Osterberg of Douglas.
Dr. and Mrs. Eugene Brunson
Albert Nye.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Carlson were Sunday guests in the home of
were Christmas guests in the home their son-in-lawand daughter, Mr.
of their daughter, Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Walter Scott and family
of Holland. Ed McNeal in Allegan.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Sisson Christmas guests of Mr. and
were entertainedon Christmas Mrs. Robert Cunningham were
Day in the home of their son, Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Cunningham
of Kalamazoo and Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. Harold Sisson.
Mr. and Mrs. Clovis Dorn an and John Hollander and sons of Bravo.
daughter Joyce were holiday Mr. and Mrs. L. Z. Arndt left
guests in the home of Mr. and Tuesday for their home in Florida
Mrs. Walter Raymond in Kalama- where they will spend the winter

1953.
companion, Eleanor Bytwork,
»
Barring unforeseenwork stop13, of route 1, Hudsonville,was pages by cold weather or steel
of camping
honeymoon and after Monday will. seriously injured at the same
shortages, the building should be
7. Tractor
make their home in East Lansing, time,
ixed in three county districts with
groom ^ a genior at Michigan Ottawa County Prosecutor ready for Tulip Time.
In October of 1951 it became
49 boys completingTh«* coun^ State College. The bride, a grad- James Bussard called two witapparentthat a projected expanplowmg contest held attracted uate
statei ^ teaching
nesses during the hearing before sion program by Hope College
large
at
elementaryschool in East MunicipalCourt Judge Cornelius
would be unable to include comLansing. After Mr. GUmore is vander Meulen.
plete facilities and so trustees of
are
help of heme agent in dairy, foods, Lraduatedi
couple wiu iive in
George T. Williams, who lived the College banded with trustees
Accordtag to Chairman Arnold Hf"!! «
Hve-room homo
vegetables,clothing,canning. 1 Grand Rapids where the
near the accident scene, was first of the Society for Christian EduHertel emphasis throughout
and Mrs. James Smeed
9. Robert Godfrey and ^Carol
i)ecome associated with his on the witness stand followed by
cation and the Holland Board of
Jast Sunday in Kalamazoo
Ray Vander Laan, an ambulance Education in support of a muni- entire planring period has been
Oetnum wmei .tate wi^rs and Uther fa an inanranca agency.
delegatesto National Club ConDr. and Mrs. Fell of Holland driver, who picked up the dead cipal building.
gress in garden and canning prowere not able to attend the wed- girl and her injured girl friend.
Common council proved highly
jects.
Eleanor Bytwork was brought receptive to the project and on tivities. Working closely with tW hfincd a dmner Sunday Mrs John
ding since Mrs. Fell has not fully
10. Franklin Kelly and Joyce
special committee were Mayor
Chicago, Mr. and Mrs.
into
court
on
a
stretcher
but
was
recovered from an ankle fracture
Sept. 17, 1952, preliminaryplans Harrington,City Clerk Clarence Carl Walter, Jr . and son, Mr. and zoo.
months.
Tice won places on the. State received in her home last summer. not called as a witness.
were
presented
to
council.
Funds
Miss Frances Wightman enterMr.
and
Mrs.
Rudolph
SchmidgDairy judging team that competed
Grevengoed, City Manager Harold Mrs- William WoodaU and two
for the plans were provided by C. McCUntockand W. A. Butler, ctuldren of Saugatuck and Mr. all and family of Chicago spent tained a group of girls at a party
at the InternationalDairy Show.
council in April of that year as
Tuesday evening. Guests were
and Mrs. Richard Jonathas.
Christmasweek end here at their
11. Paul Thompson named Na- Herman Coster Feted
publisher of The Sentinel
Mayor Harry Harrington appointMiss Dorothy Stokes; Misses
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Chappell, farm home.
tional Camp delegate, the highest
Cauntv Fmolovst
The building will almost cerof
ed a special committee to guide tainly become focal point for Tu- David and Janet, visited Tuesday
Elaine and Joyce Frandsen,Miss
award on a state basis in 4-H club D/ '~ounTr employes
Mr. and Mrs. George Writers
the program.
and Wednesday in Eaton Rapids at anc* family have moved to their Jean Atwater of this place and
wprk. Paul also was named state)
lip
Time
activities
in
the
future,
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
This committee, with Arnold W.
Miss ShirleyKlery of South Haven.
winner in the EfficientMilk Pro- Fellow county employes of Heras it is designed for office space the home of Mrs. Chappell's new home, the house formerly
Hertel as chairman, James H.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Babbitt
brother,
Gerald
Schofield.
duction Contest
occupied by the late Mr. and Mrs.
man Coster entertainedThursKlomparens and Donn Lindeman, as well as room for the housing
and family of this place and Mr.
When
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Gerrit Dyk- P. W. Hogancamp.
12. Virginia Kelly awarded Watgroups
and
other
organizations
day afternoon with
farewell
and Mrs. William Northgraveof erloo Dairy Club Congress for outThe tanker “Polaris’'continued worked with Louis C. Kingscott active in the festival
man of Holland cam* here Monparty, in the supervisors room of
Mrs. Lucy Bremer of Holland a Fennville were guests Christmas
and Associates, Kalamazoo archi
standing Jersey dub work.
to
take
honors
for the second
Since
beginning
construction,
day
evening
for
a
business
meetthe Court House.
Christmasweek guest in the home
tects, in preparingthe prelimin11 An enrollment of 2.4 projects Lunch was served from a
year as the first vessel to
the special committee• has been ing of Immanuel Baptist church of Mr. and Mrs. Henman Strem- Day in the home of Mrs. Maribel
ary plans.
Terpsma and family of Holland.
per member. This is the second ly-decorated table and Coster's enter Holland harbor.
they
were
happily
surprised
to
find
working in close cooperation with
ler. Christmas dinner guests in the
At the Sept. 17 meeting council
Jon and Sally Thorsen of Kalayear in a row we have had better assistant, Henry Verhoeks poured.
The "Polaris” arived in Lake
contractors in suggesting minor a large number of the church conStrcmler home were his brother mazoo have been spendingsome
decided to put the city issue on
than two projects per member.
Macatawa
on
Jan.
6, 1953, but not
gregation
and
their
families
prechanges and alterationsin the
Coster retired the first of the
and family, Mr. .and Mrs. Jake time this week in the home of their
the Nov. 4 ballot. Here the mea14. Twenty-eight delegates to year, after serving about 30 until March 22, 1952.
building.Hearings were held be- sent Mr. Dykman, their pastor,
sure passed by a solid majority
Stremler and family of Holland.
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
State 4-H club week at Michigan years as custodian of the county Complete figures on commercial
fore
final plans were drafted at had received a call from Denver,
and
council authorized the com
Mr. and Mrs. Kirby Gooding Thorsen.
State 'College.
building.His duties will be tak- boats arriving in the harbor are mittee to proceed with final which time several interested Colo, and they chose this way of
Mr. Raymond Phillips of Alle15. Ten members and two local en over by Verhoeks. Bernard lacking this year as the Holland
groups presented suggestions.
expressingtheir wish for him to and boys spent the holiday in Alleplans.
gan
in
the
home
of
her
parents,
gan
and Mr. and Mrs Wilmer
leaders taken on a four day tour Byrohold has been hired to as- Coast Guard station was placed on
stay.
A
social
evening
with
reMajor change has been to susfinally on April 9 the contract
Dudgeon of Battle Creek and Mr.
of Chicago and the Internationalsist Verhoeks.Bymhold has been an inactive status curtailingthe
pend the ceiling from below the freshments was held following the Mr. and Mrs. Louis A. Johnson.
was let to Elzinga and Volkers,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Studley and Mrs. George Erickson of Peart
Livestock Show.
roof trusses rather than exposing business meeting.
janitor at the First Reformed tower watch.
Inc., of Holland whose bid of
16. A total of 2,837 exhibits at Church in Grand Haven for sevthe heavy steel suspensions. The) When school opens Jan. 4, a new went to Hartford, Connecticut with called in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Incomplete totals show the
$501,438 was accepted. This bid
ceiling is still 23 feet from the1 teacher will be in charge of one the former’s sister, Miss Janette Chester Wightman on Christmas
Allegan County Fair with $5427.75 eral years.
tanker “Michigan”and the cement
Day.
paid in premiums to members. At the Christmas party of boat “J. B. John” as the most did not include about $25,000 floor, the regulation collegiate division of the first gra^. Mrs. Studley.
needed’ for seating.
Mrs. Bertha Plummer, son
Mrs. Paul Tucker has returned
This is an increase of 420 exhibits. county employes held in the court frequent visitors. In all, some 24
basketball level The change im- 1 Clarence Miller will replace Mrs.
Work was started immediately
17. Larry Ter A vest showed the house on Dec. 18, Coster was different boats entered the harproves the Interior design for au- Donna SliwosW who has resigned to her home from the Douglas hos- Aaron and daughter Carolyn were
and by June foundations were
Champion Angus Steer at the State presented a wrist watch, in ap- bor.
to go and live with her husband, pital where she had been for some Christmas guests in the home of 4
being laid. Continually hampered ditoriura
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Plummer and
4-H club show.
Main
objective
of
contractors
Thomas,
at Camp Gordon, Ga. time.
This
was
an
increase
from
1952
preciation of his services.Thursby shortages of steel, work neverMr. and Mrs. Roderick French family of Brooklyn.
18. Seventy-one exhibitsat State day afternoonhe was presentedwhen the figure was 21 and in
now
is to finish before Tulip Mrs. Miller has taught for many
theless progressed to where offiMrs. Rose Hayes and son George
4-H club show with $173.34 paid in| an additionalgift,
1951 when 17 differentboats ar- cials expect to have most of the Time. "We’re still aiming for that years. Mrs. SUwolskiexpects her and two childrenof Concord, Mass,
premiums,'
May
1
date,” said George Klein husband to have a ISday furlough were holiday guests in the home of were Christmas guests in the home
rived.
ceiling trusses and steel decks
for the contractors."But weather g0on at which time she will accom- her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Otto of Mr. and Mrs. James Byrnes
The arriving boats carried gas- laid in three or four weeks.
and family of Grand Rapids. Heinze and other relatives here.
C,os*e* ®e9,n
and availabilityof steel will de- pany him south,
oline, cement and coal, gravel and
The trusses,127 by almost 10
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gooding
to recreation school for Junior! Tuesday at Hospital
Hot lunches will be served for
limestone,and other products. The feet, arrived recently and are be- termine it more than anything
_
__ with
the first time at the central school were Christmas guests in the home
Navy was a frequent
visitor
ing welded preparatoryto instal- can do," he
20. Five winners in the Kalama- The second series of classesfor I five 'training boats Itopping durtag
Chairman
Hertel
is also hoping bunding beginning Jan. 5. Thomas of her parents,Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
lation. Decks and joists have
for an early finish pointing to the Normand of puiim^ formerly of Runkel of Hopkins.
too Gazette farm boy knd girl of | expectant mothers will start the past 12 months,
been here for some time.
Mr. and Mrs. Ami Miller were
the month
Tuesday, Jan. 5, at 2
in the
big dedication that could be held
has
8ecured as
The building,with overall mea
holiday dinner guests in the
2L Exhibitsmade at 11 different I dining room of Holland Hospital
during the festival
j for the program. It is expected the
surements of about 150 by 208
Sponsored by the hospital, these
fairs and show of agricultural proprogram will be extended to the Beecher home in Fennville with
feet, is of cinder block construcaeries
run
for
seven
weeks
and
jects and home economics proAnna Michen elementary school their son and family,Mr. and Mrs.
tion with face brick on the out- August Pfaff, 83, Diet
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-Ont
include care during pregnancy
Hamilton Miller.
jects by 4-H club members.
| the followingweek.
side and on most of the prominent
person
was critically injured and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Roy
Nye
and
sons
22. An active 4-H council that and care of newborn infants.
At Douglas Hospital
Mrs. Seymour Wuis left Dec. 31
interior sections.
Don and Gerald went to Lansing two others injured in a three-caf*
assisted in planning the 441 pro- Twenty-four mothers-to-be were
I for Engelwood,Calif., to spend the
The 105 by
foot floor
enrolled during the first series, In
SAUGATUCK - August Pfaff, I winter. Their daughter and her and Williamston Sunday for a two crash at 2 p.m. Friday on M-50 at
gram.
large enough to accommodate
which
ended
last
Tuesday.
23. There were 793 farm and
ZEELAND (Special) — Paying bMptetball floor with bleachers on 83, died Thursday evening at 7:30 husband, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph days visit in the homes of relatives 14th Ave. in Tallmadge Township.
There is no charge for the fines recently in the court of JusMrs. Katherine Iwanick, 74.
there.
home visits made in carrying on
born rides. There is permanent at the Douglas Hospital where he j Underhill,formeriy of Holland, are
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Kiernan and mother of one driver, received
the 4-H club program and 32,820 course and certificates are issued tice Egbert J. Boes were Stanley
seating for 1,000 persons in the had been for the past two now at Englewood,
to those completing the full Schrotenboer, 27, of route 2, Zeedaughters of South Haven were severe face lacerations, possible
miles driven by the dub agent.
balcony which is on three sides, months. He lived at 333 Water Miss Freda Dressell and her sisskull fracture and fractures of the
24. A very active young men series.
land, parking on wrong fide
with bleachers on the main floor St., in Saugatuck for the past 60 ter, Mrs. Bertha Howland, went Christmasday guests in the home
right arm and right leg. Her son,
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mosier.
and women's organizationswith 14
street, $2; John Zwiers, 18,
years.
He
is
a
retired
carpenter,
to
Shelby
to
spend
Christmas
with
holding another 1,400. Additional
Stanley Iwanick, 40, one of the
Christmas
guests
in
the
home
of
route
2,
Holland,
speeding
40
meetings and events, including Mn. H. B. Gemmill Dies
seating for 250 persons will be in- Bom Nov. 2, 1870 in Hammond, relatives.While there Mrs. Howthree week-end camps.
Mr. and Mrs. John Stehle were drivers, received a possible skull
miles in 25 zone, $12.
cluded for the stage in the future. Ind., he was a son of the late Mr. land suffered a slight stroke on her
25. Eighty-two members carry- 1 Unexpectedly at
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Stehle two fracture.Merwin R. Jones, 19,
David Holleman,18, Grandvflle,
left side. Her daughter, Mrs. Earl
An estimated 3.000 persons can and Mrs. August
sons of Kalamazoo; Mr. and Mrs route 5, Grand Rapids, another
Ing the Junior leadership project
improper passing and defective be seated for functions in which
Surviving are the wife, Sophia; Gannaway of Rockford, HI., was
Mrs. Harold B. Gemmill, 48, of muffler, $15; Roger Le Poire, 24,
and assisting in leading their local
Elwin Perkins and family; Mr driver, received a possible skull
one
daughter,
Ada
Pfaff
of
Sau-|
called
and
Wednesday
they
stopthe entire main floor is used for
378 Lincoln Ave., died unexpected- Zeeland,disobeyed stop sign, $5
fracture. All three were taken to
dubs.
gatuck, a son, Harry, of Sauga- ped here briefly en route to the and Mrs. Robert Stillson and fam
seating.
ly Thursday afternoon of a heart Harold Baar, 17, of route 2, ZeaSt. Mary’s Hospital in Grand
First floor rooms under the tuck and one brother, Fred of latter’s home where they will both ily of this place.
condition. She died at 2:30 pm. land, traffic light, $7; Richard
Mrs.
Emma
Miller
of
Kalamabalcony on the south side would Chicago.
stay.
Mrs. Minnie Berghorst
while at work at H.J Heinz Co.
According to Deputy Roelf BronBugg Jr., 27, of Birmingham, failThe Baptist Ladies Union held zoo has been spending a few days
She
was
born
Sept.
22,
1905,
ure to stop within assured clear
the
past week in the homes o kema, the acident ocurred when
Dies in Grand Rapids
their annual business meeting
daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. distance, $16.
the brakes on Jones’ car failed to
Tuesday afternoon at the home of friends and relativeshere.
ZEELAND (Special) — ____
Mrs. Bert Vander Ploeg of Holland
in
hold as he approached the highAndrew Machiele, 17, of route
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Monroe
Eaton
and
Mrs. Minnie Deters. All of the preMinnie Berghorst, 68, of route 2,
She was a member of Sixth Re- 1, Zeeland, failure to stop within
in
daughter Mary spent Christmasin way intersection.Iwanick
West Olive, died early Friday at
sent officen were re-elected!
formed Church.
assured clear distance,$12; Verna
the process of passing a car driven
the home of a son, Harold, at
pnident, Mn. John Tucker; vice Grand Rapids with the latter's
Surviving besides the husband are Vanden Berg, Holland, speeding
by Larry Longielier,. 17, Grand
2628 Almont Ave., S.E., Grand
president, Mn. Louie Kluck; sec- aunt, Mrs. Eugene Moses.
two
daughters, Miriam and Barb- 40 miles in 25 zone, $10; Wesley
Holiday dinner guests in the Rapids, both going west. Iwanick’s
Rapids.
retary,
Mn.
Owen
Metz;
treaara; two sons, Bryce and James, at Glass, 16, of route 1, Zeeland,
home of Mr. and Mrs. Ed Sisson car struck the Jones car forcing
She had been ill for several
surer, Mn. Deten.
home;
one sister, Mrs. Dennis passing on right side of intersec
it into the Longielier car. Jones’
weeks. Mr. and Mrs. Berghorst
Robert Westveldt returned home were Mr. and Mrs. Shirley Babbitt
Boer of Kansas City, Kans., three tion, $12; John Zwiers, 18,
and little daughterof Niles; Mr car was a total wreck.
had celebrated their 50th anniverlast week from his season’s duties
brothers, Jan B. of Muskegon route 2, Holland, speeding
Officers are continuing the insary May 6. She was a member
as lighthouse keeper at the Poe and Mrs. Charles Babbitt
Herbert Vander miles in 25 zone, $10.
Newaygo. The latter remained for vestigation.
of Rusk Christian Reformed Donald
Reef
Life Station.Monday he and
David Bronson, 17, of 585 West
Ploeg of Holland.
Church.
Mn. Westveldt plan to go to Flor- a few days visit with their daugh23rd St., Holland, five persons in
Surviving are the husband, two .
, ,
ida to spend several weeks tour- ter, Mrs. Sisson and family.
front seat of coupe and possession
ons, Dr. John Berghorstof Batnf hoop tai
ing the state. Among those they Christmas guests of Mr. and
tie Creek and Harold ot Grandl
I Old |of beer, Ml.
will visit will be his sister, Mrs. Mrs. R. Z. Bolles were their
(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
Rapids; three grandchildren; two
Arthur Chellman and family at
Lawrence Post wu called to
brothers, Menno Van Single of
Mario Schwarz Has
Miami
Lake Worth, Fla., because of the
Grand Rapids and Theodore Van
Mr. and Mn. Henry Lockman
serious illness of his mother. Hs
Party
on
Birthday
Single of Zeeland and a brother-inare spending the holidays visiting
left by plane from Willow Run
law, Louis Keys of Grand Rapids.
their daughter and famUy, Mr. and
with his brother from Grand
Mario Schwarz celebrated his
Mn. Harold Earley and four chilRapids.
eighth
birthday
anniversary
on
Hospital Notes
dren of Portland, Ore. Claude
Pvt and Mrs. George Hubbard
[Wednesday with a party at Ms
Admitted to Holland Hospital)
Hutchinson is laid up with two
from Camp Atterbury, Ind., were
[home, West 23rd St
Wednesday were Carl Bunce, 172
broken ribs suffered in & recent
home for the holiday week-end.
Games were played and prizes
West 21st St.; Peter Hiemenga,
fall in his home.
Tuesday evening the Van Ktomawarded to all the guests. Re181 West 15th St.; Mary Schippers,
Tony Bur car and infant
penburg brothers and listers with
freshmentswere served.
130 West 30th St.; Clifford PolackJ
daughter, Deborah Kay, have retheft families enjoyed their
Those present were Jaypat!
625 Douglas Ave.; Mrs. Fred Ten
turned home from the Douglas
Christmasparty at the local hall
Davis, William La Barge, FranCate, 29 East 18th St; Oliver Lant
hospital.
Several local men who are in
cis Heyniger, Mike Skutnik, John
tag. 543 Lakewood Blvd.; Jacob
Marc Hutchinsonand son, EdDunn, Eddie Mahon, Robert
militaryservice were home for
Eding, Hamilton.
ward spent the week-end with
the Christmas week-end. They
Schwarz, Billy and Becky Schwarz
DischargedWednesday were
their daughter and sister, < Mrs.
were Forrest Van Oss, Elmer Enand the guest of honor.
Mrs. Julius Balder and baby,
sing, Robert Kooman, Cornis
John Andrews and family of St
route 2, Hamilton; Melvin Van
Bouwkamp, and Gordon Dean.
Louis. Mo.
Mn. C. Wydgraaf Diet
Tatenhove, 382 Pine Ave,; John
Mrs. E« Sneden entertained
John Klungle has returned home
De Shong, 117 Burke Ave.; Arnold
with a dinner in honor of ths
from' Allegan Health Center where
At Home in City at 73
De Zwaan, Ml Pine; Mrs. Harlow
birthday of her mother, Mrs. L.
underwent
emergency
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Hospital births include a daughter, Merri Elen, bom Wednesday
to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Smeenge,
439 Plasman; a son bom Wednesday to Mr. and Mrs. Marvjn Westerhof, route 1; a son bom Wednesday to Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Grissen, 199 West 19th St; a son
bom Wednesday to Mr. and Mrs.
Evert Habers, 210 East 16th St;
a daughter bom today to Mr. and

route

2,

died unexpectedly Friday afternoon at her home 263 Lakewood
Mils Groda SteenWik

Blvd, of a heart condition.
Surviving are the husband;
three daughters, Mrs. Harold Van
Dyke, Mrs. John Koning and Mn.
Gerald Saggers, all of Holland;
six grandchildren;nine great
grandchildren; one brother George
Douma of Holland; three sisters,

and Mrs. Henry J. SteenWest 15th St. announce
the engagement of their dautfv
ter, Gracia, to Tom Carlson, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Carl T. Carlson of
Van Nuys, Calif.
Both Miss Steenblikand Mr.
Carlson attend Hope CoUege. She Mrs. Harry Steffens and Mn.
larenceBarense, both of Holland,
is a member of Sigma Siena sorority and he is affliated with Omi- Mn. Gerrit Kuiper of Grand Rapcron Kappa Epritan fraternity,
ids.
btik of 83

an

appendectomy the day

Cornelius Wydgraaf, 73,

before

Christmas.

M/Sgt and Mn.

Mr. ond Mrs. Gorry Nybotr

Garry Nyboer and his bride,
the former Marian Kiekover, are
now at home at route l Hamilton, after a southern wedding
trip. They were married Dec. 2 at
the Oakland parsonage.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mn. Nick Kiekover of
Oakland and the groom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. John Nyboac of

Hamilton.
The Rev. H. J. Kruizenga, pas-

Paul

Newnham

two children and A/C and
Richard Keag spent Christmas with their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Keag

and
Mn.

(Prince photo)

1

tor of Oakland - Christian Reformed Church, performed the The iron lung was invented by
double ring ceremony. Mr. and Prof. Philip Drinker of Harvard
Mrs. Harris Nyboer, brother and university.
sister-in-law of the groom, atThe average monthly rent paytended the couple.
A reception wu held at the ment for Americans in 1953 is
Hub restaurant in Zeeland.
'

Miss Mory Lou Moomity

Jagers recently.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Rittinger of
Grand Rapids and Mrs. Ted Bowman, Amt *nd William of Lexington Park, Md., were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bowman
Sunday afternoon.

TTie engagement of Miss Mary
Fleece wool from a lamb is the
Lou Moomey to Beryle Wigger is produce of a single year’s growth.
announced by her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Moomey of 47
The Snow Baby was the
West 21st St. Mr. Wigger is the given to Admiral Peary’s daughson of Mr. and Mrs. John Wigger ter, Maria, who was born in the
Of

40

W«t

21*

ft.

